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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER 
TO SHAREHOLDERS

To our shareholders,

2004 was an extremely significant and positive year for our Group. 

Results for both the retail and wholesale divisions resumed a pattern of growth more consistent with our
potential, even in the face of continued weakness of the U.S. Dollar against the Euro. The performance of our retail
chains in North America and Asia Pacific, especially in terms of profitability, was above that of the rest of their
respective markets. Our wholesale division further strengthened its competitive position in key eyewear markets
worldwide, confirming the strength of a portfolio with important brands, both house and license, including the most
recognized sun brand in the world, Ray-Ban. 

In 2004 we made important advances in consolidating and strengthening our leadership in the industry.
Among these, certainly the most significant was the appointment of Andrea Guerra as our new CEO. In fact, his
appointment responded to two specific needs of our Group: on the one hand, our sustained growth required and
will continue to require an increasingly stronger and dynamic management structure; on the other hand, it allowed
us to make another key step forward in aligning our Company with the highest standards in Corporate
Governance. I will now be able to dedicate myself completely to my role of Chairman of the Board of Directors,
while management of the Group’s day-to-day operations is entrusted in full to the new CEO Mr. Guerra. 

Chief among the more important events of the fiscal year was the acquisition of Cole National, the second
largest optical retail chain in North America, which joins LensCrafters, the largest chain in the sector in the region,
in our portfolio of leading retail brands. Two outstanding fashion houses, Donna Karan and Dolce & Gabbana, also
chose to partner with us in producing and distributing their eyewear lines. Lastly, we renewed our existing
partnerships with Bulgari and Chanel, allowing us to further extend the average duration of the main licensing
agreements of our brand portfolio.

We expect that 2005 will be a key year for the evolution of the Group and our global leadership in the eyewear
sector. The integration of Cole National provides various opportunities for consolidating our presence in the most
important eyewear market worldwide, significantly strengthening our positioning with North American consumers.
The integration is expected to have a considerable impact on our growth in 2005 and beyond. For this reason our
management team immediately began working towards the integration of Cole National and its affiliated
businesses, bringing about positive results which have already been visible in our performance for the first months
of 2005. 

In Asia Pacific, we recently reached 100% control of OPSM Group and we started to further consolidate our
retail business in the region. At the same time, we will continue to study new markets, China in particular. 

As for wholesale, 2005 brings about two important new developments within our brand portfolio: in January we
presented the first Luxottica Group collection for Donna Karan, which was extremely well received by the market;
and we are also working on the launch, in the fourth quarter of this year, of the Dolce & Gabbana lines, for which
we have the highest expectations for the years ahead.

May 2005

Chairman
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A strategy of vertical integration from manufacturing to
wholesale and retail distribution pursued over the years,
a brand portfolio with house and license brands that
make it among the strongest and most balanced in the
industry, the largest high-quality manufacturing
capability in the sector: these are the elements that
make Luxottica Group a global leader in the design,
manufacturing and distribution of mid- to premium-
priced prescription and sun frames. 
Luxottica Group is the leader in optical and sun retail
distribution in North America and Asia Pacific through
store chains LensCrafters, Sunglass Hut and those of
OPSM Group. In 2004, Luxottica Group’s presence in
the North American market was further consolidated
through the acquisition of Cole National and its chain of
stores Pearle Vision, Sears Optical, Target Optical and
BJ’s Optical. In wholesale distribution the Group
operates in a total of over 120 countries worldwide, in
28 through directly-owned subsidiaries.
In 2004 Luxottica Group posted sales and net income
of Euro 3,255 million and Euro 287 million, respectively,
reflecting improvements of 14.1% and 7.3%. 

KEY STEPS IN THE HISTORY OF THE GROUP

1961 Starts as a company special ized in the
manufacturing of optical frames.

1990 Lists i ts shares on the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE).

1995 Acquisition of LensCrafters, the leading optical
retail chain in the premium segment in North
America.

1999 Acquires the eyewear division of Bausch &
Lomb, which comprised such brands as Ray-
Ban, Revo, Arnette and Killer Loop.

2000 Lists its shares on the Italian Stock Exchange
(MTA).

2001 Acquisit ion of Sunglass Hut, the leading
specialty sun retailer in the world.

2003 Acquires OPSM Group, the leading operator of
chains of optical stores in Asia Pacific.

2004 Acquisition of Cole National, the second largest
operator of optical retail stores in North America
with brands such as Pearle Vision, Sears
Optical, Target Optical and BJ’s Optical.

NET SALES
BY DISTRIBUTION

Retail Wholesale

28%

72%
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NET SALES 
BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA

Rest of the worldNorth America Asia Pacific

13%

64%

23%
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NET SALES GROSS PROFIT

OPERATING INCOME NET INCOME 

in millions of US$ 
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RETAIL 
NET SALES AND OPERATING MARGIN IN %

Sales (in Euro) Margin in %
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QUARTERLY RESULTS 2003 - 2004
(Subject to limited auditing review)

In accordance to U.S GAAP

(1) Except for per share (ADS)
data, which is in Euro and US$.

(2) All amounts in US$ were
translated at the average
Euro/US$ exchange rate for the
period in reference. See page 91.

Net sales

Gross profit

Operating income

Income before taxes

Net income

Earnings per: 

Ordinary share in Euro

ADS in US$ (2)

769,118

525,073

120,110

113,759

71,175

0.16

0.20

100.0%

68.3%

15.6%

14.8%

9.3%

In thousands of Euro (1) First quarter

811,711

556,866

139,127

124,849

78,968

0.18

0.21

100.0%

68.6%

17.1%

15.4%

9.7%

Second quarter

2004

2003 

726,159

506,840

129,051

119,159

76,975

0.17

0.21

100.0%

69.8%

17.8%

16.4%

10.6%

Third quarter

948,312

625,824

104,526

99,386

59,756

0.13

0.17

100.0%

66.0%

11.0%

10.5%

6.3%

Fourth quarter

Net sales

Gross profit

Operating income

Income before taxes

Net income

Earnings per: 

Ordinary share in Euro

ADS in US$ (2)

711,494

496,787

111,351

95,853

65,614

0.15

0.16

100.0%

69.8%

15.7%

13.5%

9.2%

In thousands of Euro (1) First quarter

714,115

482,634

111,893

99,427

67,669

0.15

0.17

100.0%

67.6%

15.7%

13.9%

9.5%

Second quarter

700,896

474,586

109,429

107,295

74,449

0.17

0.19

100.0%

67.7%

15.6%

15.3%

10.6%

Third quarter

725,690

494,571

99,114

87,219

59,613

0.13

0.16

100.0%

68.2%

13.7%

12.0%

8.2%

Fourth quarter
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 2000-2004

In accordance to U.S GAAP

(1) 1 ADS = 1 ordinary share.

(2) These figures have been
retroactively adjusted to reflect
the 2:1 stock split effective June
26, 2000.

(3) Proposed by the Board of
Directors and to be submitted
for approval at the Annual
Shareholders’ Meeting on June
15, 2005.

(4) 1995-2004 figures include
results of U.S. Shoe (acquired in
May 1995) and Persol S.p.A.
(acquired in April 1995)
operations.

(5) 1999-2004 figures include
results of Ray-Ban operations
from the acquisition date (June
26, 1999).

(6) Figures include results of
Sunglass Hut operations from
the acquisition date (March 31,
2001).

(7) Results for 2000 have been
calculated from the financial
statements in Lire converted at
the fixed exchange rate of Lire
1,936.27 = Euro 1.00.

(8) For the Euro/US$ exchange
rate on dividends, see page 91.

(9) Figures include results of
OPSM Group operations from the
acquisition date (August 1, 2003). 

(10) Figures include results of
Cole National operations from
fourth quarter 2004.

(11) Figures adjusted to allow a
comparison with results for 2003.

(*) In Euro and US$

Net sales

Gross profit

Operating income

Income before taxes

Net income

Per ordinary share
(ADS) (1) (2) (*)

Earnings

Dividend (3) (8)

Average number
of outstanding
shares (2)

2,439,166

2,246,228

1,719,925

1,583,879

411,921

379,338

362,019

333,383

255,277

235,085

0.57

0.52

0.140

0.120

100.0%

70.5%

16.9%

14.8%

10.5%

3,105,498

2,781,594

2,181,960

1,954,382

509,492

456,352

441,311

395,282

316,373

283,375

0.70

0.63

0.170

0.165

100.0%

70.3%

16.4%

14.2%

10.2%

3,201,788

3,025,690

2,255,654

2,131,593

601,508

568,425

539,442

509,772

372,077

351,613

0.82

0.78

0.210

0.242

100.0%

70.4%

18.8%

16.8%

11.6%

2,852,194

3,224,976

1,948,577

2,203,256

431,787

488,222

389,793

440,739

267,343

302,285

0.60

0.67

0.210

0.256

100.0%

68.3%

15.1%

13.7%

9.4%

3,255,300

4,047,966

2,214,603

2,753,859

492,814

612,814

457,153

568,470

286,874

356,728

0.64

0.80

0.230

n.a.

100.0%

68.0%

15.1%

14.0%

8.8%

2000
(4) (5) (7) (11)

2001
(4) (5) (6) (11)

2002
(4) (5) (6) (11)

2003
(4) (5) (6) (9)

2004
(4) (5) (6) (9) (10)

449,987,899 451,036,978 453,174,041 448,664,413 448,275,028

9
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February
RENEWAL OF THE LICENSING AGREEMENT WITH
CHANEL
Chanel and Luxottica Group extend through 2008 the
existing worldwide l icensing agreement for the
design, manufacturing and distribution of prescription
frames and sunglasses.

June
SIGNING OF A LICENSING AGREEMENT WITH
DONNA KARAN INTERNATIONAL
Donna Karan International and Luxottica Group sign a
f ive-year worldwide l icensing agreement (with
automatic renewal through 2014) for the design,
manufacturing and distribution of Donna Karan and
DKNY prescription frames and sunglasses.

June
RENEWAL OF BULGARI LICENSING AGREEMENT 
The worldwide licensing agreement for the design,
manufacturing and distribution of Bulgari prescription
frames and sunglasses is extended through 2010.

July
APPOINTMENT OF NEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER
Luxottica Group’s Board of Directors appoints Andrea
Guerra as new CEO. 

September
FIVE INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS ON THE BOARD
In l ine with the highest standards in Corporate
Governance, Shareholders bring the number of
Independent Directors elected to the Board to five.

October
CLOSING OF THE ACQUISITION OF COLE
NATIONAL CORP.
Cole National, with its optical retail distribution chains
Pearle Vision, Sears Optical, Target Optical, and BJ’s
Optical, encompassing over 2,100 stores, and Cole
National Managed Vision, join Luxottica Group,
representing an important step in the strategy of the
Group.

October
SIGNING OF LICENSING AGREEMENT WITH
DOLCE & GABBANA
Dolce & Gabbana and Luxott ica Group sign a
worldwide, five-year licensing agreement for the
design, manufacturing and distribution of Dolce &
Gabbana and D&G Dolce & Gabbana sunglasses
and prescript ion frames. The agreement is
automatically renewable through 2015. 

November
TENDER OFFER FOR REMAINING OUTSTANDING
SHARES OF OPSM GROUP
Luxottica Group launches a Tender Offer for all the
remaining 17.4% of OPSM Group shares, listed on the
Australian Stock Exchange, that it does not already
own. In March 2005 the Group acquires 100% of the
shares of OPSM Group.

11
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LUXOTTICA GROUP IN 2004

2004 was an extremely positive year for both the retail
and wholesale divisions. The performance of retail
chains LensCrafters, Sunglass Hut and those of
OPSM Group, especially in terms of profitability, was
above that of the rest of their respective markets.
Similarly, our wholesale division further strengthened its
competit ive posit ion in key eyewear markets
worldwide, confirming the strength of a portfolio that
includes some of the most prestigious house and
license brands, including the most recognized sun
and prescription brand in the world, Ray-Ban. 
During the year, the Group proved that i t  had
completely overcome the difficult macro-economic
conditions that had affected its results in 2003, thanks
to its strength in distribution, an increasingly more
balanced brand portfolio and flexible manufacturing
structure. 
Consolidated sales for 2004 reached Euro 3.2 billion,
up 14.1% year-over-year. This was the result of a
10.5% increase in wholesale sales to third parties as
well as a 15.7% improvement in retail sales. It is
important to note that, assuming unchanged
exchange rates, these figures would have been even
higher. 
Operating income for 2004 improved both as a whole
and for each of the two divisions. The year ended with

consolidated net income of Euro 286.9 million, up
7.3% from 2003.
Significant cash flow generation was, once again, one
of the strong features of the Group’s results for the
year. In fact, consolidated net debt as of December
31, 2004 was Euro 1,716 million, up only Euro 245.7
million for the year, notwithstanding investments of
approximately Euro 600 million for the acquisition of
Cole National and the payment to shareholders of
Euro 95.5 million in dividends.

RETAIL 

The retail division enjoyed an important and extremely
positive year. 
Retail sales rose 15.7% from year-over-year, thanks to
the outstanding performance of LensCrafters,
Sunglass Hut and OPSM Group as well as the final
three months of results of Cole National, since the
closing of the acquisition in October 2004.
In 2004 Luxottica Group made great advances in the
strategy already in place with the acquisitions of
LensCrafters, Sunglass Hut and OPSM Group. The
benefits garnered over the years from these
acquisitions have been significant, allowing the Group

13
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to have direct contact with new segments of the
market, improve the quality of the services it offers and
continuously improve its efficiency in logistics.
Strong in this foundation and keenly aware of how
crucial a presence in the retail sector is in the North
American market, in 2004 Luxottica Group closed the
acquisition of Cole National, the second largest player
in the sector in the U.S., owner of retail brands such as
Pearle Vision with an important network of wholly-
owned stores and in franchising, as well as the
operator of in-store optical departments Sears Optical,
Target Optical and BJ’s Optical (licensed brands).
In addition to the retail outlets, the Cole National
acquisition brought to the Group seven central labs,
which, added to the in-store labs of LensCrafters,
immediately made of the Group the operator of one of
the largest finishing lab networks in the U.S. 
Finally, with the integration of Cole National’s Managed
Vision Care business into Luxottica Group’s own
EyeMed Vision Care, the Group is today the second
largest administrator of U.S. managed vision care
programs designed for corporations, government
entities and health insurance providers.
Furthermore, regarding the consolidation of its position
in the retail sector, in 2004 Luxottica Group launched a
Tender Offer for all the remaining outstanding shares of
OPSM Group (Luxottica Group had already acquired

82.57% of that company’s outstanding shares in
2003). This transaction was successfully concluded in
March 2005. 
OPSM Group holds leading positions in the optical
retail markets in Australia, New Zealand and South-
East Asia. In particular, its presence in the Hong Kong
market is expected to be an important platform for
testing product mix and services in a market similar to
that of mainland China, which shows interesting
potential for growth in the optical sector.
In 2004, the integrat ing of OPSM Group’s
administrative and IT systems in order to maximize the
efficiency of processes, in line with Luxottica Group’s
standards, was rigorously pursued. Among other
initiatives, all OPSM Group administrative functions
were moved to a single headquarter in Australia; in
Hong Kong, a centralized sales monitoring system
was introduced at all stores. 
Finally, regarding businesses already integrated into
the Group, LensCrafters continued to reap the fruits of
its focus on service and enjoyed in 2004 tremendous
success from its product selection. Sunglass Hut, on
the other hand, brought to completion the
repositioning of its brand image launched in 2003.
This had been aimed at highlighting the focus of the
brand on fashion products, to take greater advantage
of the fashion consumer in the sun segment.

1995
1996
1997 incl. 53rd week

1997 excl. 53rd week

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003 incl. 53rd week

2003 excl. 53rd week

2004

In millions of US$

211.0
233.1
250.7

280.8
324.6
352.1
362.9
516.4
510.8

641.5

First quarter

229.5
233.3
256.7

278.6
323.6
342.9
553.3
553.0
542.7

662.7

Second quarter

228.7
241.1
271.0

298.4
329.9
346.0
530.2
556.4
603.6

668.3

Third quarter

199.7
209.2
261.6
238.4
270.9
299.3
311.1
477.3
479.4
636.2
594.5
945.5

Fourth quarter

869.0
916.7

1,040.0
1,016.8
1,128.7
1,277.4
1,352.1
1,923.7
2,105.2
2,293.3
2,251.7
2,918.1

Full year

SALES OF THE RETAIL DIVISION - 1995-2004
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WHOLESALE 

BRAND PORTFOLIO

From a brand portfolio perspective, 2004 saw two
significant trends for Luxottica Group’s licensed
brands: first, the Group signed prestigious licensing
agreements reinforcing the strength and balance of
the overal l  brand portfol io; second, the new
agreements and recent renewals have a longer
average duration than in the past. Longer licensing
agreements provide more time for collections to
develop and be properly positioned in the market. 
The Group signed new licensing agreements with
leading fashion houses Donna Karan and Dolce &
Gabbana. Other license brands, already partners with
Luxottica Group, posted significant growth rates,
ensuring a strong performance for the entire portfolio. 
Prada and Versace were fully on target with the
Group’s projections while Bulgari and Chanel, brands
already very strong each within its own distribution
segment, continued to prove their value. This adds to
Luxottica Group’s satisfaction with the renewal in 2004
of the agreements with both brands. Of all the license
brands, Chanel posted the highest level of sales, at
nearly 5% of consolidated sales. 
It is important to note that, overall, sales levels of
house brands continued to be particularly significant.
With respect to this, in 2004 Ray-Ban continued its
growth, demonstrating how much the Group has been
able to do with the brand, which is today the leading
sun brand in the world and the best selling brand for
Luxottica Group, representing approximately 15% of
consolidated sales. In fact, in 2003 two new lines were
launched, Ray-Ban Ophthalmic and Ray-Ban Junior,
both of which are enjoying great success. Ray-Ban
Ophthalmic has grown in a little over one year to
represent 20% of total Ray-Ban sales, without
cannibalizing sales of the sun collection, but instead
presenting cross-selling opportunities. 
Ray-Ban was not the only brand to perform well, other
Luxottica Group house brands, especially Vogue,
Arnette, Persol and Revo posted positive results for
the year and promise excellent additional growth
potential. 
2004 proved to be an extremely rewarding year. The

Group’s increasingly stronger, more balanced brand
portfolio was able to respond to the diverse trends and
demands of the market, whi le receiving the
endorsement of the prestigious fashion houses that
entered into or renewed licensing agreements with
Luxottica Group.

DISTRIBUTION

The overall strong financial performance and good
reception by the market of the new collections made
2004 a particularly positive year for the Group’s
wholesale division. Wholesale sales to third-parties
reached Euro 908.1 million, up 10.4% from 2003. 
Total wholesale operating income improved 14.1% year-
over-year to Euro 233.1 million, representing 21.3% of
sales for the division (up from 19.2% for 2003).
During 2004, the wholesale business continued to
grow with rates above market averages in most of the
countries where Luxottica Group is present. In Europe,
which remains the most important market for its
wholesale business, the Group showed continued
progress, even in markets that did not grow in
absolute terms. The same was true in North America,
where wholesale sales to third-parties and their
profitability improved, thanks to the renewed strength
of the brand portfolio, especially fashion brands.
As for Asia, in the first six months of the year some of
the weakness experienced in 2003 continued, while
the second half of the year showed positive results.
Latin America showed signs of recovery in its two
most important markets, especial ly Brazi l, with
improvements in both sales and profitability.
From a structural perspective, the establishment over
the years of centralized distribution centers helped
improve efficiency in customer service. The Group
continues to invest in optimizing these services and
overall logistics.
Luxottica Group remains an ideal partner for wholesale
clients, who benefit from its incomparable array of
products and services. The service that Luxottica
Group is able to provide clients benefits even from the
retail acquisition that the Group makes. In fact, the
experience in retail distribution helps the Group better
understand the challenges and needs of other retailers
so that it can continuously improve the level of service
it provides them. 
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Luxottica Group offers not only the best brands, with
an array of models that responds to the specific
needs observed in each market, but also delivers and
presents them in the timeframe and according to the
methods that maximize their specific value. It also
provides clients with all-important pre- and post-sales
services. 
This approach helps wholesale clients operate under
ideal circumstances, increasing the market potential
for premium optical products and services.

MANUFACTURING

In 2004 Luxottica Group continued its ongoing pursuit
of an increasingly efficient manufacturing structure. 
To this end, Luxott ica Group’s main objectives
continue to be optimizing the cost of production,
raising the level of customer service, and continuously
improving product quality through research with new
materials and manufacturing methods. 
With regard to controlling production costs, the various
manufacturing entit ies within the Group already
specialized in specific production technology aimed at
maximizing efficiency, increased the development of
staff training on task management and production cost
analysis. The purchasing office has, furthermore, been
reorganized, transferring the responsibility of warehouse
restocking from buyers to the planning area.

Over the course of the year, significant resources were
invested in studying new, even more reliable quality
control procedures of internal and external production;
the same process was carried out for the control and
inspection of raw materials before entering production.
Growth forecasts for injection-mould production led
the Group to launch a research program aimed at
increasing production capacity of moulds, in terms of
quantity and quality.
Customer service has always been a major focus of
the Group. As a result, today Luxottica Group enjoys
product del ivery t imes and post-sales service
standards that are likely the best in the industry.
In the course of 2004, increased product turnover due
to acceleration in consumer purchasing trends
highlighted the need to drastically reduce planning
time in order to maintain service standards without
increasing stock levels.
With regard to manufacturing plants: a new information
technology platform was introduced at Tristar, the
Group’s China-based manufacturing plant; Gazzada,
the plant that had been purchased in connection with
the licensing agreement with the Versace and Versus
brands, was closed and its production transferred to
other structures, to improve efficiency and in line with
the Group’s objective to concentrate specif ic
manufacturing technologies at each plant.
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DISTRIBUTION

Cornerstone of Luxottica Group’s leadership, the
distribution structure is one of the most extensive and
effective in the industry.
Luxottica Group’s wholesale distribution network
presently extends to 120 countries across the globe,
with a direct presence in the 28 most important
markets. The retail division, on the other hand, is
mainly present in North America and Asia Pacific,
ensuring the best, most efficient product distribution in
the world’s most important optical and sun markets.
Luxottica Group controls over 5,500 optical and sun
stores (company-owned, in franchising and through
the licensed brand model) primarily in North America,
Australia, New Zealand and South East Asia. In
Europe, Luxottica Group’s retail presence is limited to
approximately 100 stores of the Sunglass Hut chain,
specializing in sunglasses and largely concentrated in
the United Kingdom.
This distribution structure is the result of the Group’s
fundamental strategic intuit ion; management
understood years ago that increasing participation to
retail distribution would increase opportunities for
development. As a result, from its origins as a
manufacturer of frames, Luxott ica Group has
increasingly integrated wholesale distribution into its
structure, and since 1995, retail distribution as well. 
Thanks to its extensive distribution network, the Group
is now present in all of the world’s most important
markets for both wholesale and retail. At the same
time, the Group closely monitors the development of
new markets with the greatest growth potential, ready
to intervene and consolidate its distribution presence
in response to significant developments.

RETAIL
Luxott ica Group’s retai l  division manages the
LensCrafters, Pearle Vision, Sunglass Hut, Sears
Optical, Target Optical, BJ’s Optical retail brands as
well as those of OPSM Group.
In North America, Luxottica Group is the leader in
optical retail sales, in both the prescription and sun
segments. 
Sunglass Hut is the world’s leading specialty sun retail
chain with 1,858 stores primarily in North America and
Australasia.
Finally, OPSM Group ensures the Group’s leadership
in Asia Pacific: Australia, New Zealand and Hong
Kong.
2004 was an especially positive year, both in terms of
performance of the chains already controlled by the
Group, such as LensCrafters, Sunglass Hut and
OPSM Group, as well as the expansion of the retail
distribution network in the U.S. with the acquisition of
Cole National. 
With this operation, Luxottica Group’s presence in the
North American market was not only strengthened in
terms of number of retail outlets, but also in overall reach
and balance. Today Luxottica Group manages the two
most important optical retail chains in the industry in
North America (LensCrafters and Pearle Vision) and is
the leading operator of l icensed brands optical
departments, a segment in which it formerly had no
presence. Furthermore, through the new EyeMed Vision
Care, Luxottica Group is today the second largest
administrator of managed vision care programs, an
increasingly important segment in the U.S. optical sector. 
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As for the performance of other markets, in 2004
Luxottica Group moved to gain control of 100% of the
share capital of OPSM Group. The full integration of
this group is especially significant, in that the markets
of Australia, New Zealand and South-East Asia,
where Luxottica Group can now enjoy a position of
leadership, offer important opportunities for growth. 
In North America Luxottica Group also manages the
Watch Station, Watch World and Things Remembered
chains. Watch Station and Watch World stores operate
within the Sunglass Hut chain and offer a product,
watches, which is highly complementary to
sunglasses. 
Things Remembered, acquired with Cole National, is
one of the leading specialty gift retailers in the U.S.; it
is controlled by Luxottica Group’s North American retail
division but it is independently managed since its
business is non-core. 

LUXOTTICA RETAIL NORTH AMERICA 

LENSCRAFTERS

Luxottica Group acquired the North American optical
chain LensCrafters in 1995 entering the retail market
for the f i rst t ime, an important and signif icant
undertaking for the Group. In the space of a few years,
this has proven a highly successful strategy as it
allowed the Group to benefit from high growth rates
and increasingly more efficient penetration of the
market by its retail division. 
LensCrafters was the first U.S. optical chain to offer at
i ts stores a vast array of premium eyewear, an
optometrist and an in-house lab. LensCrafters built its
reputation on the customer promise of eyeglasses in
about one hour. Today, at LensCrafters stores
customers enjoy a vast array of fashion frames, state-
of-the-art lens technology, and knowledgeable, high
quality service. 
With a large portion of its customers extremely attuned
to fashion and demanding efficient and top quality
service, LensCrafters’ strategy focuses especially on
high-end products and customer care. In this
atmosphere, last year LensCrafters launched a sales
leadership model in which associates are trained to
develop strong consultative and selling skills. Results
from this program have been extremely positive, with

87.4% of customers rating services received from very
good to excellent.
Regarding products sold, Luxottica Group’s house,
l icense and private label brands represented
approximately 70% of units sold. Among the most
popular were Adrienne Vittadini, Anne Klein, Brooks
Brothers, Ray-Ban and Vogue. In keeping with the
latest technological advancements in lenses,
FeatherWates Colors by Transitions were exclusively
launched at LensCrafters stores. 
The labs within LensCrafters stores are a strong
benefit for customers; for this reason, Luxottica Group
intends to continue its involvement in research into the
latest innovations, so that LensCrafters maintains its
reputation for state-of-the-art technology.
As for marketing, LensCrafters appeared in the
principal North America television networks and large
distribution magazines, with the “Inspired Confidence”
campaign, created specifically to reinforce consumer
confidence in the LensCrafters brand. Within this
campaign, launched in 2004 is “Total Recall”, which
allows patients to receive an eye exam reminder one
year after their last optometry visit, a message
reminding them of their next appointment. The
program should show its first results in 2005. 
LensCrafters operates 888 stores in the U.S. and
Canada. 

PEARLE VISION 

In October of 2004 Luxottica Group closed the
acquisition of Cole National which included Pearle
Vision, thus making a decisive step in consolidating its
leadership in the premium optical market in the U.S.,
now served by Pearle Vision and LensCrafters in a
complementary fashion.
Pearle Vision has been present in the U.S. market for
over 40 years and represents in the eyes of most
consumers the brand for excellence for those who
take care of their vision needs with the highest quality
eyewear. Pearle Vision stores were the first in 1961 to
marry optical care with vast selection of frames. 
Today Pearle Vision is one of the best known brands in
the U.S., synonymous with a trustworthy optometrist
and personalized care. The brand operates 843
stores, company-owned and in franchising. With
Pearle Vision, for the first time, Luxottica Group, in
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RETAIL CHAINS OF LUXOTTICA GROUP OPERATING IN NORTH AMERICA

LensCrafters

Pearle Vision
(*)

Licensed
brands:

Sears Optical

Target Optical

BJ’s Optical

Sunglass Hut

888

843

934

255

138

1,584

4,642

Prescription

Prescription

Prescription

Prescription

Prescription

Sun

Sun

Sun

Sun

Sun

Sun

Prescription
Watches

Retail chain Characteristics Number 
of stores

Primary
product

Complementary
product

Data as of December 31, 2004.

(*) 472 of which in franchising

addition to managing a large number of wholly-owned
stores, can avail itself of a network of stores in
franchising with the prestigious Pearle Vision brand. 
In 2004 Pearle Vision marketing and publicity was
extremely defined and focused, with promotions and
national and local TV and print campaigns. The effort
in this direction was “Trusted Eye Care”, a campaign
reinforcing the perception of Pearle Vision as a store
which instills the utmost trust and fosters strong
relationships between customer and optometrist.
Pearle Vision manages 371 stores in the U.S., Canada
and Puerto Rico. Stores in franchising are 472 in the
U.S. and the Caribbean.

LICENSED BRANDS

For the first time, Luxottica Group, through the Cole
National acquisition, has become an operator of
licensed brand stores. At the end of 2004 there were
1,300 of these locations, located in major department
stores and retailers such as Sears, Target and BJ’s
Wholesale Club.
Each of these brands has a precise positioning within
the market: Sears is a traditional major department
store with a vast, broad and diverse customer base;
Target attracts consumers who look for the latest
fashion and trends; BJ’s appeals to customers

Optical retail chain with a vast array of premium quality,
fashion products, aimed at providing the best possible
care and customer service, in-store optometrist and state-
of-the-art optical finishing lab for quick turnaround of
prescriptions.

Optical retail chain focused on “trusted eyecare”, adding to
vision care a vast selection of elegant, stylish models and
exceptional service. 

Optical departments operating within host stores, allow
customers the convenience of taking care of their vision
care needs where they regularly shop for other goods, also
for price-conscious shoppers.

A major department store with a vast and diverse customer
base.

Retail chain for the consumer who follows the latest styles.

Retail chain for consumers who pay close attention to the
price/quality relationship.

With many locations within major malls, Sunglass Hut has a
young, active, fashionable image. These characteristics
have been reinforced by an offering of fashion frames,
responding to trends in the sunglass market.

of which:
prescription 3,058
sun 1,584
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focused on the relationship between price and quality.
This optical store format offers consumers with the
convenience of taking care of their optical needs in the
same place where they regularly shop for other goods. 
Partnering with these leading U.S. retailers allows
Luxottica Group to extend its distribution network to
reach this new customer base.
The product offering at these stores mainly consists of
private label products. 
All three chains are extremely active in promoting their
image, though in different ways: Sears Optical mainly
concentrates on TV ad campaigns in America’s
largest states; Target Optical focuses on regional
campaigns with magazine inserts; and BJ’s Optical
uses i ts BJ’s Journal, a monthly promotional
publication sent to BJ’s Wholesale Club members.
In North America, Luxottica Group operates a total of
1,327 licensed brand store locations, of which 853
Sears Optical, 255 Target Optical stores, and 138 BJ’s
Optical stores. In Canada the licensed brands division
operates 81 Sears Optical Canada stores.

LAB NETWORK

The network of optical labs controlled by Luxottica
Group in the U.S. expanded considerably with the
recent Cole National acquisition.
With close to 1,200 in-store LensCrafters and Pearle
Vision optical labs and eight central labs, Luxottica
Group now manages one of the largest networks of
optical manufacturing labs in the U.S., enabling the
Group to continually enhance the quality of i ts
products and services through the use of advanced
technology. 

SUNGLASS HUT

Sunglass Hut, synonymous with sport, fashion and the
latest trends, is the largest specialty sun retailer with
1,858 stores, 1,584 of which are in North America. 
Launched in 1971, initially located inside major
department stores, Sunglass Hut has always

distinguished itself with a young, active, fashionable
image. Since its acquisition by Luxottica Group in
2001, Sunglass Hut has started to more fully realize its
potential thanks to increased focus on fashion
eyewear, keeping it more closely aligned with trends in
the sun segment.
Over the last few years, the connection between
fashion and sunglasses has become increasingly
important. In order to capitalize on this trend, in 2003
Sunglass Hut began to reposition its brand identity,
emphasizing the fashion element and culminating in
the 2004 campaign “Spontaneous Expression”. With
this new positioning Sunglass Hut increases its appeal
with fashion-minded consumers seeking to satisfy
their personal sense of style. 
The program included restyling and repositioning
stores as well as improving customer service. In fact,
2004 was the second year of measuring customer
service through the Mystery Shopper program. Two-
thirds of stores rated met 78% of targeted goals and
3% scored 100%. 
Among the most important advertising campaigns of
2004, Sunglass Hut collaborated with “Rolling Stone”
magazine for the 50 years of Rock and Roll
celebrations, sponsoring a special section in which
musicians wore Luxottica Group sun frames such as
Ray-Ban and Revo.
In 2004 various init iat ives were carr ied out to
strengthen the sunglasshut.com website and its links
to other sites such as those of the Ray-Ban, Revo and
Versace brands in particular, in order to expand its
reach in the on-line market. Sales results have been
very positive in this respect. 
In terms of product, Sunglass Hut continued to benefit
from the strength of the Group’s brand portfolio. Over
50% of units sold in 2004 were Luxottica Group
products. 
In 2004 Ray-Ban, Arnette and Revo launched a large
selection of new models and Revo enjoyed 50%
growth in sales at the chain. Fashion collections such
as Chanel, Prada and Versace also showed excellent
results. Thanks in part to the film Starsky & Hutch, the
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classic Aviator model by Ray-Ban was one of the best
selling models. 
Sunglass Hut stores number 1,584 in North America,
164 in Australia, New Zealand and Singapore, 110 in
Europe.

MANAGED VISION CARE - EYEMED VISION CARE

With the integration of Cole National Managed Vision
Care into EyeMed Vision Care, active in the industry
since 1988, Luxottica Group became the second
largest managed vision care operator in the U.S.
serving over 120 million members (covered lives)
EyeMed Vision Care now offers services to 3,000 large
and small corporations, government entities and
health insurance providers, through a network of more
than 30,000 providers including optometr ists,
ophthalmologists, opticians and Luxottica Group retail
optical stores. 
Today, EyeMed Vision Care is a recognized leader in
the vision care industry known for providing choice,
quality, value and service excellence in vision care
programs. Members have the opportunity to shop at
Luxottica Group retai l stores and thousands of
independent providers.

LUXOTTICA RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC

Following the LensCrafters and Sunglass Hut
acquisitions, Luxottica Group acquired OPSM Group,
industry leader in optical retail in Australia, New
Zealand and South East Asia, including in Hong Kong.
OPSM Group operated three brands in Australia at the
end of 2004: OPSM, Laubman & Pank and Budget
Eyewear, each targeting defined market segments.
In 2004 Luxottica Group, which already held 82.57% of
that company, launched a Tender Offer to acquire all
remaining outstanding shares it did not already own.
This was successfully completed in March of 2005.
Full control of the company will now allow Luxottica
Group to improve the OPSM Group structure, further
strengthening the brand image of its retail chains,

continuing to remodel its stores and maximizing
synergies in services and distribution that arise from
being part of Luxottica Group. The integration of
OPSM Group structure with Sunglass Hut (Australasia)
also began in 2004. 
In Australia, the five original retail brands of OPSM
Group were consolidated into three main brands:
Laubman & Pank - for premium services and eye
care; OPSM - for fashion and t rends; Budget
Eyewear - for price-conscious consumers. This
strategy is showing positive results both in sales and
consumer awareness. In 2004 the remodeling of 21%
of OPSM retai l  stores was completed, and in
February 2005 the new Laubman & Pank concept
store was unveiled.
OPSM Group operates a total of 593 stores in Australia
(461), New Zealand (36), Singapore (9) and Malaysia
(13). Stores in Singapore and Malaysia were sold in
May of 2005. In Hong Kong, OPSM Group operates
74 stores under The Optical Shop and The Optical
Centre brands.

WHOLESALE

BRAND PORTFOLIO

The Group’s leadership does not depend on the
depth of distribution alone. The brand portfolio, with
15 license brands and eight house brands, is one of
the most balanced in the industry and offers a broad
range of models capable of satisfying the most
diverse tastes and trends, and responding to the
vary ing demands and character ist ics of each
market.
Eyewear that is minimalist and ultra lightweight,
aggressive and sporty, elegant and fashionable.
Luxottica Group’s success lies in its ability to reconcile
stylistic necessities with complex and highly structured
manufacturing systems, without compromising
product quality. Together with outstanding distribution



capacity, a direct presence in multiple markets,
marketing support and a keen understanding of the
international marketplace, it is easy to understand why
Luxottica Group is an ideal partner for leading fashion
houses that wish to translate their unique styles into
successful eyewear collections.
15 license brands are presently part of Luxottica
Group’s brand portfolio, in partnership with some of
the most important fashion houses and international
stylists. Licensing agreements connect the Group to
these brands through exclusive agreements with
durations up to ten years. One objective for the future
is to further extend the average duration of these
agreements, in order to more thoroughly realize the
value of these col lections through longer-term
investment planning. The licensing agreements
signed in 2003 with Versace and Prada, the 2004
renewals of the ones with Chanel and Bulgari, as well
as the most recent agreements signed with Donna
Karan and Dolce & Gabbana, reflect this direction are
a result of this strategy. 

Great attention is continuously dedicated to improving
product assortment, in order to guarantee the
coverage and segmentation of the mid- to premium-
price market, while at the same time working to
minimize the potential cannibalization among brands
targeting similar segments. 
Luxott ica Group portfol io also comprises eight
extremely high value house brands such as Vogue,
Persol and the legendary Ray-Ban brand, with both its
ophthalmic and sun collections. Thanks to excellent
development of this brand - presently the top-selling
brand in the sun segment - in the past several years
sales of the Group’s in-house brands have exceeded
those of license brands.
Thanks to its distribution and retail structures as well
as important investments in marketing, the Group is
extremely effective in supporting its brand portfolio.
At the same time, sales of Luxottica Group license
brand benef i t  f rom the support of campaigns
conducted by the fashion houses.
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CHANGE YOUR VIEW



The Ray-Ban brand 
debuted in 1937 

with the Aviator model,
created for American

Airforce pilots, and joined
Luxottica Group portfolio

of brands in 1999. 
Worn by countless movie
stars and show business

celebrities since day one,
Ray-Ban’s are sunglasses
par excellence, by far the
top-selling, most famous
sunglasses in the world.
The Ray-Ban collection

sets itself apart for 
the superior quality 

of its lenses and materials
and an irreplicable design

that transcends every 
trend, making it legendary

the world over.
In 2003 Ray-Ban 
expanded its sun 

collection to include 
Ray-Ban Ophthalmic
and Ray-Ban Junior. 

www.ray-ban.com 
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Created in 1973 bearing 

the same name as the famous

fashion magazine, the Vogue

brand was acquired by Luxottica

Group in 1990. Vogue models

distinguish themselves thanks

to their innovative design and 

broad selection of color frames,

resulting in great appeal 

for women who follow the latest

trends in fashion.

www.vogue-eyewear.com





Making its debut in 1926, Persol was acquired by Luxottica Group 
in 1995. Legendary glamour and elegance, uncompromising Made in Italy

style, intense individuality clothed in a refined sense of personal
expression: beyond eyewear, Persol is an icon, harkening back 

to prestigious Turinese origins in the 20’s and cunningly timeless,
with cutting-edge technological and stylistic innovations, and an insignia

symbolic of sun protection and optical perfection. Persol is the eyewear
of choice for countless international celebrities and movie stars who

complete their look with a coordinated selection, adding to their strong
emotional appeal as a “star symbol”. Persol frames stand out for their
exclusively patented Meflecto system of flexible, acetate temples, and

bear the easily recognizable, highly-distinctive metallic arrow on the hinge. 
www.persol.com

STAR SYMBOL



BRUCE IRONS

www.arnette.com



Launched in

California in

1992, Arnette

was acquired by

Luxottica Group in

1999. Quickly becoming

the eyewear of choice for

the board sport generation,

today it is a symbol of the

dynamic, active lifestyle it

represents. Arnette’s design

captivates, bringing together the

supreme comfort and maximum

functionality sought after by those drawn to

extreme sports. 

www.arnette.com 



The REVO brand was created in 1985 and acquired by
Luxottica Group in 1999. REVO revolutionized the
world of sunglasses introducing for the first time in
1985 the best sunglass lens technology, along with a
cultivated design and strong personality, able to
transcend seasonal styles. It is not by chance that
REVO is short for “revolution”. Models in the REVO
collection feature multi-layer coated lenses equipped
with the exclusive Light Management System (LMS), a
technology developed by NASA for satellite portholes,
guaranteeing perfect vision and maximum protection
from the harmful rays of the sun. The LMS system is
exclusive to REVO sunglasses, also available with a
polarized filter. 
www.revo.com

Created in 1989, Killer Loop became part of Luxottica
Group portfolio in 1999. The Killer Loop brand evolved
from a general sports image to a one that is more
“urban style”, perfect for any time of the day. Killer
Loop is young, metropolitan eyewear, for a dynamic
cosmopolitan lifestyle. 
www.killerloopeyewear.com



The Sferoflex brand was acquired by Luxottica Group
in 1981. Sferoflex takes its name from its distinctive
flexible temples which conform to the size and shape
of any face, ensuring the perfect fit. The Sferoflex line
includes only prescription frames and is perfect for
those who seek a comfortable, classic frame of the
highest quality. 

On the scene since 1967, Luxottica Group’s first line
still best communicates the experience and tradition
which are its essence. Luxottica is the ideal eyewear
for those who seek classic style with clean lines and a
premium quality frame. The brand has expanded its
spectrum to include a new line (including titanium
models) for those who prefer super light-weight
frames of the highest quality and an elegant design. 
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The Anne Klein brand has been licensed to Luxottica
Group since 1996. Anne Klein eyewear collections are
designed for an exclusively female clientele. The woman
who chooses Anne Klein eyewear is the classic modern
woman, successful in her career, refined and attuned to
quality and image, who desires not only elegance, but
comfort and practicality.

The partnership between Brooks Brothers and Luxottica
Group began in 1993. Characterized by light materials and
sleek lines, Brooks Brothers collections are the essence of
American style. It is a classically styled product, accessible
to everyone, functional, light-weight and top quality.



The original l icensing agreement for the production and
distribution of Bvlgari eyewear was signed by Luxottica Group
in 1997. Bvlgari eyewear appeals to an elegant, selective
clientele in search of eyewear that will set them apart. The
highest quality materials, painstaking attention to detail, and a
contemporary, unmistakable design: all of these make Bvlgari
eyewear precious, exclusive objects; veritable jewels.

The Byblos brand has been licensed to Luxottica Group
since 1989. Byblos models reflect a fresh, modern, non-
conformist style, with a cutting-edge design and a brilliant
spectrum of colors for both the frames and lenses. Byblos
customers prefer a l ightweight product, not overly
sophisticated or intellectual, perfect for dress-down comfort,
yet sporty and sleek.



The original licensing agreement with Maison Chanel was
signed in 1999 making Luxottica Group the first licensing
company of this important luxury brand. Chanel collections
reflect the brand’s essential values, which translate into a
unique style of creative shapes, materials and colors.
Chanel eyewear appeals to a sophisticated, elegant,
refined clientele, attuned to the smallest details.

Thanks to a licensing agreement with Luxottica Group, the first
Genny collection of women eyewear was launched in 1989.
Genny eyewear is designed for a high-end clientele of women
who are classic, sophisticated, extremely feminine, self-
assured, and seeking a distinctive, yet not excessive style.



From its origins in Hamburg in 1978, the Jil Sander brand has
enjoyed consistent and growing international success. The
brand sets itself apart for its clean lines, modern, elegant
design, superior quality materials and workmanship and the
use of innovative fabrics. The Jil Sander brand is known for its
thorough development of both clothing col lections and
accessor ies. Eyewear design is t reated wi th the same
harmonic, sophisticated flare as clothing.

The Miu Miu brand was created in 1993 according to the
specific wishes of Miuccia Prada designed for a clientele
especially attuned to the latest trends, carefree and
sophist icated. With th is col lect ion, Miuccia Prada
expresses her vision of an al ternat ive style, always
character ized by a strong personal i ty;  provocat ive
innovation that co-exists with the classic, reinterpreted as
“new classic”. The Miu Miu collection includes clothing,
accessories, shoes and men and women eyewear. Miu Miu
designs are: urban, young, sophisticated and sensual; a
“new classic”.



Moschino, licensed brand of Luxottica Group since 1995,
is, of all of the Group’s product l ines, the one most
distinguished for the creativity and originality of its models,
in keeping with the brand’s image. Moschino eyewear
appeals to a young public, ironic and non-conformist,
seeking an original and audacious style, decidedly non-
conventional, that dares to combine shapes and colors
that shock and surprise, without compromising on quality.

The Prada brand is distinguished by products of excellent
quality, combining an innovative approach with a strong
tradition of craftsmanship. Prada is synonymous with a style
that has often anticipated, if not dictated, new fashion
trends; an influence unanimously recognized by qualified
observers. For Prada, the starting point is absolute quality,
which applies to every step in the process, from the design
to the choice of materials, to the production and retail sales
concept, to strategic publicity campaigns, creating a “chain
of value” that generates overall quality. This extraordinary
care is never abandoned, but expresses itself in refined
details that made Prada creations so unique and utterly
desirable. Sophisticated and elegant, Prada products have
a distinct personality and unmistakable style. These
characteristics are found in the eyewear as well, in the
“optical” collection, several new “sun” models and a new
sports model, easily identifiable by their red stripe.



At the end of 1998, the year in which the licensing agreement
with Luxottica Group was signed, the first collection of Salvatore
Ferragamo eyewear was launched. The Salvatore Ferragamo
eyewear is characterized by excellent attention to details and
finishings, from original choices of materials to exciting colors.
Those who wear Salvatore Ferragamo eyewear have the
sensation of possessing a unique, tailor-made item; a tiny work
of art inspired by the tradition of craftsmanship of the fashion
house whose name it bears, reinterpreted in a contemporary key.

Sergio Tacchini, ever synonymous with sport and leisure,
has been a licensed brand of Luxottica Group since 1993.
Designed not only for those who love sports, but also for
those who are looking for an eyewear for their free time.
The collections are perfectly suited to the new trends which
bring the athletic into the day-to-day. Sergio Tacchini
eyewear is ideal for those who prefer a style that is at once
classic and casual.



The licensing agreement for the production and distribution
of Versus eyewear was signed by Luxottica Group early in
2003, simultaneously with the Versace brand. Versus is the
“young” brand in the Versace “family”. Targeted at a
younger clientele, Versus wearers want to follow fashion
trends without paying a fortune or compromising their
pursuit of an innovative and original style.

The licensing agreement for the production and distribution
of Versace eyewear was signed by Luxottica Group early in
2003. Versace eyewear, with its flamboyantly innovative
style, is characterized by distinctive symbols (starting from
the Greek fret symbol, Medusa) and appeals to a clientele
keenly attuned to fashion. Those who wear Versace desire
an absolutely unconventional luxury product in vivid colors
and cutting-edge designs, in step with latest trends. They
stand out as sensual, dynamic and self-assured.
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DISTRIBUTION

Today, Luxottica Group’s wholesale division distributes
in 120 countries. In the 28 most important markets it
operates through a direct presence with a local
subsidiary. In most of the countries where the Group
operates distribution subsidiaries, its main customers
are retailers of mid- to premium-price eyewear, such
as independent opticians, retail optical chains, stores
specializing in sunglasses and duty-free shops. In
other countries, mainly in North America, customers
also include independent optometr ists and
ophthalmologists as well as major department stores. 
Direct distribution operations in the key markets offer
an important competitive advantage by allowing for
consistent, close contact with retailers, maximizing the
image and visibility of Luxottica Group’s products,
closer monitoring and optimizing distribution. 
Luxott ica Group’s wholesale division provides
thorough marketing support, reinforcing brand image
and coordinating the presentation of its brand portfolio
at the international level.
Luxottica Group plans to further expand its distribution
network by opening new subsidiaries. In countries
where the market size does not justify the costs of a
traditional subsidiary, the prospects of opening “light”
subsidiaries or branch offices to directly control
business will be evaluated. This would in any case
ensure closer control of distribution in these markets.

Services and logistics
One of Luxottica Group’s greatest strengths is its
ability to offer the best pre- and post-sale service,
through a system which has been continuously
developed and perfected over time to provide its
customers with the best product, in a timeframe and
manner that best enhances its value.
The distr ibution system is connected at the
international level to a central production planning
function, thanks to a network that links logistics and
sales functions/outlets to the manufacturing plants.
This network allows Luxottica Group to monitor global
sales and inventory on a daily basis, adjusting the
allocation of production resources and inventory levels
based on specific market information.
This integrated system is among the fastest, most
efficient in the world. In Asia, Europe and the U.S.
centralized distribution centers have over the years
signif icantly improved distr ibution speed and
efficiency. 
Luxottica Group is therefore able to provide its clients
with a highly automated system for order management
that reduces del ivery t imes and minimizes the
inventory.
Luxottica Group is committed to continue to help its
wholesale customers grow their business, also by
focusing on manufacturing products of the highest
quality and design. The common objective is to
maximize growth opportunities for all and expand the
overall optical market.

DISTRIBUTION
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MANUFACTURING

Having its origins in what has become the global
center of eyewear manufacturing, Luxottica Group
has produced prescription frames and sunglasses
for over 40 years, controlling every phase of the
production process, from the purchase of raw
materials to the manufacturing of the finished frame. 
The manufacturing process used by Luxott ica
Group today is the frui t  of decades of careful
honing, along a path of constant research and
development.  This ensures that products are
consistently of the highest possible quality, realized
by the most eff icient methods and employing
cutting-edge materials and technology. Research
extends therefore, to every aspect of production:
f rom mater ia ls  to machinery,  f rom product
conceptualization to production planning. 
Decades of experience, passion, and a desire to
never  be content  even wi th the most  recent
accomplishments, striving to always reach higher,
make Luxott ica Group’s manufacturing system
probably the most efficient, flexible, and creative in
the industry, able to consistently maintain the very
highest standards. 

MANUFACTURING PLANTS 
AND PRODUCTION

Production is almost entirely carr ied out in six
manufacturing plants in Italy, located largely in the
northeast of the country, where the greatest
concentration of companies in the Italian optical
industry is found. The seventh plant, also wholly-
owned, is located in the People’s Republic of China.
The decision to realize over 80% of the production in
Italy arises from the commitment to creating a
product of  the h ighest qual i ty,  wi th a l l  of  the
important Made in I taly attr ibutes. This is only
possible by employing the exper ience and
understanding developed over the years in the
Italian “eyewear manufacturing districts”.
Each plant specializes in a specific manufacturing
technology to improve quality, overall efficiency and
maximize opportunities for synergies. The China-
based plant mainly handles labor intensive
productions.
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VERTICAL INTEGRATION 
Over the decades Luxottica Group has vertically
integrated every phase of the production process, as it
saw as at the only way to reach the level of efficiency
suitable for the type of products and services wanted
to offer.
Control of the various phases of production allows the
Group to closely monitor the quality of the products
and processes, introducing innovations, maximizing
synergies and new operating methods.
Supervision of these phases makes it possible to
control and minimize production time and costs, in
order to create the best possible product without
compromising quality in the process. 
The accomplishment of these goals is made possible
through the perfecting of every single process,
rigorous quality inspections, and above all, ensuring
that each and every department understands and
fulfills its role in achieving the final results.
This ongoing quest in research and development
provides the plants with the latest equipment and the
best manufacturing methods. 
In addition to having state-of-the-art manufacturing
plants, the Group utilizes a centralized system for
monitoring inventory and orders. Each day, the analysis
of this information allows projection of demand, making
it possible to plan production and other necessary
tasks in advance. This is no small advantage for a
group of this size, where the perfect coordination of
supply and demand reduces potential problems in
inventory and in the supply of raw materials.
Bringing together the speed and efficiency of the
manufacturing plants with the precise monitoring of
the market, places Luxottica Group in the best
possible posit ion to eff iciently meet customer
requests, adapting to changes in trends in the market
and fashion, both in terms of type and quantity of

product. Such flexibility is a powerful competitive
advantage in such a multifaceted market, where the
abil i ty to address the latest fashion trends is
fundamental.
Over the years, Luxottica Group has brought both retail
and wholesale distribution into its vertically integrated
system. This has allowed the Group to become global
leader in eyewear and to be one of the manufacturers
of premium prescription and sun frames with most
efficient cost control and highest profitability.

QUALITY: A KEY ASSET

Product quality has always been Luxottica Group’s
main focus and has led to the integration of every
phase of production. Quality is, in fact, the critical
factor in the premium segment for both optometrists
as well as the final consumer.
Quality and process control teams regularly inspect
semi finished products during the various phases of
production: verifying the feasibility of a prototype in the
project design phase, controlling standards across the
spectrum of products during the production phase,
and subsequently checking for resistance to wear and
tear, and optical properties according to various uses.
The manufacturing processes of primary suppliers are
furthermore controlled and certified, including the
materials utilized. 
Thanks to the ongoing inspection of the precision and
expertise with which the various phases of production
are carried out, the quality of Luxottica Group’s final
product is always of the highest level. This
fundamental strength of the Group’s products, is
confirmed both by the relationship of trust it enjoys
with independent opticians, as well as the low rate of
returns.
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STRATEGY

Over the years, Luxottica Group has consolidated its
global leadership in the eyewear industry mainly
thanks to the following factors: 
- an extensive wholesale and retail distribution

network, which increases i ts abi l i ty to best
understand and serve the market, while controlling
distribution times and costs; 

- a brand portfolio among the strongest and most
balanced in the industry; 

- the impressive and ever-increasing quality of the
final product, with a special focus on pre- and post-
sale services; 

- the efficiency and flexibility of the manufacturing
structure, able to quickly respond to changes in
market demand.

The vertical integration of design-manufacturing-
distribution makes Luxottica Group’s business model
unique in the sector. Today, fol lowing the retai l
acquisition of Cole National in North America and
OPSM Group in Asia Pacific, along with the ongoing
consolidation of the brand portfolio and wholesale
distribution, Luxottica Group finds itself well positioned
to reach the next level of its growth. 
Fol lowing are Luxott ica Group’s key strategic

objectives for the long term. It should be noted that
the successful integration of the businesses acquired
with Cole National, including administrat ive,
management, distribution and product functions, will
be key in allowing the Group to reach the next level of
i ts growth. For this reason, Luxott ica Group’s
management team is presently focused on integration
and its success.

RETAIL 

NORTH AMERICA

Presently, in the North American market, the Group
operates three of the top four optical and sun retail
brands. 
In order to more fully realize the potential of these
brands, Luxottica Group intends to perfect their
positioning in the respective segments, emphasizing
the characteristics that differentiate one from another in
the eyes of the consumer, thus improving its ability to
more efficiently serve the market.
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LensCrafters – Further emphasis will be placed on
style and a fashion-oriented shopping environment,
where consumers can find premium products, fashion
advice and the highest level of service. 

Pearle Vision – The historic brand name in American
optical retail, perceived by consumers as the brand of
“trusted eyecare”, providing eye exams of the highest
standards as well as top quality eyewear. Luxottica
Group will further reinforce this exceptional level in
optical care and the relationship of trust with the
consumer. Within Pearle Vision Franchising (part of the
Pearle Vision chain), Luxottica Group will be able to
avail itself of a network of stores in franchising,
perfecting over time together with the franchisee a
franchising model that combines the experience and
expertise of the historic brand name in American
optical retail, with Luxottica Group’s know-how and
quality products and services.

Sunglass Hut – Luxottica Group will continue down the
same positive path followed over the last several years,
increasing the percentage of fashion frames sold in
stores, which carry higher margins and appeal to the
female consumer with the more frequent purchase
cycle. The brand’s positioning will also be supported
through a careful positioning of its store base.

License brands (Sears Optical, Target Optical, BJ’s
Optical) – Luxottica Group recently entered this sector,
which sells primarily private labels lines, immediately
becoming its most important operator. This segment
shows significant growth potential in terms of quality,
but even more so in terms of volumes that, thanks to
its distribution and manufacturing structure, Luxottica
Group is perfectly positioned to realize.

Optical Labs – Combining its broader presence in the
market with additional capacity for handling finishing
work, Luxottica Group can increase the amount of
higher margin lens treatments and other available to

consumers at its stores; at the same time, this is
expected to reduce the time and cost of finishing work
provided by third parties.

Managed Vision Care - EyeMed – With the integration
of Cole National Managed Vision Care, EyeMed is now
the second largest managed vision care operator in
the U.S. Its ability to service the market has increased
both from a geographic standpoint as well as in terms
of product offerings, making the services offered by
EyeMed Vision Care even more appealing for the
corporations that provide vision care benefits to their
employees. This is expected to also increase the
number of consumers using vision benefits at stores
operated by Luxottica Group and by thousands of
independent operators members of its panel.

ASIA PACIFIC

Since its acquisition in 2003, the Group’s priority has
been to optimize OPSM Group’s structure. Today, the
goal is to bring the operating profitability of Luxottica
Group’s local retail operations to the same level as that
of its other retail operations, by 2006. In Asia Pacific,
Luxottica Group has three objectives for its local retail
division:
- to consolidate its presence in the markets where the

Group already operates (Australia, New Zealand,
Hong Kong), to further improve its coverage of the
market and overall profitability;

- to continue to monitor other regional markets to be
able to quickly take advantage of potential growth
opportunit ies, especial ly, with respect to the
Chinese market, Hong Kong, where OPSM Group is
present with over 70 stores; in fact, in addition to
offering great opportunities in itself, Hong Kong
represents an excel lent vantage point for
observation onto mainland China;

- to maximize the synergies between Sunglass Hut
Australasia and the optical chains acquired with
OPSM Group.
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WHOLESALE

BRAND PORTFOLIO

Luxottica Group will continue to work to optimize its
brand portfolio so that, while also perfecting its pre- and
post-sale services, it continuously increases its ability to
best serve even the most demanding markets. 

House Brands – With the launch of the Ray-Ban
Ophthalmic and Ray-Ban Junior lines, the Group
demonstrated how it can further strengthen even an
extremely well-developed brand, in fact the best
selling sunglass brand in the world, thus creating new
opportunities that were well received by the market.
Luxottica Group intends to similarly develop other key
house brands which show potential for further growth,
such as Vogue, Arnette, Persol and Revo.

License Brands – Luxottica Group will continue to look
for brands that are strong in markets strategically
important for the Group, or brands that cover
segments of the market where the present portfolio
shows margin for improvement.

DISTRIBUTION

Notwithstanding its presence in 120 countries, in 28 of
which through a direct presence, Luxottica Group
sees further potential both in markets where it already
has a presence and in new markets. In particular, the
Group sees opportunities in several areas, among
which Eastern Europe (including Russia), Latin
America and China, all showing great potential for
development.

MANUFACTURING

Luxottica Group is and wil l continue to be ful ly
committed to Made in Italy in eyewear, thanks to the
quality and style of its product, so recognizable and
sought after in the premium segment in which it is
leader. For this reason, the Group will continue to
invest in new technology, production systems, and
generally research and development, to maintain the
consistently high added value of its products and
service.
Luxottica Group’s growth in the retail segment in North
America, especially in terms of volumes in the licensed
brand segment, and in Asia Pacific, is increasing the
demand that the Group must be able to meet. To this
end, Luxott ica Group intends to maximize the
manufacturing and logistical advantage of being the
only premium eyewear manufacturer in the world with
a wholly-owned plant in China, for manufacturing lines
that do not require to meet consumer demand the
added value provided by the Made in Italy. This, in
turn, will provide greater manufacturing flexibility at the
Group’s Ital ian plants for producing the more
sophisticated, complex designs, increasingly in
demand in the wholesale and retail sectors served by
Luxottica Group.
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Give the Gift of Sight is a Luxottica Group foundation
aimed at improving the vision of people who cannot
afford eyecare. Through the volunteer efforts of
Luxottica Group employees, optometrists, vendors
and charitable partners, free eye exams and
eyeglasses are provided to people in need in North
America and throughout the world. 
Care is provided in a variety of ways. In North America,
eye exams are performed at clinics, schools and
community centers, or on-site through mobile vision
vans special ly equipped for eyeglasses
manufacturing. The vans continuously travel across
North America to help people in need. 
The Gift of Sight Foundation also provides vision care
around the world. Teams of associates, vendors and
doctors travel from North America to join forces with
local charitable partners around the world to provide
free eye exams and eyeglasses to communities in
need. Since 1991, 88 international missions took place
in over 25 countries. During this time, approximately
1,200 associates have volunteered their services
through these missions.
Give the Gift of Sight also collects, through Luxottica
Group’s retail locations and other sources, used
prescription eyeglasses and sunglasses. These are
cleaned, recycled and classified by prescription to
match them as closely as possible with the
prescriptions of recipients.

HISTORY
Give the Gift of Sight started operating in 1988
according to the belief that, “vision is not a luxury, but
the right of every human being”. Originally operating
only in North American cities as part of the retail optical
chain LensCrafters, the foundation gradual ly
expanded its reach to non-urban areas and
internationally.

The acquisition of LensCrafters by Luxottica Group in
1995 helped the program expand more rapidly,
including to various other entities of the Group. In
2004, in particular, the participation of Sunglass Hut
through “Recycle Huts” helped collecting sunglasses
which were used in international missions in areas
where more direct exposure to sun rays is particularly
harmful to the eyes.
The Foundation's original goal, to help one million
people in need by 2003, was met in 1999 when the
mobile faci l i ty in Oregon gave i ts f i rst pair of
eyeglasses to a six-year old girl named Jessica. In
2001, in Bolivia, Julia became the two millionth person
to receive eyecare from Give the Gift of Sight. The three
millionth person to receive help was Gabriel, a boy in
Guayaquil, Ecuador, who received a new pair of
eyeglasses in 2003.

VALUES
The Give the Gift of Sight program has touched the
lives of millions of people while providing a unique
opportunity for its volunteers to express their values by
helping others in a life-altering way. Participation in the
Foundation's missions and programs also strengthens
the Group internally, drawing people together around
core values of respect for diversity, teamwork and
serving those around you. 
Integration - For the first time, in 2004 Italy-based
employees of Luxott ica Group part icipated as
volunteers on international missions, while Sunglass
Hut joined in the effort by helping to col lect
sunglasses. These experiences, created through the
Give the Gift of Sight programs, have also helped build
tremendous bridges between cultures and
colleagues.
Respect for diversity - Getting to know different
people, locally and through international missions, and
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collaborating with new colleagues builds mutual
respect and teaches appreciation for the differences in
cultures and people. In an organization as vast as
Luxottica Group, understanding and recognizing the
value of diversity is, without a doubt, a crucial value.
Teamwork - Al l Give the Gift of Sight activit ies,
particularly international missions, require intense
teamwork to maximize the use of resources and time
to help as many people in need as possible. This
experience improves problem-solving, innovation and
leadership opportunities for the associates and
doctors who volunteer. 
Serving those around us - Through the Give the Gift of
Sight programs, volunteers learn how valuable it is to
provide people with eyecare. This awareness can add
great satisfaction to their daily work and enrich the
rapport with customers.

2004
In 2004, Give the Gift of Sight provided free eyecare to
609,099 people worldwide, up 12% from the previous
year. Specifically, 281,455 people received eye exams
and eyeglasses through 12 international missions in
Thailand, Mexico, Ecuador, Paraguay, Chile and
Honduras. 
In North America, the program helped perform eye
exams in schools and stores of the Group and
provided eyeglasses in hospitals and retirement
centers, helping a total of over 328 thousand people.
Thanks to the strong dedication of the program to
children, during the year its two vision vans provided
with new eyeglasses 14,729 children living in isolated
and remote areas of North America. In the cities,
through Hometown Day, 39,064 children and adults
received eye exams and screenings.  
In 2004, three new international programs were
introduced: 
- The “Maxi Mission”, able to help a large number of

people in a short time, such as in Thailand, where in
two weeks 39,725 people in need were helped;

- The “Frontier Mission”, combining an international
mission with vision vans equipped with labs for
manufacturing eyeglasses; and,

- The “Satellite Mission”, with teams that can travel to
reach people in need who live in remote areas, even
hundreds of miles from the care centers. 

In 2004 the former LensCrafters Foundation changed
its name to “Give the Gift of Sight, A Luxottica Group
Foundation”, reflecting the Group’s involvement and
commitment to the program. 
Finally, on November 16, 2004, Gift of Sight was
honored with the Ron Brown Award. The Ron Brown
Award is the only U.S. presidential award recognizing
companies for outstanding achievements in the
community.

THE FUTURE
The exciting results to-date of the program are the fruit
of the passion and commitment of volunteers,
vendors and charitable partners as well as of Luxottica
Group. The joy and enthusiasm that comes from
reaching these goals are such that Give the Gift of
Sight has set even more ambitious goals for the future.
In 2005, the program plans to help 700,000 people in
North America and internationally through missions,
and to recycle 600,000 prescription eyeglasses and
sunglasses. These are ambitious undertakings, that
Give the Gift of Sight and Luxottica Group and its
partners feel are within their reach. 
In 2005, the Foundation will also benefit from the
additional support and help of the new members of
the Luxottica Group team from the acquisition of Cole
National. 

Give the Gift of Sight was born of the conviction that
vision is not a luxury, but a right of every human being.
The involvement of the Group in the program adds
great meaning to day-to-day work and provides
employees with the opportunity to live out a deeply-
fulfilling experience. For this reason, Luxottica Group is
fully committed to this program and will continuously
look for new ways to contribute and participate in its
growth.

For further information, please visit the program’s
website at www.givethegiftofsight.org.

GIVE THE GIFT OF SIGHT, A LUXOTTICA GROUP FOUNDATION
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STATEMENTS OF CONSOLIDATED INCOME
(for years ended December 31)

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION 
AND ANALYSIS

In accordance with U.S.GAAP

(1) 2001-2004 figures include
results of Sunglass Hut
operations from the acquisition
date (March 31, 2001).

(2) Results for the year ended
December 31, 2002, include the
effect of adoption of Statement
of Financial Accounting
Standard No. 142.

(3) 2003-2004 figures include
results of OPSM Group
operations from the acquisition
date (August 1, 2003).

(4) Figures include results of
Cole National operations from
fourth quarter 2004.

(5) Figures adjusted to allow a
comparison with results for
2003.

Net sales

Cost of sales
Purchases and
inventory variance
Manufacturing cost
Manufacturing
depreciation
Manufacturing
personnel cost

Gross profit

Operating expenses
Selling expenses
Royalties
Advertising expenses
General and
administrative
expenses
Goodwill and
trademark
amortization

Operating income

Other income/
(expenses)
Financial income
Financial charges
Other income and
charges

Income before taxes

Provision for income
taxes
Minority interests

Net income

3,105,498 

(923,537) 

(527,346)
(115,928) 

(26,227)

(254,036)

2,181,960

(1,672,468)
(1,037,113)

(54,556)
(211,728)

(274,873)

(94,198)

509,492

(68,181)
15,060 

(91,978)

8,737 

441,311

(123,450)
(1,488)

316,373

100.0%

29.7%

17.0%

3.7%

0.8%

8.2%

70.3%

53.9%

33.4%

1.8%

6.8%

8.9%

3.0%

16.4%

2.2%

0.5%

3.0%

0.3%

14.2%

4.0%

0.0%

10.2%

3,201,788

(946,134)

(509,725)
(147,977)

(27,224)

(261,208)

2,255,654

(1,654,146)
(1,087,321)

(62,274)
(210,744)

(257,742)

(36,065)

601,508

(62,066)
5,036 

(65,935)

(1,167)

539,442

(162,696)
(4,669) 

372,077

100.0%

29.6%

15.9%

4.6%

0.9%

8.2%

70.4%

51.7%

34.0%

1.9%

6.6%

8.0%

1.1%

18.8%

1.9%

0.2%

2.1%

0.0%

16.8%

5.1%

0.1%

11.6%

2,852,194

(903,617)

(506,335)
(134,037)

(22,320)

(240,925)

1,948,577

(1,516,790)
(1,015,918)

(41,537)
(178,303)

(243,717) 

(37,316)

431,787

(41,994)
5,922 

(47,117)

(799) 

389,793

(117,328)
(5,122)

267,343

100.0%

31.7%

17.8%

4.7%

0.8%

8.4%

68.3%

53.2%

35.6%

1.5%

6.3%

8.5%

1.3%

15.1%

1.5%

0.2%

1.7%

0.0%

13.7%

4.1%

0.2%

9.4%

3,255,300

(1,040,697)

(571,038)
(190,041)

(22,742)

(256,876)

2,214,603 

(1,721,789)
(1,133,114)

(51,002)
(192,430)

(300,095)

(45,148)

492,814

(35,661)
6,662 

(56,115)

13,792

457,153

(161,665)
(8,614)

286,874

100.0%

32.0%

17.5%

5.8%

0.7%

7.9%

68.0%

52.9%

34.8%

1.6%

5.9%

9.2%

1.4%

15.1%

1.1%

0.2%

1.7%

0.4%

14.0%

5.0%

0.3%

8.8%

In thousands of Euro 2001
(1) (5)

2002
(1) (2) (5)

2003
(1) (3)

2004
(1) (3) (4)
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STATEMENTS OF CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOWS

Cash
Restricted cash
Bank overdraft
Current portion of long-term debt 
Long-term debt
Net financial position, beginning of the year

Net income before minority interests
Depreciation and amortization 
Change in net working capital
Provision and other
Operating cash flow

Capital expenditure
(Investments)/Disposal in intangible assets
Purchase of business net of cash acquired
Other 
Free cash flow

Dividends
(Purchases)/Sale of treasury shares 
Exercise of stock options
Debt acquired through acquisitions
Effect of exchange adjustments
to net financial position
Decrease/(increase) in net financial position

Cash
Restricted cash 
Bank overdraft and notes payable
Current portion of long-term debt 
Long-term debt
Net financial position, end of the year 

199,202
213,507

(411,193)
(1,339,131)

(132,247)
(1,469,862)

372,077
145,980
(83,427)

1,649
436,279

(173,330)
28,611

(35,039)
4,646

261,167

(77,211)
(15,278)

13,461
- 

33,423
215,562

151,418
- 

(371,729)
(178,335)
(855,654)

(1,254,300)

151,418
-

(371,729)
(178,335)
(855,654)

(1,254,300)

267,343
134,840
(95,177)

20,266
327,272

(81,288)
(48,177)

(342,933)
3,839

(141,287)

(95,405)
(45,440)

1,743
-

64,294
(216,095)

299,973
-

(516,905)
(390,935)
(862,492)

(1,470,395)

299,973
-

(516,905)
(390,935)
(862,492)

(1,470,395)

286,874
152,751

40,907
47,351

527,883

(117,420)
(301)

(362,978)
198

47,382

(94,113)
-

6,787
(275,952)

70,245
(245,651)

257,349
-

(290,531)
(405,369)

(1,277,495)
(1,716,046)

In thousands of Euro 2002
(1)

2003
(2)

2004
(2) (3)

In accordance with U.S.GAAP

(1) Figures adjusted to allow a
comparison with results 
for 2003.

(2) 2003-2004 figures include
results of OPSM Group
operations from the acquisition
date (August 1, 2003).

(3) Figures include results of
Cole National operations from
fourth quarter 2004. 
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The following table briefly summarizes the statements
of consolidated income for the twelve-month periods

ended December 31, 2003 and 2004, including the
incidence of the individual entries on net sales:

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF OPERATING RESULTS FOR
THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2004

Net sales

Cost of sales

Operating expenses

General, administrative, sales
and advertising expenses

Income from operations

Other income/(net expenses)

Pre-tax income

Income taxes

Minority interests

Net income

2,852,194

903,617

1,948,577

1,516,790

431,787

(41,994)

389,793

117,328

5,122

267,343

100.0%

31.7%

68.3%

53.2%

15.1%

1.5%

13.7%

4.1%

0.2%

9.4%

3,255,300

1,040,697

2,214,603

1,721,789

492,814

(35,661)

457,153

161,665

8,614

286,874

100.0%

32.0%

68.0%

52.9%

15.1%

1.1%

14.0%

5.0%

0.3%

8.8%

In thousands of Euro
Year ended December 31

2003 2004

NET SALES
In 2004 Luxottica Group’s net sales rose 14.1%, to
Euro 3,255.3 million, from Euro 2,852.2 million for
2003. 
Retail sales at LensCrafters, Sunglass Hut, OPSM
Group and Cole National increased 15.7% to Euro
2,346.7 million in 2004, compared with Euro 2,028.2
million last year. 
This increase was attributable to higher volume,
compared wi th 2003, of  product sales in the
premium-pr iced segment resu l t ing f rom the
consol idat ion of  Euro 240.5 mi l l ion of  Cole
National’s fourth quarter of 2004 sales; and results
for OPSM Group for a total of seven months more

than the preceding fiscal year, for a total of Euro
172.5 million. Cole National’s results included sales
of the Things Remembered chain, for a total of Euro
75.7 million in the fourth quarter of 2004. The impact
of the depreciation of the U.S. Dollar against the
Euro on sales of Luxottica Retail North America, the
Group’s retail division in North America, was Euro
204.8 million. The continued depreciation of the
U.S. Dollar in the months following the end of the
f isca l  year  2004 is  expected to cont inue to
negatively impact the Group’s results in Euro during
the course of 2005.
Wholesale sales to third party clients for 2004 were
up 10.3% to Euro 908.6 million, compared with Euro
824.0 million in 2003. This increase was primarily
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due to increased sales of the Ray-Ban, Prada and
Versace lines, and partially offset the impact of the
depreciation of the U.S. Dollar against the Euro. The
impact of this devaluation on wholesale sales to
third party clients for 2004 was approximately Euro
12.7 million.
By region, in 2004 sales in the U.S. and Canada
totaled Euro 2,083.5 million, or 64.0% of Luxottica
Group’s total sales, reflecting an increase of Euro
134.1 million over 2003. This increase was primarily
attributable to the integration of Cole National fourth
quarter sales for Euro 240.5 million, and partially
offset the impact of the devaluation of the U.S. Dollar
against the Euro (sales in the United States and
Canada were up US$ 399.5 million compared with
2003). Sales in Asia-Pacific for 2004 were Euro 435.1
million, representing 13.4% of total sales, up Euro
181.3 million compared with 2003. This increase was
primarily attributable to the integration of results of
OPSM Group for the year ( twelve months as
opposed to five in 2003). Sales in the other countries
where Luxottica Group operates were Euro 736.7
million, up a 13.5% increase over 2003. The increase
in sales in these regions was largely due to strong
performances in several countries in Europe and
Latin America.
In 2004, sales of the retail division accounted for
72.1% of the Group’s total sales, compared with
71.1% in 2003.

COST OF SALES

Cost of sales for 2004 increased 15.2%, to Euro
1,040.7 million, compared with Euro 903.6 million in
2003. Cost of sales for the retail division increased by
Euro 103.4 mil l ion, pr imari ly as a result of the
consolidation of Cole National in the fourth quarter of
2004 and the consolidation of OPSM Group for the
entire twelve-month period. Cost of sales for the
wholesale division increased by Euro 32.5 million, as
a result of the increase in sales. As a percentage of
sales, cost of sales increased to 32.0%, from 31.7%.
Production costs for the year were up 6.6% to Euro
256.9 million, from Euro 240.9 million in 2003. As a
percentage of sales, production costs for 2004

decreased by 7.9% from 8.4% for 2003, as a result of
the inclusion of sales of Cole National, where
production costs as a percentage of sales is lower
than at other companies of the Group. In 2004, the
Group achieved an average dai ly output at i ts
manufacturing plants, including production at the
Chinese subsidiary Tristar, of approximately 123,000
frames, as in 2003. 

GROSS PROFIT

As a result of the factors discussed above, operating
expenses increased 13.7% in 2004, to Euro 2,214.6
million, compared with Euro 1,948.6 million in 2003.
As a percentage of sales, operating expenses
decreased to 68.0% in 2004, compared with 68.3%
in 2003.

OPERATING EXPENSES

Total operating costs increased 13.5% in 2004, to
Euro 1,721.8 million, compared with Euro 1,516.8
million in 2003. As a percentage of sales, operating
costs decreased in 2004 to 52.9%, from 53.2% in
2003. 
Expenses for sales, publicity and royalties increased
by 11.4% in 2004, to Euro 1,376.5 million, compared
with Euro 1,235.8 million in 2003. Approximately Euro
88.0 million of this increase was attributable to the
consolidation of OPSM Group over the entire twelve-
month period, compared with only five months in
2003. Approximately Euro 110.2 mil l ion of this
increase was related to Cole National results for the
fourth quarter of 2004. This increase was, however,
offset by the devaluation of the U.S. Dollar against
the Euro, which resulted in lower sales costs for
advertising and royalties of Euro 97.9 million for
subsidiaries whose financial results are expressed in
U.S. Dol lar.  As a percentage of sales, these
expenses decreased from 43.3% in 2003 to 42.3% in
2004. This decrease was pr imar i ly due to the
significant increase in sales at Luxottica Retail North
America without a corresponding increase in these

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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expenses, thanks to economies of scale of the retail
structure. 
General and administrative expenses, including the
amortization of intangible assets, increased 22.8% in
2004 to Euro 345.2 million compared with Euro 281.0
million in 2003. Part of this increase of approximately
Euro 28.4 million was attributable to the consolidation
of OPSM Group and the amortization of the brand for
the full year, while Euro 24.9 million were attributable
to the consolidation of Cole National for the fourth
quarter of 2004. This increase was also partially offset
by the devaluation of the U.S. currency against the
Euro, resulting in lower general and administrative
expenses of Euro 17.6 million. As a percentage of
sales, general  and administ rat ive expenses
increased in 2004 to 10.6%, from 9.8% in 2003,
primarily as a result of the consolidation of OPSM
Group for the full year. Management believes that the
full integration of OPSM Group into the Group will
increase that company’s operat ing margins.
Furthermore, the process of integrat ing and
restructuring Cole National within the Group is already
underway, and should bring about a decrease in the
percentage of general and administrative expenses
over the course of 2005. 

INCOME FROM OPERATIONS

Income from operations increased in 2004 14.1% to
Euro 492.8 million, from Euro 431.8 million in 2003.
As a percentage of sales, income from operations
was constant at 15.1% in 2004 and 2003. 
Operat ing margins for  a l l  manufactur ing and
distribution activities increased to 21.3% in 2004,
compared with 19.2% in 2003. This increase resulted
from improved efficiencies of fixed cost structures,
arising from increased sales.
Operating margins for retail sales decreased in 2004
to 13.2%, from 13.3% in 2003. It is expected that the
consolidation of Cole National, where operating
margins were lower than at other companies in the
retail division, will result in a further decrease in
operating margins in 2005.

INCOME AND OTHER
NET EXPENSES

Income and other net expenses totaled Euro (35.7)
million in 2004, compared with Euro (42.0) million in
2003. This improvement was primarily due to higher
income from foreign exchange operations.
With the acquisition of Cole National, as previously
discussed, and a trend towards increasing income,
the Group anticipates a significant increase in these
expenses in 2005.

NET INCOME

Income before taxes increased in 2004 17.3% to Euro
457.2 million, from Euro 389.8 million in 2003 for the
reasons discussed above. As a percentage of sales,
net income increased to 14.0% in 2004, from 13.7% in
2003. Minority interests in 2004 totaled Euro (8.6)
million, compared with Euro (5.1) million in 2003. As a
result the announcement of the acquisition of the
remaining outstanding shares of OPSM Group it did
not already own, the Group anticipates a decrease in
minority interest rates in future periods. The effective
tax rate was 35.4%, on target with management’s
estimates, compared with 30.1% in 2003. The tax rate
is expected to continue to increase in future periods,
following the expiration of the effective period for tax
benefits arising from previous losses recorded in the
financial statements of the Group’s subsidiaries. Net
income increased in 2004 by 7.3% to Euro 286.9
mil l ion, from Euro 267.3 mil l ion in 2003. As a
percentage of sales, net income decreased to 8.8% in
2004, from 9.4% in 2003.
Income per share in 2004 was Euro 0.64, compared
with Euro 0.60 in 2003. Income per diluted share in
2004 was Euro 0.64, compared with Euro 0.59 in
2003.
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NON-GAAP FINANCIAL 
MEASURES

Luxottica Group uses certain measures of financial
performance in order to: i) exclude the impact of
currency exchange rate fluctuations in the translation
of operating results into Euro, ii) include the results of
OPSM Group operations for the entire year of 2003, iii)
include the results of Cole National operations for the
fourth quarter of 2003. Furthermore, iv) the comparison
of the fourth quarter of 2004 and that of 2003 is also
distorted by the fact that Luxottica Retail North America
operates on a 52/53 week fiscal year. Fiscal year 2003
was a 53-weeks year, while fiscal year 2004 was a 52-
weeks year. 
Luxottica Group believes that these adjusted financial
measures provide useful information for both
management and investors by allowing a comparison
of operating performance on a consistent basis. In
addition, since Luxottica Group has historically
reported such adjusted financial measures to the
investment community, the Group maintains that their
inclusion provides consistency in its financial reporting.
Furthermore, these adjusted financial measures are
one of the principal indicators used by management in
planning and forecasting future periods. The results
expressed at a constant exchange rate are calculated
for each currency using, for 2004 and 2003, 2003
average exchange rate.
The results expressed at a constant exchange rate
were prepared in accordance with U.S. accounting
standards (U.S. GAAP) and are not intended to be

used in isolation or as a substitute for results prepared
in accordance with U.S. GAAP. Additionally, Luxottica
Group’s method of calculating operating performance
excluding the impact of exchange rate fluctuations
may differ from the methods used by other
companies. See the table below for a reconciliation of
operating measures excluding the impact of exchange
rate fluctuations with their most directly comparable
U.S. GAAP financial measures. The adjusted financial
measures should be used as a supplement to results
reported under U.S. GAAP measures to assist the
reader in better understanding the operating
performance of Luxottica Group.
In consideration of the significant changes mentioned
in i), ii), iii) and iv) above, management has included
“adjusted” 2003 consolidated sales and income from
operations in the following table for consistency.
Management believes that the “adjusted” results can
be useful in comparing the Group’s 2004 performance
with that of 2003. However, this adjusted financial
information should not be viewed as a substitute for
measures of performance calculated in accordance
with U.S. GAAP measures. Adjusted results reflect the
following considerations:
1. The consolidation of OPSM Group results for the

whole of 2003.
2. The elimination of OPSM Group results from

Luxottica Group’s sales for the entire 2003.
3. The consolidation of Cole National’s results for the

fourth quarter of 2003.
4. The elimination of Cole National’s results for the

fourth quarter of 2003.
5. The elimination of the 53rd week of 2003.

Consolidated net sales

Manufacturing/Wholesale net sales 

Less: Intercompany sales 

Wholesale sales to third parties

Retail net sales 

In millions of Euro

2,852.2

996.7

(172.7)

824.0

2,028.2

FY 2003 
U.S. GAAP

results

FY 2004 
U.S. GAAP

results

Adjustment for
constant 

exchange rates

FY 2004
adjusted results

3,255.3

1,094.8

(186.2)

908.6

2,346.7

213.0

33.1

(14.3)

18.8

194.2

3,468.3

1,127.9

(200.5)

927.4

2,540.9

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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Excluding the effect of exchange rate fluctuations on
the two years, consolidated sales for 2004 would have
risen year-over-year 21.6%. The 6.9% increase in sales
for 2004 calculated on a consistent basis over 2003
was primarily attributable to increased sales of the

Ray-Ban line as well as the new Versace and Prada
lines, for which sales began after the first quarter of
2003, and the improvement in sales at the retail
division, as previously discussed.

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

This information is being provided for comparison
purposes only and does not purport to be indicative
of the actual results that would have been achieved

had the OPSM Group acquisition been completed as
of January 1, 2003, and that of Cole National,
October 4, 2003.

Consolidated sales

Consolidated income from operations 

2,852.2

431.8

428.7

15.2

3,280.9

447.0

In millions of Euro Adjustment 
for OPSM Group and

Cole National

FY 2003 results 
including OPSM Group

and Cole National 

FY 2003
U.S. GAAP results

The following table reflects the combined effect of the
aforementioned adjustments on the Group’s net sales,
as compared with the corresponding period in 2003:

U.S. GAAP results 

i) Exchange rate effect

Constant exchange rate

ii) OPSM Group results and 
and iii) Cole National results in 2003

iv) Without 53rd week in 2003

Consistent basis comparison

2,852.2

2,852.2

428.7

(36.9)

3,244.0

3,255.3

213.0

3,468.3

3,468.3

+14.1%

+21.6%

+6.9%

In millions of Euro

CONSOLIDATED SALES 

FY 2004 % changeFY 2003
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On a consistent basis, including OPSM Group results
for 2003 and Cole National results for the first quarter
of 2003, and eliminating the 53rd week, income from
operations in 2004 over 2003 would have risen 12.7%.
The 12.7% increase was attributable to the increase in
retail sales in North America, partially offset by the
depreciat ion of the U.S. Dollar, as previously
mentioned.

LIQUIDITY
AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Luxottica Group finances regular operations and
commercial expansion primarily through internally
generated funds, trade credits and bank loans. Bank
debt consists of overdrafts and lines of credit opened
by Luxottica Group and certain of its subsidiaries with
local credit inst i tut ions. These credit faci l i ty
agreements are short term and include automatic
renewal clauses requiring short periods of advance
notif ication. Some of these agreements require
guarantees by Luxottica Group S.p.A. Interest rates on
these lines of credit vary according to the currency in
which the financing has been secured. Luxottica
Group uses these short-term lines of credit to meet
short-term financial needs.

In order to refinance an existing Eurobond issue, in
June of 2002, Luxottica U.S. Holdings Corp. (“U.S.
Holdings”), a wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary, entered
into a US$ 350 million credit facility agreement with
a group of four Italian banks led by UniCredito
Italiano S.p.A. The credit facility was guaranteed by
Luxottica Group S.p.A. and matures in June 2005.
The term loan portion of the credit facility provided
US$ 200 million, to be repaid in equal, quarterly
principal installments beginning in March 2003. The
revolving loan portion of the credit facility allows for
a maximum borrowing of US$ 150 million, which
may be repaid and renewed until final maturity. This
credit facility allows U.S. Holdings to select interest
per iods of one, two or three months. Interest
accrues under the credit facility at LIBOR plus 0.5%
(2.92% for  the term loan and 2.917% for  the
revolving loan, on December 31, 2004). The credit
facil i ty contains certain financial and operating
covenants; Luxottica Group was compliant with
these covenants as of December 31, 2004. Under
this credit facility, US$ 170 million was outstanding
as of December 31, 2004.
In July 2002, U.S. Holdings entered into a Convertible
Swap Step-Up (“2002 Swap”). The 2002 Swap has
an aggregate maximum notional amount of US$ 275
million which provided for a decrease of US$ 20
million every three months starting March 17, 2003.

The following table summarizes the impact of the
acquisition of OPSM Group, the acquisition of Cole
Nat ional ,  and the 53rd week on consol idated

income from operations in order to facilitate their
comparison with 2004 on a consistent basis.

U.S. GAAP results 
% of sales

ii) OPSM Group results 
and iii) Cole National results in 2003

iv) Without 53rd week in 2003

Consistent basis comparison
% of sales

431.8 
15.1%

15.2

(9.6)

437.4
13.5%

492.8
15.1%

492.8
14.2%

+14.1%

+12.7%

In millions of Euro

CONSOLIDATED INCOME FROM OPERATIONS

FY 2004 % change FY 2003

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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The swap will expire on June 17, 2005. The 2002
Swap was entered into to convert the floating rate
agreement to a fixed rate agreement. The 2002 Swap
allows U.S. Holdings to pay a fixed rate of interest if
LIBOR remains under certain defined thresholds and
to receive an interest payment of the three months
LIBOR rate. This amount is settled net every three
months. This derivative instrument does not qualify
for hedge accounting under Financial Accounting
Standards No. 133, and, as such, requires the
recording of any gains or losses, calculated
according to “market value” of the transaction,
directly in the consolidated income statements. In the
2003 and 2004 consolidated income statements,
gains of Euro 635 thousand and Euro 1,491 million
were reported, respectively.
In December 2002, Luxottica Group entered into a
new credit facility agreement with Banca Intesa
S.p.A. This unsecured credit facility was for a Euro
650 million line of credit. This credit facility consists
of a Euro 500 million term loan, Euro 200 million of
which was repaid in June 2004 and the remainder of
which to be paid in quarterly installments of Euro 50
million from September 2004 with interest accruing
at EURIBOR plus 0.45% (2.628% on December
2004). The Euro 150 million revolving portion of the
loan may be borrowed and repaid until the facility
agreement’s final maturity on December 27, 2005.
As of December 31, 2004, Euro 75 million of the
revolving portion was utilized. The interest accrues at
EURIBOR plus 0.45% (2.623% on December 31,
2004). This facility agreement may be renewed per
periods of one, two, or three months per the Group’s
discret ion. The credi t  faci l i ty contains certa in
financial and operating covenants. Luxottica Group
was in compliance with these covenants as of
December 31, 2004.
In December 2002, Luxottica Group entered into two
Interest Swap transactions (the “Intesa Swaps”)
beginning with an aggregate maximum notional
amount of Euro 250 million, which decrease by Euro
100 million on June 27, 2004, and by Euro 25 million
in each subsequent three-months period. The Intesa
Swaps will expire on December 27, 2005. The Intesa
Swaps were entered into a cash flow hedge on a
port ion of  the Banca Intesa Euro 650 mi l l ion
unsecured faci l i ty  d iscussed above. As such

changes in the fair value of the Intesa Swaps are
included in OCI until they are realized in the financial
statements. The Intesa Swaps exchange the floating
rate based on the EURIBOR for a f ixed rate of
2.985% per annum.
On September 3, 2003 the U.S. Holdings subsidiary
closed a private placement of US$ 300 million of
senior unsecured guaranteed notes ("Notes"), issued
in three tranches (Series A, Series B, Series C).
Interest on the Series A Note accrues at 3.94% per
annum, while interest on Series B and Series C Notes
accrues at 4.45%. The Series A and Series B Notes
mature on September 3, 2008 and Series C Notes
mature on September 3, 2010. In accordance with
the terms of the Notes, Series A and Series C Notes
require annual repayment beginning September 3,
2006. The Notes are guaranteed by Luxottica Group
and Luxottica S.r.l., one of its subsidiaries. Under
certain circumstances, U.S. Holdings may opt to
prepay the Notes. Proceeds from the Notes were
used for the repayment of outstanding debt and for
other working capital needs. 
In connection with the issue of these Notes, U.S.
Holdings entered into three Interest Rate Swaps with
Deutsche Bank AG (“DB Swap”). The notional
amounts and interest payment dates of the DB
Swaps coincide with each of the three tranches
issued. The DB Swaps were entered into to
exchange the Notes’ fixed interest rate to a floating
rate of 0.66% over the six-month LIBOR for Series A
Notes, and 0.73% over the six-month LIBOR for
Series B and Series C Notes. 
In September 2003, Luxott ica Group acquired
82.57% of OPSM Group ordinary shares and over
90% of the options for A$ 442.7 million (Euro 253.7
million). The purchase price was financed through
new credit facility agreements with Banca Intesa
S.p.A. for Euro 200 million, in addition to existing
l ines of credi t .  This new f inancing agreement
consists of a long term loan for Euro 150 million, to
be reimbursed in Euro 30 million installments every
six months from September 30, 2006 until its final
maturity date. Interest accrues at 0.55% over the
EURIBOR (as defined in the agreement), (2.729% on
December 31, 2004). The remaining portion of the
loan consists of a revolving loan for Euro 50 million,
which may be repaid and borrowed unt i l  the
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expiration of the credit facility agreement. As of
December 31, 2004, Euro 25 million of the revolving
portion of the loan had been util ized. Luxottica
Group has the option to renew the loan for one, two,
or three month periods until the expiration of the
agreement,  at  an interest  rate def ined in the
agreement, or EURIBOR plus 0.55% (2.697% on
December 31, 2004). The financing agreement
contains certain financial and operating covenants
and, as of December 31, 2004, Luxottica Group was
in fu l l  compl iance with these covenants. This
financing expires on September 30, 2008. 
On June 3, 2004, Luxottica Group entered into a
new credit facility agreement with a group of banks
for Euro 740 million and US$ 325 million. This five-
year credit facility is in three tranches (Tranche A,
Tranche B, Tranche C). Tranche A is for Euro 405
million, to be amortized in nine quarterly installments
of Euro 45 million each, beginning in June 2007,
and will be used according to the Group’s needs,
including the refinancing of existing lines of credit
upon expiry. Tranche B is for US$ 325 million in
favor  of  the Luxot t ica Group subsid iary  U.S.
Holdings, and was used on October 1, 2004 for the
Cole National Corp. acquisition. The Tranche B
loans mature in June 2009. Tranche C consists of a
multi-currency, (Euro/US$), revolving line of credit
for Euro 335 million. Tranche C amounts may be
repaid and re-borrowed until their expiration in June
2009. As of December 31, 2004, US$ 280 million
(Euro 206.8 million) of Tranche C had been utilized
by U.S. Holdings to finance the buying back of all
Cole National bonds issued and not yet repaid.
Luxottica Group may choose one, two, three or six
month interest periods at the EURIBOR for the Euro
portion, and at the LIBOR for the U.S. Dollar portion,
p lus a margin of  between 0.40% and 0.60%,
calcu la ted as the ra t io  of  Net  F inancia l

Position/EBITDA, as defined in the agreement. The
financing agreement contains certain financial and
operating covenants with which Luxottica Group
was in full compliance as of December 31, 2004.
On December 31, 2004, interest accrued at 2.628%
for Tranche A, 2.456% for Tranche B and 2.889% for
Tranche C. The banks behind these f inancing
agreements are ABN AMRO, Banca Intesa, Bank of
America, Citigroup, HSBC, Mediobanca, The Royal
Bank of Scotland and UniCredit Banca Mobiliare.
UniCredi to I ta l iano -  New York branch -  and
UniCredit Banca d’Impresa act as Facility Agents.
As of December 31, 2004, Euro 852 million of this
credit facility had been utilized.
In August  2004, OPSM Group ref inanced the
multicurrency loan (A$ and HK$) with Westpac
Banking Corporation for a A$ 100 million line of
credi t .  In terest  on loans in Aust ra l ian Dol lars
accrues at the BBR (Bank Bill Rate), and those in
Hong Kong Dollar, at the HIBOR (HK Interbank
Rate) plus 0.40%. At December 31, 2004, the
interest rate were 5.85% and 0.59%, respectively. At
December 31, 2004, the facility was utulized for an
amount of Euro 11.9 million (A$ 20.7 million). It
expires on August 31, 2006. OPSM Group has the
opt ion to choose weekly  or  month ly  in terest
periods. The credit facility contains certain financial
and operat ing covenants wi th which,  as of
December 31,  2004,  OPSM Group was fu l ly
compliant.
Investments of capital for 2004 were Euro 117.4
mi l l ion. Of these, Euro 86.0 mi l l ion in capita l
investments were related to the Group’s retai l
division, primari ly by i ts headquarters in North
America, and Euro 31.4 million to manufacturing and
wholesale dist r ibut ion act iv i t ies, mainly for
improvements to manufactur ing faci l i t ies and
equipment.

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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Luxottica Group prepared the consolidated financial
statements contained in this report in accordance
with generally accepted U.S. accounting principles
known as U.S. GAAP. Luxottica Group, through the
approval of CONSOB (Report No. 27021 of April 7,
2000), decided that preparing its f inancial and
economic statements in accordance with U.S. GAAP,
rather than the corresponding Italian GAAP, was
opportune for the following reasons:
- it maintains continuity and consistency with the

financial information reported in previous years,
which were prepared under U.S. GAAP, facilitating
their comparison;

- it maintains continuity and consistency in the
Group’s consolidated financial statements and
those of its U.S. subsidiaries, (prepared under U.S.
GAAP), which account for over 50% of the Group’s
results.

Luxottica Group makes available the consolidated
financial statements prepared in accordance with
Italian GAAP, in compliance with the Italian laws in

force regarding companies listed on the MTA. In the
table on the following page, the differences between
the two consol idated f inancial statements are
expanded upon, with reference to the statements of
consolidated income for fiscal year 2004.
The primary difference regards the amortization
period for goodwill and the brands, regarding the
U.S. Shoe acquisition in 1995. The amortization
period, reported by the U.S. subsidiary, varies from
ten to 25 years according to U.S. GAAP measures,
and from five to ten years according to Italian GAAP
measures. 
Furthermore, in compliance with EEC regulations
(EEC Regulation No. 1606/2002), beginning with the
financial statements for fiscal year 2005, European
companies l isted on the Stock Exchange must
prepare their consolidated financial statements in
accordance with international accounting principles
(IAS/IFRS). Luxottica Group will comply with this
ordinance beginning with the 2005 half-year report.

RECONCILIATION OF THE ITALIAN 
AND U.S. GAAP CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
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Net sales

Cost of sales

Gross profit

Operating expenses
Selling expenses
Royalties
Advertising expenses
General and
administrative expenses
Goodwill amortization
Toal operating expenses

Operating income

Other non-operating income/(expenses)
Financial income/(charges)
Other income/(charges), net
Other non-operating income/(expenses), net

Income before taxes

Income taxes

Income before minority interests

Minority interests

Net income

Net earnings per share (1)

Net earnings per share, diluted (1)

No. of outstanding shares
Total No. of shares

In thousands of Euro (1)

3,255,300

1,040,697

2,214,603

1,133,114
51,002

192,430

300,095
45,148

1,721,789

492,814

(49,453)
13,792

(35,661)

457,153

(161,665)

295,488

(8,614)

286,874

0.64
0.64

448,275,028
450,360,942

U.S. GAAP 
2004

Amortization 
of goodwill

Other
adjustments

Italian GAAP
2004

53,359
53,359

(53,359)

(53,359)

(1,275)

(54,634)

(54,634)

(7,204)

1,173

(8,376)

(7,235)
43

146

(6,779)

(13,825)

5,449

(224)
3,195
2,971

8,420

4,830

13,250

415

13,665

3,248,096

1,041,870

2,206,227

1,125,879
51,045

192,576

293,316
98,507

1,761,323

444,904

(49,677)
16,987

(32,690)

412,214

(158,110)

254,104

(8,199)

245,905

0.55
0.55

448,275,028
450,360,942

STATEMENT OF CONSOLIDATED INCOME AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2004

(1) Except for earnings per share
(expressed in Euro).
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PROPOSED DIVIDEND 
AND RELATED TAX REGIME

PROPOSED DIVIDEND FOR FISCAL YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2004

At the Annual Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of
Luxottica Group S.p.A. to be held in Milan on June 15,
2005 on first call, the Board of Directors of the
Company, taking into consideration the foreseeable
growth and profit prospects of the Group, will submit
to shareholders a proposal to adopt a resolution for
the distribution of a cash dividend in the amount of
Euro 0.23 per ordinary share, and therefore per
American Depositary Share (each American
Depositary Share represents one ordinary share). This
proposal compares with a cash dividend, distributed
in 2004, of Euro 0.21 per ordinary share.
If approved, Luxottica Group will pay the dividend to all
holders of ordinary shares of record on June 17, 2005,
and to all holders of ADSs of record on June 22, 2005.

In order to be a ADS holder of record on June 22,
2005 and thus be entitled to such dividend, you must
purchase the ADSs on or before June 17, 2005. The
ordinary shares listed on the Milan Stock Exchange,
and the ADSs listed on the New York Stock Exchange,
will be traded ex-dividend on June 20, 2005.
The dividend will be paid on June 23, 2005, in Euro,
by Monte Titoli S.p.A., authorized intermediary, to all
ordinary shares’ depository banks. For the holders of
ADSs, the dividend will be paid to The Bank of New
York, as depositary of the ordinary shares and the
issuer of the ADSs, through UniCredito Italiano S.p.A.,
as custodian under the Deposit Agreement. The Bank
of New York anticipates that dividends will be payable
to all the ADSs holders commencing from and after
June 30, 2005, upon satisfaction of the documentation
requirements referred to below, at the Euro/U.S. Dollar
exchange rate in effect on June 23, 2005.

2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994

GROSS DIVIDEND PER ORDINARY SHARE (OR AMERICAN DEPOSITARY SHARE) (1) (4)

Euro (5)

0.230 (6)

0.210
0.210
0.170
0.140
0.085
0.074
0.063
0.052
0.045
0.041

US$ (2)

n.a. (3)

0.256
0.242
0.165
0.120
0.081
0.075
0.068
0.059
0.057
0.049

(1) 1 ADS = 1 ordinary share.

(2) Converted by The Bank of
New York at the Lira/US$
exchange rate on, respectively,
July 8, 1994, July 6, 1995, July 5,
1996, July 7, 1997, July 6, 1998
and at the Euro/US$ exchange
rate on July 9, 1999, July 6,
2000, July 12, 2001, July 5,
2002, July 3, 2003 and June 24,
2004.

(3) If approved, the dividend per
share will be converted into U.S.
Dollars by The Bank of New York
on June 23, 2005.

(4) Figures from 1994 to 1999
have been retroactively adjusted
to reflect the five-for-one stock
split which was effective April 16,
1998, and the two-for-one stock
split which was effective June
26, 2000.

(5) Figures through 1999 have
been calculated converting the
dividend in Italian Lira by the
fixed rate of Lire 1,936.27 =
Euro 1.00. Beginning with the
2000 financial statements the
dividend is declared in Euro.

(6) Proposed by the Board of
Directors and to be submitted
for approval to the Annual
Shareholders’ Meeting on June
15, 2005.
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TAX REGIME - HOLDERS 
OF ORDINARY SHARES

The gross amount of dividend paid to shareholders of
Italian listed companies whose shares are registered
in a centralized deposit system managed by Monte
Titol i S.p.A, who are individuals and are Ital ian
residents for tax purposes, will be subject to a 12.5%
final substitute tax, provided the shareholding is not
related to the conduct of a business, and if these
persons do not hold a “qualified” shareholding. The
12.5% final substitute tax will not be applied only if they
t imely declare that they satisfy the relevant
requirements (i.e. qualified shareholding or related to
the conduct of a business).
This substi tute tax wi l l  be levied by the Ital ian
authorized intermediary that participates in the Monte
Titol i  system and with which the securit ies are
deposited, as well as by non-Italian centralized
deposit system participating in the Monte Titoli system
(directly or through a non-Italian deposit system
participating in the Monte Titoli system), through a
fiscal representative to be appointed in Italy. 
Individuals who timely declare that they hold a
qualified shareholding or related to the conduct of a
business, will receive the gross amounts of dividends
paid and include dividends in their worldwide taxable
income, subject to the ordinary income tax rules. The
dividend paid to other subjects different from the
above mentioned individuals, who are resident in Italy
for tax purposes, including those companies subject
to IRES/IRE and foreign companies with permanent
establ ishment in I taly to which the shares are
effectively connected, investment funds, pension
funds, real estate investment funds and subjects
excluded from income tax pursuant to Art. 74 of
Presidential Decree No. 917/86, are not subject to
substitute tax. Dividends paid to entities subject to
IRES/IRE different from individuals holding a non-
qualified shareholding or not related to the conduct of
a business, will be subject to the ordinary income tax
rules. Italian law provides for a 27% final substitute tax
rate on dividends paid to Italian residents who are
exempt from corporate income tax.
Dividends paid to beneficial owners who are not Italian
residents and do not have a permanent establishment

in Italy to which the shares are effectively connected,
are subject to 27% substitute tax rate. However
reduced rates (normally 15%) of substitute tax on
dividends apply to non-residential beneficial owners,
who are entitled to and comply with procedures for
claiming benefits under an applicable income tax
treaty entered into by Italy. Under the currently
applicable Italy-U.S. Treaty, an Italian substitute tax at a
reduced rate of 15% will generally apply to dividends
paid by Luxottica Group to a U.S. resident entitled to
treaty benefits who complies with the procedures for
claiming such benefits, provided the dividends are not
effectively connected with a permanent establishment
in Italy through which the U.S. resident carries on a
business or with a fixed base in Italy through which the
U.S. resident performs independent personal services.
The substitute tax regime does not apply if ordinary
shares representing a “non-qualified” interest in
Luxottica Group are held by a shareholder in a
discretionary investment portfolio managed by an
authorized professional intermediary, and the
shareholder elects to be taxed at a flat rate of 12.5%
on the appreciation of the investment portfolio accrued
at year-end (which appreciat ion includes any
dividends), pursuant to the so-called discretionary
investment portfolio regime - regime del risparmio
gestito.

TAX REGIME - HOLDERS 
OF ADS

Dividends paid to beneficial owners who are not
Ital ian residents and do not have a permanent
establishment in Italy, are subject to 27% substitute
tax rate. Accordingly, the amount of the dividend paid
to The Bank of New York, as depositary of the ordinary
shares and the issuer of the ADSs, through
UniCredito Italiano S.p.A., as custodian under the
Deposit Agreement, will be subject to such Italian
substitute tax. Therefore, the amount of the dividend
that the holders of ADS will initially receive will be net
of such substitute tax.
All owners of ADSs have been given the opportunity
to submit to The Bank of New York, in accordance

PROPOSED DIVIDEND AND RELATED TAX REGIME
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with the procedure set forth by it, the documentation
attesting their residence for tax purposes in Italy or in
countries which have entered into tax treaties with
Italy, pursuant to which reduced/NIL tax rates might
become directly applicable. Concurrently with the
delivery of the Proxy Statement, the Depositary has
mailed to all ADS holders a document and necessary
forms setting forth the detailed procedure to be used
by ADS holders for the purpose of obtaining the direct
application of the reduced/NIL tax rate.
All ADS holders that are Italian residents for tax
purposes, should deliver by July 5, 2005 to The Bank
of New York the documentation, dated before June
23, 2005, attesting the tax regime applicable (Form A
to G “Dichiarazione beneficiario dividendo”).
Also ADS holders, that are not Italian residents for tax
purposes, should deliver by July 5, 2005 to The Bank
of New York the documentation, signed before June
23, 2005, attesting their residence for tax purposes in
countries which have entered into tax treaties with Italy,
pursuant to which reduced tax rates might become
directly applicable (Form 8802 for U.S. residents, Form
A-4 for residents of other countries “Tax relief form for
dividends for non-U.S. resident holders”).
As soon as the documentation is delivered by the
Bank of New York to UniCredito Italiano, such bank
shall endeavor to effect repayment of the entire 27%
withheld or the balance between the 27% withheld at
the time of payment and the rate actually applicable to
the ADS holder as the case maybe. By way of
example, Italy and United States (as well as many
other countries) are parties to a tax treaty pursuant to
which the rate of the tax applicable to dividends paid
by an Italian resident company to a U.S. resident
enti t led to the treaty may be reduced to 15%.
Therefore, U.S. resident ADS holders have the
opportunity of being repaid a further 12% of the gross
dividend, that is the difference between the 27%
withheld at the time of payment of the dividend and
the 15% substitute tax provided for by the Italy - U.S.
tax treaty.
In the past many ADS holders have been unable to
provide the required certificates within the deadline,
because the tax authorities can take two months or
more in releasing such documents. Therefore the

company advises you, should you expect to be a
holder of ADSs of record on June 22, 2005 and are
interested in implementing the procedure to obtain
the application of the reduced substitute tax rate, to
start such procedure well in advance by completing
the appropriate form (Form A to G for Italian
residents, Form 8802 for U.S. residents, Form A-4
for residents of other countries), which needs to be
signed, for non-Ital ian residents only, by the
relevant Tax Authority before June 23, 2005. The
procedure established by The Bank of New York
and UniCredito Italiano contemplates that, once the
ADS holder has del ivered the proper
documentation to The Bank of New York, the latter
will make it available to UniCredito Italiano and
consequently the additional dividend amount will be
payable to the ADS holders.
Please note that in order for an ADS holder to take
advantage of the accelerated tax refund (Quick
Refund), the certification by the respective Tax
Authority must be dated before June 23, 2005 (the
dividend payable date in Euro) and The Bank of
New York should receive the certification on or
before July 5, 2005.
Luxottica Group recommends to all ADS holders
who are interested in taking advantage of such an
opportunity, to request more detailed information as
to the exact procedure to be followed from The
Bank of New York (ADR Department, telephone +1
(212) 815-2726; fax +1(212) 571-3050, attn. Bob
Kellett) or directly from the Company’s headquarters
in Italy (Investor Relations Department, telephone
+39 (0437) 644256; fax +39 (0437) 63840).
ADS holders are further advised that, once the
amounts withheld are paid to the I tal ian Tax
Authorities, ADS holders entitled to the reduced tax
rate may only apply to the Italian Tax Authorities to
receive the reimbursement of the excess tax applied
to the dividends received from Luxottica Group. Such
procedure customari ly takes years before the
reimbursement is actually made. Therefore the
above-mentioned procedure, for direct application of
the reduced withholding rate was established by
Luxott ica Group in the best interest of i ts
shareholders.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Set out below is a description of the Corporate
Governance framework adopted by Luxottica Group S.p.A.
(“Luxottica”). The framework of rules and procedures
applies equally to Luxottica and all companies reporting to
it and forming part of its group (the “Group”) and is
designed to ensure that all companies in the Group are
appropriately managed and controlled. This report has
been prepared in compliance with the relevant directions
and recommendations of Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and also
takes into account the provisions of the guidance note
issued by Assonime and Emittente Titoli S.p.A. in March
2004 (“Guida alla compilazione della relazione sulla
Corporate Governance”). 

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Luxottica, a world leader in ophthalmic eyewear,
implements its business strategy via subsidiaries
based in the many different countries in which it
operates. The business strategy is the same
throughout the Group.

2. The Group has a presence in over 40 countries
and comprises more than 150 companies
worldwide. Its business operations, in terms of
sales and personnel, are particularly significant in
Europe, North America, Australia, and Asia.

3. Luxottica is listed on both the NYSE and the Milan
Stock Exchange, and must therefore comply with
the requirements applicable to companies listed
on these exchanges and, in particular, with the
provisions issued by both the SEC and CONSOB. 

4. With the objective of delivering overall profits and
sustainable results for the Group as a whole,
Luxottica manages and co-ordinates the activities
of all companies in the Group, whether directly or
indirectly controlled.

5. The following business tools are used to ensure
that the Group is subject to the direction of a
single managing entity: 
- the preparation and approval of business

plans and sales forecasts;
- the preparation and approval of budgets and

the identification of specific targets to be
achieved and projects to be implemented;

- the establishment of rules providing for the
communication of certain information
necessary for the effective management and
control of the Group; 

- the requirement that certain signif icant
transactions be approved by the Board of
Luxottica (e.g., acquisitions and disposals);

- the implementation of certain financial policies
across the Group (e.g., indebtedness tests
and cash investment criteria);

- the establishment of central group services
(e.g. legal, human resources) which provide
professional support and advice for al l
companies in the Group;

- the adoption of codes of conduct which apply
to the entire Group;

- the specification and adoption of common
organizational structures; and

- the adoption of guidelines on the composition
and operation of the boards of directors,
including authority levels, for all companies
within the Group. The guidelines are consistent
throughout the Group. 

Luxottica’s Corporate Governance framework is
designed to apply to the entire Group and has been
devised on the basis of the mutually compatible
recommendations made by Borsa Italiana, CONSOB,
the SEC and the NYSE and in compliance with the
highest standards of Corporate Governance.
The Corporate Governance framework is based on
five key principles: 
1. a set of clearly defined, acknowledged and shared

values;
2. the central role played by Luxottica’s Board of

Directors;
3. the efficacy and transparency of management

decisions;
4. the adoption of an appropriate and workable

internal control system; and
5. the adoption of a set of rules governing potential

conflicts of interests.
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As far as the first principle is concerned, the values laid
down in the Group’s Ethical Code commit all those
working for the Group to ensuring that all of the Group’s
activities are carried out: in compliance with all relevant
laws; within a framework of fair competition; with honesty,
integrity and propriety; and, respecting the legitimate
interests of shareholders, employees, customers,
suppliers, sales and financial partners as well as of the
communities in which the Group operates.

II. BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ROLE AND DUTIES

The Board of Directors plays a central role in
Luxottica’s Corporate Governance framework.
It is duly authorized and responsible for guiding and
managing the entire business, maximizing shareholder
value and ensuring that the expectations of other
stakeholders are met.
To this end, the Board approves all matters intended
to implement the Group’s strategy, except for those
matters which, pursuant to the by-laws of the
Shareholders’ Meetings, are expressly required to be
dealt with at a Shareholders’ Meeting, or which,
pursuant to the by-laws of the company in question,
are expressly required to be dealt with by it. 
By virtue of a resolution dated July 27, 2004, the Board
of Luxottica resolved that certain significant matters
may only be approved by it, such as:
1. the Corporate Governance rules and guidelines for

the internal audit of the entire Group;
2. the Group’s organizational structure, including

whether its organizational, administrative and
accounting structures are appropriate;

3. the business, investment and development
strategy for the entire Group, based on the
proposals submitted by the Chief Executive Officer;

4. financial commitments and loans of a duration in
excess of twelve months;

5. the budgets of all companies within the Group;
6. the periodical reports of all companies within the

Group;
7. stock incentive schemes proposed at

Shareholders’ Meetings; the remuneration criteria

for senior management;
8. all transactions having significant economic, P&L

or financial impact, including: agreements of a
strategic nature with an economic value in excess
of Euro 30 million or which involve a liability lasting
for more than three years; acquisit ions or
disposals of interests in companies or real estate
with a value in excess of Euro 2 million; and, the
issue of securities to third parties with a value in
excess of Euro 15 million. 

APPOINTMENT

The current Board of Luxottica Group was appointed by
resolutions passed at the Shareholders’ Meetings held
on June 25, 2003 and September 14, 2004 respectively.
The resolutions were based on the company by-laws
currently in force, which do not contain a mechanism for
list voting.
The proposing shareholders made the CVs of the
individual candidates available to the meeting, in order to
enable shareholders to make an informed decision in
respect of their voting rights.
All Directors appointed to the Board have the
appropriate professional qualifications and experience
required to perform their duties efficiently and effectively.

COMPOSITION

On September 14, 2004, the Shareholders’ Meeting
established that there would be twelve members of
the Board.
The current Board will remain in office until the financial
statements for the fiscal year 2005 are approved, and
comprises the following Directors:
- Leonardo Del Vecchio: Chairman and Member of

the Human Resources Committee
- Luigi Francavilla: Vice Chairman
- Andrea Guerra: Chief Executive Officer and

Member of the Human Resources Committee
- Tancredi Bianchi: Member of the Internal Audit

Committee
- Mario Cattaneo
- Roberto Chemello
- Enrico Cavatorta
- Claudio Del Vecchio
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- Sergio Erede
- Sabina Grossi: Member of the Human Resources

Committee
- Gianni Mion: Chairman of the Human Resources

Committee
- Lucio Rondelli: Chairman of the Internal Audit

Committee and member of the Human Resources
Committee

The Chief Executive Officer is also a member of
Luxottica’s staff.
Set out below is a list of the positions held by each of
the Directors in other listed companies as well as in
finance, banking, insurance and/or significant unlisted
companies.

Leonardo Del Vecchio
Chairman of Beni Stabili S.p.A, Luxottica S.r.l, sole
Director of La Leonardo Finanziaria S.r.l. and Delfin
S.r.l., Director of Sunglass Hut International Inc. and
Luxottica U.S. Holdings Corp.

Luigi Francavilla
Vice Chairman of Luxottica S.r.l.

Andrea Guerra
Chairman of OPSM Group Limited, Director of Cole
National Corporation.

Enrico Cavatorta
Member of the Boards of Directors of Luxottica S.r.l.,
Cole National Corporation, OPSM Group Limited. 

Roberto Chemello
Chief Executive Officer of Luxottica S.r.l., Chairman of
Avant Garde Optics LLC, Director of Sunglass Hut
International.

Tancredi Bianchi
Chairman of Fondo Immobiliare Polis SGR.

Mario Cattaneo
Member of the Boards of Directors of Eni S.p.A,
UniCredito Italiano S.p.A., Banca Lombarda S.p.A.
and Fin. Bansel S.p.A.; Chairman of the Board of
Directors of CBI Factor S.p.A.

Claudio Del Vecchio
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Retail Brand
Alliance Inc., Chief Executive Officer of Luxottica U.S.
Holdings Corp., Executive Vice-President of Avant
Garde Optics LLC, Director of LensCrafters Inc.

Sergio Erede
Member of the Boards of Directors of Autogrill S.p.A.,
Carraro S.p.A. and Marzotto S.p.A., Chairman of the
Boards of Directors of Interpump Group S.p.A. and
Galbani S.p.A.

Lucio Rondelli
Chairman of Assiparos GPA, Director of Spafid.

Gianni Mion
Chief Executive Officer of Edizione Holding S.p.A.,
member of the Boards of Directors of Benetton Group
S.p.A., Autogrill S.p.A., Autostrade S.p.A., Olimpia
S.p.A., Telecom Italia S.p.A., Telecom Italia Media
S.p.A., Telecom Ital ia Mobile S.p.A., Banca
Antonveneta S.p.A.

INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS

Based on the criteria specified by Borsa Italiana and
the SEC, in the light of the declarations made by the
members of the Board of Directors, four out of
twelve are considered to be independent: Tancredi
Bianchi, Mario Cattaneo, Gianni Mion and Lucio
Rondelli.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

On July 27, 2004, the Board accepted the wish of
both the Chairman and the Vice Chairman to relinquish
their operational responsibilities and authority. The
Chairman now retains only those functions reserved to
him at law and pursuant to Luxottica Group’s by-laws,
as well as the supervision of the Internal Audit
Committee. 
On September 14, 2004, the Board reappointed
Leonardo Del Vecchio as Chairman of the Company,
Luigi Francavilla as Vice Chairman and Andrea Guerra
as Chief Executive Officer.
The Chairman, despite his lack of operating authority,
continues to be considered as an Executive Director
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because of his commitment to Luxottica Group and
his involvement in all principal strategic decisions.
The Chief Executive Officer, Andrea Guerra, has full
day to day authority with respect to Luxottica Group.
His authority is set out in the resolutions made and the
guidelines issued by the Board, although it does not
extend to those powers reserved to the Board either
by law, by the Company by-laws or Board resolutions.
His authority is also subject to an overriding limit with
respect to decisions or activities which would exceed
a certain value threshold.
The Chief Executive Officer has granted power of
attorney to three Directors, Enrico Cavatorta, Roberto
Chemello and Luigi Francavilla enabling them to
execute transactions below a certain value threshold. 
Luigi Francavi l la, Vice Chairman, and Roberto
Chemello and Claudio Del Vecchio, Directors, hold
positions which involve extensive operational authority
in commercially significant companies within the
Group. 
The Board therefore includes six Executive Directors:
Leonardo Del Vecchio, Andrea Guerra, Enrico
Cavatorta, Luigi Francavilla, Roberto Chemello and
Claudio Del Vecchio.

NON-EXECUTIVE AND NON-INDEPENDENT
DIRECTORS

In the light of the declarations made, two of the
Directors, Sergio Erede and Sabina Grossi, are
considered to be non-Executive and non-Independent
Directors.

DIRECTORS’ FEES

Directors’ fees are approved by the Shareholders’
Meeting.
To the extent that the fees payable to Directors
performing special roles and the apportionment of the
aggregate fees to be paid to each of the individual
members of the Board is not determined by the
Shareholders’ Meeting, such matters are decided by
the Board after having heard the opinions of both the
Human Resources Committee and the Board of
Statutory Auditors.

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

On October 27, 2004, the Board of Directors set up a
Human Resources Committee comprising five of its
members, the majority of whom are non-Executive
Directors (Leonardo Del Vecchio, Sabina Grossi,
Andrea Guerra, Gianni Mion, Lucio Rondelli). The
Human Resources Committee has an investigative,
advisory and proposal-making function which
includes:
- recommending the aggregate fees payable to the

Directors as well as the remuneration criteria for
top management throughout the entire Group;

- reviewing employee incentive schemes for the
Group; and recommending the management
structure and authori ty levels for the more
significant subsidiaries.

III. THE INTERNAL AUDIT 
SYSTEM

The internal audit system is embodied in a set of
procedures which apply to all activities. The relevant
procedures are set out in formal manuals that are
updated and circulated within the Group.
The Board of Directors assesses and determines the
internal control system by taking account of the views
and reports made by those individuals, departments
and committees tasked with ensuring that the
organizational, administrative and accounting structure
is appropriate to the Group’s nature and size. This
process is in compliance with the provisions of Art.
2381 of the Italian Civil Code. 
To this end, the Board consults the Internal Audit
Committee as well as the Director of Internal Audit and
the Internal Auditing Department. When established, it
will also consult the “Supervisory Body” which is being
set up based in accordance with the organizational
model set out in Act No. 231/2001.
The supervisory and control duties reserved to the
Board of Statutory Auditors at law remain
unprejudiced, as does the requirement of Italian law
that an external auditing company must be appointed
to audit the Group’s accounts. 
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INTERNAL AUDIT COMMITTEE

The committee comprises three Independent
Directors, two of whom (Tancredi Bianchi, Lucio
Rondelli) were appointed by the Board.
It has an investigative, advisory and proposal-making
function, concentrating on:
- i) assessing the suitability of the internal control

system; ii) the activities of the Director of Internal
Audit; iii) the proper use of accounting principles in
conjunction with the Group’s administration
managers and auditors; and iv) the findings of the
Internal Auditing Department; and

- the performance of any additional tasks assigned
to it by the Board, such as checking whether the
Ethical Code has been duly circulated and
enforced and the evaluation of the external
auditors in conjunction with the Board of Statutory
Auditors.

The Internal Audit Committee reports to the Board at
least twice a year. 

DIRECTOR OF INTERNAL AUDIT

The Director of Internal Audit is responsible for
ensuring that the Group’s system of internal control is
both appropriate and effective as well as suggesting
any improvements or changes that may be required.
Reporting to the Chairman, the Director of Internal
Audit also reports to the Chief Executive Officer,
Internal Audit Committee and the Board of Statutory
Auditors.

SUPERVISORY BODY PURSUANT TO ACT 
NO. 231/2001

I t  is intended that exist ing procedures wil l  be
supplemented as soon as possible by the creation of
a “Supervisory Body” responsible for reducing and
eliminating the r isk of potential misconduct by
employees and consultants. In accordance with Act
No. 231/2001 it will be liable for companies within the
Group operating in Italy.
The Supervisory Body wil l be composed of the
Director of Internal Audit, the Director of Legal Affairs
and the Director of Human Resources.

It will report to the Board of Directors, the Internal Audit
Committee and the Board of Statutory Auditors and will
be provided with appropriate resources to perform its
tasks.

BOARD OF STATUTORY AUDITORS

The Board of Statutory Auditors was appointed by the
Shareholders’ Meeting on June 25, 2003 and will
remain in office until the financial statements for fiscal
year 2005 are approved. It comprises three regular
Statutory Auditors (Giancarlo Tomasin, Chairman,
Walter Pison, Mario Medici) and two Alternate Auditors
(Giuseppe Tacca and Mario Bampo).
According to the by-laws of Luxottica Group, Statutory
Auditors are appointed by list vote.
As provided for by the Italian regulations applicable to
listed companies, the Board of Statutory Auditors
supervises: the observance of law as well as company
by-laws; compliance with proper management
principles; appropriateness of the company’s
organizational structure and internal control system; and,
the suitability and reliability of the accounting system.
The Board of Statutory Auditors reports to the
Shareholders’ Meeting in respect of the three-year
audit assignment granted to external auditors. 
As permitted by the SEC pursuant to rule 10A3, the
Board of Directors, in its meeting held on April 28,
2005, nominated the Board of Statutory Auditors as
the appropriate body to act as the “Audit Committee”,
as defined in the Sarbanes Oxley Act and SEC
regulations. Consistent with the SEC regulations,
Sarbanes Oxley and Italian regulations, it was primarily
responsible for:
1. assessing the proposals made by audit ing

companies in their bid to win audit ing
assignments;

2. supervising the conduct of the external auditors
appointed to audit the accounts of the Group and
to provide related advice and assistance;

3. recommending ways of resolving any disputes
between management and the external auditors
with respect to financial reporting; and

4. approving the procedures for authorizing allowable
non-audit services and advising the Board on the
granting of assignments for allowable non-audit
services to the Independent external Auditor.
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The Board of Statutory Auditors will carry out the above
functions from the f iscal year 2006 and wil l  be
provided with appropriate authority and resources to
properly perform the relevant tasks.
The Board of Directors on April 28, 2005 resolved that
”within the scope of the tasks assignable by the
Internal Audit Committee” from July 31, 2005 until the
date in which the Shareholders’ Meeting appoints a
new Board of Statutory Auditors in fiscal year 2006, the
functions of the Audit Committee will be performed by
the Internal Audit Committee. The new Board of
Statutory Auditors wi l l  be appointed at the
Shareholders’ Meeting in accordance with the list
voting mechanism set out in Luxottica Group’s by-
laws. 

EXTERNAL AUDITOR

An external auditing company, registered in the
register of certified public accountants, appointed at
the Shareholders’ Meeting is entrusted with auditing
activities. 
The current auditing company is Deloitte & Touche,
whose assignment wil l be terminated when the
financial statements for fiscal year 2005 are approved.

IV. CODES OF CONDUCT 
AND PROCEDURES

Codes of conduct and other similar procedures
designed to ensure that all activity is conducted in
accordance with the principles of transparency,
fairness and loyalty underpin the Group’s Corporate
Governance framework. 

ETHICAL CODE

The Group’s Ethical Code identif ies the values
supporting all business activity, and is continuously
reviewed and updated to take account of
suggestions made in the context of U.S. and other
relevant rules. 
The Ethical Code currently in force was approved by
the Board on March 4, 2004, and was circulated
throughout the Group.

CODE OF PRACTICE

The Group conducts its activities in accordance with
the principles contained in the Ethical Code and in
Borsa Italiana’s Codes of Practice.
The provisions of the Code of Practice are summarized
in tables prepared in compliance with the directions of
Borsa Italiana, Assonime, and Emittente Titoli S.p.A.

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING TRANSACTIONS
WITH RELATED PARTIES

The prior consent of the Board is required with respect
to any related party transactions, including
intercompany transactions.
Any Director who has an interest in a given transaction
must notify the Board and the Board of Statutory
Auditors, specifying the nature, terms, origin and
significance thereof.
The Board is required to justify the approval of such
transactions, for instance with cost-effectiveness for
Luxottica and/or the Group.
The Director concerned, although entitled to vote,
usually abstains from doing so. 
In the case of intercompany transactions, there must
be an economic benefit to Luxottica or the Group as a
whole, whether direct or indirect, in order to be
deemed to be in the company’s interests. 
The Board may, in certain cases, seek the advice of
one or more independent and competent experts in
respect of the terms and conditions, lawfulness, and
technical aspects of the proposed transaction.

CODE OF CONDUCT CONCERNING 
INSIDER DEALING

The Code on Insider Dealing approved by the Board
of Directors provides detailed rules applicable to the
trading in financial securities by persons who have
access to relevant confidential information. The rules
relate not only to behavior but also to the protection
and control of confidential information.
The following are considered to be “relevant persons”:
1. Luxottica’s Directors and Statutory Auditors;
2. the division/department heads reporting directly to

the Chairman, the Vice Chairman and the Chief
Executive Officer; and
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3. the Chief Financial Officer, the Chief Accounting
Officer and the Chief Operating Officer and the
Executive Vice President of North America.

Any “relevant person” trading in financial securities
issued by Luxottica must give the market written
notification of having done so. 
In the case of the trade having a counter-value in
excess of Euro 50,000, notification must be made
within two working days following the end of the
quarter in which the trade was made.
In the case of a trade having a counter-value in excess
of Euro 250,000, notification must be made by the
second open market day following the trade.
The Code on insider dealing includes certain black-out
periods in which trading is not permitted as well as a
system punishing any breaches of the Code. 

HANDLING OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

Confidential information is handled by the Chief
Executive Officer, the Director of Administration and
Financial Control and the Director of Investor Relations,
based on strict internal procedures for the handling
and disclosure of price-sensitive information to the
market.

GRANT OF ASSIGNMENTS TO AUDITING
COMPANIES

US regulations provide that either the Audit Committee
or an equivalent body under country specific rules
must approve the services of external Auditors.

The Internal Audit Committee and the Board of
Statutory Auditors are currently determining the
procedure which will apply to the grant of assignments
to external Auditors. The procedures will be put in
place as soon as possible and will be in line with
Italian and U.S. regulations, without prejudice to the
independence of the external Auditors.
Luxottica’s Auditors are the main auditors for the entire
Group.
The grant of auditing and accounting assignments to
the Group’s external Auditors is permitted. 
The grant of assignments to external auditors with
respect to non-auditing services must be approved in
advance by the Board having taken into account the
views of the Internal Audit Committee and of the Board
of Statutory Auditors.

V. INVESTOR RELATIONS

An investor relations team, reporting directly to the
Chief Executive Officer, is dedicated to relations with
the domestic and international financial community,
investors and financial analysts, the media and the
market.
The relevant documents concerning Corporate
Governance can be found at www.luxottica.com, and
may also be requested via e-mail.
Information concerning periodical reports and any
significant events/transactions is promptly circulated to
the public as well as being published on Luxottica
Group web site.
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STOCK OPTIONS PLANS

At the Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting on March
10, 1998, shareholders approved the adoption of a
Stock Options Plan under which the value of the
Luxottica Group shares dedicated to the stock
options plan may be increased one or more times, by
a maximum amount of Lire 1,225,000,000, through
the issue of 12,250,000 ordinary shares to officers
and key employees of the Group. The conversion of
Luxottica Group’s authorized and issued share capital
into Euro, approved on June 26, 2001, resulted in a
decrease in the number of ordinary shares available
for the aforementioned Stock Options Plan.
In consideration of the reduction of the number of
ordinary shares available for the Stock Options Plan,
and the growing size of Luxottica Group resulting in a
larger number of potential employee beneficiaries of
stock opt ions, on September 20, 2001, the
Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting approved a
Stock Options Plan under which the value of the
Luxottica Group shares dedicated to the stock
options plan could be increased one or more times,
by a maximum amount of Euro 660,000, through the
issue of new ordinary shares to officers and key
employees of the Group.
On September 14, 2004, Luxottica Group announced
that its majority shareholder, Leonardo Del Vecchio,
allocated 2.11%, or 9.6 million, of the shares held by
him through the holding company La Leonardo
Finanziaria S.r.l., to a stock options plan for the
Group’s top management. Options issued through
this plan wi l l  become exercisable upon the
accomplishment of certain financial objectives.
Consequently, the cost of these shares, calculated
based on the market value, will not be recorded in the
balance sheet until such a time as the number of
exercisable options is known.

SHARE BUY BACK PLANS

On September 25, 2002, Luxottica U.S. Holdings
Corp., a U.S. subsidiary of Luxottica Group, approved
the purchase of up to 11,500,000 Luxottica Group’s
ADS, representing an equal number of ordinary
shares, equivalent to 2.5% of Luxottica Group’s
authorized and issued share capital. This plan, now
expired, required that the purchase be carried out on
the New York Stock Exchange within 18 months of its
approval.
On March 20, 2003, Luxottica U.S. Holdings Corp.
approved the purchase of up to 10,000,000 Luxottica
Group ADS, representing an equal number of ordinary
shares, and equivalent to 2.2% of Luxottica Group’s
authorized and issued share capital, to be purchased
on the New York Stock Exchange within 18 months of
its approval. As of its expiration date, Luxottica U.S.
Holdings Corp. had acquired 6,434,786 Luxottica
Group ADS.

STOCK OPTIONS PLANS
AND SHARE BUY BACK PLANS
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Luxottica Group S.p.A. listed on the NYSE on January
23, 1990. At the time of the Initial Public Offering
10,350,000 ordinary shares were sold, equivalent to
5,175,000 American Depositary Shares (each ADS
equals two ordinary shares). The issue price was US$
19 per ADS.
In June 1992 Luxottica Group’s Board of Directors
approved a change in the conversion ratio of the ADS
from 1:2 to 1:1. The change in the conversion ratio,
effective from July 10, 1992, did not effect the number
of ordinary shares outstanding, which remained
45,050,000.
At Luxottica Group’s Extraordinary Shareholders’
Meeting on March 10, 1998, the Board of Directors
approved a five-for-one split of the Group’s ordinary
shares. This stock split increased the number of
outstanding ordinary shares from 45,050,000 to
225,250,000, and reduced the par value from Lire
1,000 to Lire 200. This stock split, effective from April
16, 1998, had no effect on the Group’s authorized
share capital, which remained Lire 45,050,000,000.
Each ADS continued to equal one ordinary share. 
At Luxottica Group’s Extraordinary Shareholders’
Meeting on May 3, 2000, shareholders approved a
two-for-one stock spilt. This stock split increased the

number of outstanding ordinary shares, from
231,375,000 to 462,750,000, and reduced the par
value from Lire 200 to Lire 100. This stock split,
effective from June 26, 2000, had no effect on the
Group’s authorized share capital, which remained Lire
46,275,000,000. Each ADS continued to equal one
ordinary share.
After ten years, Luxottica Group listed on the MTA on
December 4, 2000. At the t ime of the Offering
10,385,000 ordinary shares were sold at Euro 16.83
per share. 
Luxottica Group’s ordinary shares and ADS are traded
on both exchanges under the symbol LUX. 
At Luxottica Group’s Extraordinary Shareholders’
Meeting on June 26, 2001, shareholders approved the
conversion of Luxottica Group’s authorized and issued
share capital into Euro. As a result of the conversion,
the per share par value of Luxottica Group’s ordinary
shares became Euro 0.06, from Lire 100.
On December 31, 2004 Luxottica Group’s authorized
share capital was Euro 27,312,328.38, equivalent to
455,205,473 ordinary shares.

LUXOTTICA GROUP CAPITAL 
STOCK INFORMATION
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High Low Close

17.85 15.18 15.82

16.90 15.18 16.90

17.85 16.30 17.85

20.39 17.99 20.39

20.39 15.18

2000

High Low Close

12.34 7.97 12.25

12.97 11.19 12.19

17.00 12.38 16.13

16.44 13.00 13.75

17.00 7.97

1996

High Low Close

7.83 5.63 7.81

8.10 6.91 7.34

7.64 6.51 7.28

7.23 5.21 5.21

8.10 5.21

1992

High Low Close

3.23 2.74 2.90

3.28 2.63 2.71

3.11 2.66 2.95

2.93 2.25 2.51

3.28 2.25

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Full year

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Full year

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Full year

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Full year

High Low Close

14.05 10.23 10.95

14.11 10.69 13.90

15.48 13.73 14.29

18.15 14.40 17.40

18.15 10.23

1999

High Low Close

6.66 5.00 6.44

8.63 6.19 7.78

9.53 7.00 9.53

10.31 7.81 8.78

10.31 5.00

1995

High Low Close

3.96 3.13 3.60

3.83 3.43 3.71

4.92 3.70 4.89

5.95 4.54 5.85

5.95 3.13

1991

High Low Close

1.41 0.99 1.38

1.71 1.39 1.51

2.28 1.51 2.26

2.75 2.25 2.75

2.75 0.99

High Low Close

19.82 15.90 19.38

20.85 17.85 19.00

18.70 11.82 12.88

15.51 12.00 13.65

20.85 11.82

1998

High Low Close

9.41 6.28 9.37

9.49 7.75 7.75

8.66 4.97 5.19

6.00 3.88 6.00

9.49 3.88

1994

High Low Close

3.38 2.79 3.04

3.50 2.98 3.41

3.58 3.28 3.39

3.65 3.23 3.41

3.65 2.79

1990

High Low Close

1.06 0.95 0.98

1.38 0.96 1.32

1.46 0.99 1.01

1.11 0.79 1.02

1.46 0.79

High Low Close

16.09 13.13 15.17

16.00 13.25 16.00

17.99 12.15 13.99

17.21 13.45 16.48

17.99 12.15

1997

High Low Close

6.64 5.13 5.31

6.99 5.30 6.78

6.98 5.63 5.69

6.51 5.68 6.25

6.99 5.13

1993

High Low Close

2.49 2.03 2.38

2.56 2.18 2.18

2.38 2.09 2.09

2.95 2.06 2.93

2.95 2.03

Quarterly ADS prices
In US$ (1)

2004 2003 2002 2001

15 YEARS ON THE NYSE AND FOUR YEARS ON THE MTA

NYSE

High Low Close

14.08 12.42 12.80

13.99 12.82 13.70

14.54 13.31 14.42

15.51 14.31 14.99

15.51 12.42

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Full year

High Low Close

13.48 9.25 9.81

12.37 9.85 11.92

13.96 11.67 12.23

14.82 12.35 13.70

14.82 9.25

High Low Close

22.95 18.34 22.43

22.88 18.54 19.69

19.05 11.75 13.22

15.52 12.00 12.58

22.95 11.75

High Low Close

17.20 14.37 16.80

19.11 15.04 19.11

20.62 13.41 15.74

19.59 14.88 18.43

20.62 13.41

Quarterly ordinary
share prices - In Euro

2004 2003 2002 2001

MTA

Fifteen-year high:
US$ 20.85 on April 26, 2002. 

Fifteen-year low:
US$ 0.79 on November 7, 1990.

(1) These figures have been
retroactively adjusted to reflect
the five-for-one stock split which
was effective April 16, 1998, and
the two-for-one stock split which
was effective June 26, 2000.

Four-year high:
Euro 22.95 on March 27, 2002. 

Four-year low: 
Euro 9.25 on March 12, 2003.
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ADS AND ORDINARY SHARE PERFORMANCE ON NYSE AND MTA

MTA (in Euro) Mibtel NYSE (in US$) Dow Jones Industrial Average

5

10

15

20

25

12.31.200412.31.200312.31.200212.31.200101.01.2001

DJIA

NYSE: LUX

MIBTEL

MTA: LUX

First quarter

Second quarter

Six-month

Third quarter

Nine-month

Fourth quarter

Full year

1.1793

1.1613

1.1711

1.2081

1.1816

1.2160

1.1887

1995 (1)

1.2307

1.2443

1.2376

1.2727

1.2493

1.2721

1.2549

1996 (1)

1.1823

1.1457

1.1634

1.0991

1.1405

1.1255

1.1367

1997 (1)

1.0802

1.0944

1.0873

1.1130

1.0961

1.1765

1.1152

1998 (1)

1.1207

1.0567

1.0873

1.0483

1.0737

1.0370

1.0642

1999

0.9859

0.9326

0.9591

0.9041

0.9400

0.8676

0.9209

2000

0.9230

0.8721

0.8990

0.8895

0.8956

0.8959

0.8957

2001

0.8766

0.9198

0.8980

0.9838

0.9277

0.9982

0.9450

2002

1.0730

1.1372

1.1049

1.1248

1.1117

1.1882

1.1307

2003

1.2497

1.2046

1.2273

1.2220

1.2255

1.2968

1.2435

2004

AVERAGE EURO/U.S.DOLLAR EXCHANGE RATE: 1995-2004

(1) Through 1998 the Euro/U.S.
Dollar exchange rate has been
calculated through the Lira/U.S.
Dollar exchange rate, converted
by the fixed rate Lire 1,936.27 =
Euro 1.00.
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LUXOTTICA GROUP S.P.A.

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Luxottica Group S.p.A. (an Italian
corporation) and Subsidiaries (collectively, “the Company”) as of December 31, 2003 and 2004 and the related
statements of consolidated income, shareholders’ equity and cash flows for each of the three years in the period
ended December 31, 2004. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
(United States of America). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatements. The Company is not
required to have, nor were we engaged to perform, an audit of its internal control over financial reporting. Our
audits included consideration of internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits
provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, such consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of Luxottica Group S.p.A. and Subsidiaries as of December 31, 2003 and 2004 and the results of their operations
and their cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2004, in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Our audits also comprehended the translation of Euro amounts into U.S. Dollar amounts and, in our opinion,
such translation has been made in conformity with the basis stated in Note 1. Such U.S. Dollar amounts are
presented solely for the convenience of readers in the United States of America.

Treviso, Italy
April 29, 2005

ANNUAL REPORT 2004

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT
REGISTERED PUBLIC

ACCOUNTING FIRM

Member of
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu



INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2003 AND 2004

In accordance with U.S. GAAP

(1) Translated for convenience at
the New York City Noon Buying
Rate as determined in Note 1.

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable (Less allowance for doubtful

accounts, Euro 21.5 million in 2003, and Euro 23.4 

million in 2004; US$ 31.7 million)

Sales and income taxes receivable
Inventories
Prepaid expenses and other
Asset held for sale - Pearle Europe
Deferred tax assets 
Total current assets

Property, plant and equipment - net

Other assets
Goodwill
Intangible assets - net
Investments
Other assets
Total other assets

TOTAL

ASSETS

299,937
353,516

34,259
404,216

50,714
-

124,451
1,267,093

497,435

1,328,914
764,698

13,055
41,481

2,148,148

3,912,676

2003
(Euro thousands) 

257,349
406,437

33,120
433,158

69,151
143,617
104,508

1,447,340

599,245

1,500,962
972,091

13,371
23,049

2,509,473

4,556,058

2004
(Euro thousands) 

348,399
550,234

44,838
586,409

93,617
194,429
141,483

1,959,409

811,258

2,032,002
1,316,017

18,102
31,204

3,397,325

6,167,992

2004
(US$ thousands) (1)

94
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2003 AND 2004
(Continued)

In accordance with U.S. GAAP

(1) Translated for convenience at
the New York City Noon Buying
Rate as determined in Note 1.

Current liabilities
Bank overdrafts
Current portion of long-term debt
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses:

- Payroll and related
- Customers’ right of return
- Other

Income taxes payable
Total current liabilities

Long-term debt

Liability for termination indemnities

Deferred tax liabilities

Other long-term liabilities

Commitments and contingencies

Minority interests in consolidated subsidiaries

Shareholders’ equity
Capital stock 
(par value Euro 0.06 - 454,477,033 and 455,205,473 

ordinary shares authorized and issued at December 31, 

2003 and 2004, respectively 448,042,247 

and 448,770,687 shares outstanding at 

December 31, 2003 and 2004, respectively)

Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Accumulated other comprehensive loss, net of tax
Total

Less treasury shares at cost 
(6,434,786 and 6,434,786 shares 

at December 31, 2003 and 2004, respectively)

Shareholders’ equity

TOTAL

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

516,905
390,935
178,616

77,780
7,423

140,608
11,011

1,323,278

862,492

47,241

161,102

124,157

19,872

27,269

40,423
1,619,312
(242,483)

1,444,521

69,987

1,374,534

3,912,676

2003
(Euro thousands) 

290,531
405,369
222,550

137,947
8,802

238,832
12,722

1,316,753

1,277,495

52,656

215,891

173,896

23,760

27,312

47,167
1,812,073
(320,958)

1,565,594

69,987

1,495,607

4,556,058

2004
(Euro thousands) 

393,321
548,789
301,288

186,753
11,916

323,331
17,223

1,782,621

1,729,473

71,286

292,273

235,420

32,166

36,975

63,855
2,453,184
(434,513)

2,119,501

94,748

2,024,753

6,167,992

2004
(US$ thousands) (1)
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STATEMENTS OF CONSOLIDATED INCOME FOR THE YEARS ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 2002, 2003 AND 2004

In accordance with U.S. GAAP

(1) Translated for convenience at
the New York City Noon Buying
Rate as determined in Note 1.

Net sales

Cost of sales

Gross profit

Operating expenses
Selling and advertising
General and administrative
Total

Income from operations

Other income (expenses)
Interest income
Interest expense
Other - net
Other income (expenses) - net

Income before provision 
for income taxes

Provision for income taxes

Income before minority 
interests in consolidated 
subsidiaries

Minority interests in income 
of consolidated subsidiaries

Net income

Net income basic

Net income diluted

Weighted average number of shares
outstanding (thousands)
Basic
Diluted

2,852,194

(903,617)

1,948,577

(1,235,757)
(281,033)

(1,516,790)

431,787

5,922
(47,117)

(799)
(41,994)

389,793

(117,328)

272,465

(5,122)

267,343

Euro 0.60

Euro 0.59

448,664.4
450,202.1

2003
(Euro thousands) 

3,201,788

(946,134)

2,255,654

(1,360,340)
(293,806)

(1,654,146)

601,508

5,036
(65,935)

(1,167)
(62,066)

539,442

(162,696)

376,746

(4,669)

372,077

Euro 0.82

Euro 0.82

453,174.0
455,353.5

2002
(Euro thousands) 

3,255,300

(1,040,697)

2,214,603

(1,376,546)
(345,243)

(1,721,789)

492,814

6,662
(56,115)

13,792
(35,661)

457,153

(161,665)

295,488

(8,614)

286,874

Euro 0.64

Euro 0.64

448,275.0
450,360.9

2004
(Euro thousands) 

4,407,025

(1,408,896)

2,998,129

(1,863,568)
(467,390)

(2,330,958)

667,171

9,019
(75,968)

18,672
(48,277)

618,894

(218,862)

400,032

(11,661)

388,371

US$ 0.87

US$ 0.86

2004
(US$ thousands) (1)
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STATEMENTS OF CONSOLIDATED SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 

Balances, January 1, 2002

Exercise of stock options
Translation adjustment
Minimum pension liability,
less taxes of Euro 15.8 million
Tax benefit on stock options
Sale of treasury shares, net 
of taxes of Euro 5.5 million
Purchase of treasury shares
Change in fair value of derivative
instruments, net of taxes of Euro 3.6 million
Dividends declared (Euro 0.17 per share)
Net income 

Comprehensive income

Balances, December 31, 2002

Exercise of stock options
Translation adjustment 
Minimum pension liability, 
net of taxes of Euro 0.7 million
Tax benefit on stock options
Purchase of treasury shares
Change in fair value of derivative
instruments, net of taxes of Euro 0.4 million
Dividends declared (Euro 0.21 per share)
Net income 

Comprehensive income

Balances, December 31, 2003

Exercise of stock options
Translation adjustment 
Minimum pension liability, net 
of taxes of Euro 0.2 million
Tax benefit on stock options
Change in fair value of derivative
instruments, net of taxes of Euro 0.2 million
Dividends declared (Euro 0.21 per share)
Net income 

Comprehensive income

Balances, December 31, 2004

Comprehensive income (US$/000) (1)

Balances, December 31, 2004
(US$ thousands)

In accordance with U.S. GAAP
In thousands of Euro, unless 
otherwise indicated

27,172

84

27,256

13

27,269

43

27,312

36,975

Amount

Common stock

452,865,817

1,397,783

454,263,600

213,433

454,477,033

728,440

455,205,473

455,205,473

Shares

18,381

9,483

3,894

6,935

38,693

1,476

254

40,423

5,950

794

47,167

63,855

Additional

paid-in

capital

1,152,508

(77,211)
372,077

1,447,374

(95,405)
267,343

1,619,312

(94,113)
286,874

1,812,073

2,453,184

Retained

earnings

147,116

(202,357)

(26,569)

10,929

(70,881)

(169,307)

(1,228)

(1,067)

(242,483)

(79,897)

248

1,174

(320,958)

(434,513)

Accumulated

other compre-

hensive income

(loss)net of tax

(202,357)

(26,569)

10,929

372,077

154,080

(169,307)

(1,228)

(1,067)

267,343

95,741

(79,897)

248

1,174

286,874

208,399

282,131

(2,334)

2,334
(24,547)

(24,547)

(45,440)

(69,987)

(69,987)

(94,748)

Treasury 

shares amount,

at cost

(1,342,843)

9,567
(202,357)

(26,569)
3,894

9,269
(24,547)

10,929
(77,211)
372,077

1,417,895

1,489
(169,307)

(1,228)
254

(45,440)

(1,067)
(95,405)
267,343

1,374,534

5,993
(79,897)

248
794

1,174
(94,113)
286,874

1,495,607

2,024,753

Consolidated

shareholders’

equity

Other

comprehensive

income (loss)

net of tax
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STATEMENTS OF CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEARS 
ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2002, 2003 AND 2004

In accordance with U.S. GAAP

(1) Translated for convenience at
the New York City Noon Buying
Rate as determined in Note 1.

Cash flows from operating 
activities

Net income

Adjustments to reconcile net income
to net cash provided by operating
activities
Minority interest in income of
consolidated subsidiaries
Depreciation and amortization
(Benefit) provision for deferred income
taxes
Gain on disposals of fixed assets - net
Unrealized foreign exchange gain
Termination indemnities matured during
the year - net

Changes in operating assets and
liabilities, net of acquisition of businesses
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses and other
Inventories
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses and other
Accrual for customers’ right of return
Income taxes payable

Total adjustments

Cash provided by operating 
activities

Cash flows from investing 
activities

Property, plant and equipment:
- Additions
- Disposals

Purchases of businesses net of cash
acquired
Increase in investments
Additions (disposals) of intangible
assets - net

Cash used in investing activities

267,343

5,122
134,840

12,865
(124)

-

2,403

23,888
(43,556)

17,120
(45,029)
(39,857)

(249)
(7,294)

59,929

327,272

(81,288)
3,839

(342,432)
(501)

(48,177)

(468,559)

2003
(Euro thousands) 

372,077

4,669
145,980

(7,785)
(1,212)

-

5,977

(17,522)
56,339

(58,573)
8,926

(78,611)
(3,147)

9,161

64,202

436,279

(173,330)
4,646

(27,428)
(7,611)

28,611

(175,112)

2002
(Euro thousands) 

286,874

8,614
152,751

45,414
-

(13,445)

6,768

(15,819)
749

64,467
7,062

(14,724)
727

(1,555)

241,009

527,883

(117,420)
198

(362,978)
-

(301)

(480,501)

2004
(Euro thousands) 

388,371

11,662
206,794

61,481
-

(18,202)

9,163

(21,416)
1,014

87,275
9,561

(19,934)
984

(2,105)

326,277

714,648

(158,963)
268

(491,400)
-

(407)

(650,502)

2004
(US$ thousands) (1)
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In accordance with U.S. GAAP

(1) Translated for convenience at
the New York City Noon Buying
Rate as determined in Note 1.

STATEMENTS OF CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEARS ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 2002, 2003 AND 2004
(Continued)

Cash flows from financing activities

Long-term debt:
- Proceeds
- Repayments

Use of restricted cash deposit
(Decrease) increase overdraft
balances
Sales of treasury shares
Investment in treasury shares
Exercise of stock options, including
tax benefit
Dividends 

Cash (used in) provided by financing
activities

(Decrease) increase in cash and
cash equivalents

Cash and equivalents, beginning of
year

Effect of exchange rate changes on
cash and cash equivalents

Cash and equivalents, end of year

Supplemental disclosure of cash
flows information
Cash paid during the year 
for interest
Cash paid during the year
for income taxes
Acquisition of businesses:
Fair value of assets acquired

619,859
(332,045)

-

156,290
-

(45,440)

1,743
(95,405)

305,002

163,715

151,418

(15,196)

299,937

44,951

110,609

102,323

2003
(Euro thousands) 

1,000,714
(1,408,308)

201,106

(21,712)
9,269

(24,547)

13,461
(77,211)

(307,228)

(46,061)

199,202

(1,723)

151,418

58,162

137,650

-

2002
(Euro thousands) 

1,187,601
(935,443)

-

(246,680)
-
-

6,787
(94,113)

(81,848)

(34,466)

299,937

(8,122)

257,349

58,371

108,440

157,905

2004
(Euro thousands) 

1,607,774
(1,266,403)

-

(333,955)
-
-

9,188
(127,410)

(110,806)

(46,660)

406,055

(10,996)

348,399

79,023

146,806

213,772

2004
(US$ thousands) (1)
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

1. ORGANIZATION AND
SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING
POLICIES

ORGANIZATION

Luxottica Group S.p.A. and its subsidiaries (collectively
“Luxottica Group” or the “Company”) operate in two
industry segments: (1) manufacturing and wholesale
distribution and (2) retail distribution. Through its
manufacturing and wholesale distribution operations,
Luxott ica Group is engaged in the design,
manufacturing, wholesale distribution and marketing of
house brand and designer lines of mid to premium-
priced prescription frames and sunglasses. The
Company operates in the retail segment through its
retail division, consisting of LensCrafters, Inc. and
other affiliated companies (“LensCrafters”), Sunglass
Hut International, Inc. and its subsidiaries (“Sunglass
Hut International”), OPSM Group Limited and its
subsidiaries (“OPSM”) since August 2003, and Cole
National Corporation and its wholly owned subsidiaries
(“Cole”) since October 4, 2004. As of December 31,
2004, LensCrafters operated 888 stores throughout
the United States of America and Canada; Sunglass
Hut operated 1,858 stores located in North America,
Europe and Australia; OPSM operated 598 stores
under three brands across states and territories in
Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Singapore and
Malaysia; and Cole National operated 2,407 owned
stores and 472 franchised specialty retailers of optical
products and personalized gifts located in the United
States of America and Canada. Certain of the
Company’s U.S. subsidiaries also are engaged as
providers of managed vision care benefits and claims
payment administrators whose programs provide
comprehensive eyecare benefits primarily directed to
large employers and health maintenance
organizations. 

PRINCIPLES OF CONSOLIDATION AND BASIS OF
PRESENTATION 

The consolidated financial statements of Luxottica
Group include the financial statements of the parent
company and al l  wholly or majori ty-owned

subsidiar ies. The Company’s investments in
unconsolidated subsidiaries which are at least 20%
owned and where the Company exercises significant
influence over operating and financial policies are
accounted for using the equity method. Luxottica
Group holds a 44% interest in an aff i l iated
manufacturing and wholesale distributor, located in
India, and a 50% interest in an affiliated company
located in Great Britain, which are both accounted for
under the equity method. The results of operations of
these investments are not material to the results of the
operations of the Company. Investments in other
companies in which the Company has less than a
20% interest are carr ied at cost. Al l  signif icant
intercompany accounts and transactions are
eliminated in consolidation. Luxottica Group prepares
its consolidated financial statements in accordance
with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America (“U.S. GAAP”).
The Company has included a variable interest entity
(the “Trust”), consisting of a synthetic operating lease,
for one of Cole’s facilities. The Trust is included in
these consolidated financial statements since the
Company is required to absorb any expected losses
from, and will receive the majority of expected returns
on, the activities of the Trust, and is the primary
beneficiary of the Trust. The assets of Euro 1.6 million
and l iabi l i t ies of Euro 1.6 mil l ion have been
consolidated into the financial statements as of
December 31, 2004. Future operating results of the
Trust are not expected to have a material effect on the
Company’s financial position or operating results.
The North America retail division fiscal year is a 52- or
53-week period ending on the Saturday nearest
December 31. The accompanying consolidated
financial statements include the operations of the
North America retail division for the 53-week period
ended January 3, 2004 and the 52-week period
ended January 1, 2005. 

FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSLATION AND
TRANSACTIONS 

Luxottica Group accounts for its foreign currency
denominated transactions and foreign operations in
accordance with Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards (“SFAS”) No. 52, Foreign Currency
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Translation. The financial statements of foreign
subsidiaries are translated into Euro, which is the
functional currency of the parent company and the
reporting currency of the Company. Assets and
liabilities of foreign subsidiaries, which use the local
currency as their functional currency, are translated at
year-end exchange rates. Results of operations are
translated using the average exchange rates prevailing
throughout the year. The result ing cumulat ive
translation adjustments have been recorded as a
separate component of accumulated other
comprehensive income (loss). 
The Company has one subsidiary in a highly
inflationary country. However, the operations of such
subsidiary are currently not material to the Company’s
consolidated financial statements. 
Transactions in foreign currencies are recorded at the
exchange rate in effect at the transaction date. Gains
or losses from foreign currency transactions, such as
those result ing from the sett lement of foreign
receivables or payables during the year are
recognized in consolidated income in such year. 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 

Luxottica Group considers investments purchased
with a remaining maturity of three months or less to be
cash equivalents. 

BANK OVERDRAFTS 

Bank overdrafts represent negative cash balances
held in banks and amounts borrowed under various

unsecured short-term lines of credit (See “Credit
Facilities” included in Note 14 for further discussion of
the short-term lines of credit) that the Company has
obtained through local financial institutions. These
facilities are usually short-term in nature or may contain
provisions that allow them to renew automatically with
a cancellation notice period. Certain subsidiary
agreements require a guarantee from Luxottica Group
S.p.A. Interest rates on these lines of credit vary and
can be used to obtain various letters of credit when
needed. 

INVENTORIES

Luxott ica Group’s manufactured inventories,
approximately 76.9% and 65.0% of total frame
inventory for 2003 and 2004, respectively, are stated at
the lower of cost, as determined under the weighted-
average method (which approximates the first-in, first-
out method, “FIFO”), or market value. Retail inventory
not manufactured by the Company or its subsidiaries
are stated at the lower of cost, as determined on a
retai l last-in, f irst-out method (“LIFO”), FIFO or
weighted-average cost, or market value. The LIFO
reserve was not material as of December 31, 2003
and 2004.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 

Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical
cost. Depreciation is computed principally on the
straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of
the related assets as follows:

Buildings and building improvements

Machinery and equipment

Aircraft 

Other equipment

Leasehold improvements

19 to 40 years 

3 to 12 years  

25 years

5 to 8 years 

lesser of 10 years or the remaining life of the lease

Estimated useful life
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Maintenance and repair expenses are expensed as
incurred. Upon the sale or disposition of property and
equipment, the cost of the asset and the related
accumulated depreciation and leasehold amortization
are removed from the accounts and any resulting gain
or loss is included in the Statements of Consolidated
Income.
In 2003, management determined that the useful lives
of certain machinery and equipment were longer than
originally expected based upon useful lives of similar
fully amortized assets which are still in use. A change
in accounting estimate was recognized to reflect this
decision resulting in an immaterial increase in net
income for the 2003 fiscal year. 

CAPITALIZED LEASE PROPERTY 

Capitalized leased assets are amortized using the
straight-line method over the term of the lease, or in
accordance with practices established for similar
owned assets if ownership transfers to the Company
at the end of the lease term.

GOODWILL

Goodwill represents the excess of the purchase
price (including acquisition-related expenses) over
the value assigned to the net  tangible and
ident i f iable intangible assets acqui red. The
Company’s goodwill is tested for impairment as of
December 31 of each year and, in November 2002,
in connect ion wi th the announcement of  the
terminat ion of  the l icense agreement for  the
production and distribution of the Giorgio Armani
and Emporio Armani collections. Such tests are
performed at reporting unit level which consists of
two units, wholesale and retail, as required by the
provisions of SFAS No.142, Goodwill and Other
Intangible Assets. For the years ended December
31, 2002, 2003 and 2004, the result of this process
was the determination that the carrying value of each
reporting unit of the Company was not impaired and
as a resul t ,  the Company has not recorded a
goodwill impairment charge.

TRADE NAMES AND OTHER INTANGIBLES 

In connection with various acquisitions, Luxottica
Group has recorded as intangible assets certain
t rade names and other intangibles which the
Company believes have a finite life. Trade names are
amortized on a straight-l ine basis over periods
ranging from 20 to 25 years (see Note 6). Intangibles
include among other items distributor networks,
customer lists and contracts, franchise agreements,
and license agreements and are amortized over the
respective useful lives. All intangibles are subject to
test for impairment in accordance with SFAS No.
144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of
Long-Lived Assets (“SFAS 144”).  Aggregate
amortization expense of trade names and other
intangibles for the years ended December 31, 2002,
2003 and 2004 was Euro 42.2 million, Euro 42.6
million and Euro 51.6 million, respectively.

IMPAIRMENT OF LONG-LIVED ASSETS

Luxottica Group’s long-lived assets, other than
goodwill, are tested for impairment whenever events
or changes in circumstances indicate that the net
carrying amount may not be recoverable. When
such events occur,  the Company measures
impairment by comparing the carrying value of the
long-lived asset to the estimated undiscounted
future cash flows expected to result from the use of
the assets and their eventual disposition. If the sum
of the expected undiscounted future cash flows
were less than the carrying amount of the assets,
the Company would recognize an impairment loss, if
determined to be necessary. Such impairment loss
is measured as the amount by which the carrying
amount of the asset exceeds the fair value of the
asset in accordance with SFAS 144. The Company
determined that, for the years ended December 31,
2002, 2003 and 2004, there had been no
impairment in the carrying value of its long-lived
assets.
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STORE OPENING AND CLOSING COSTS 

Store opening costs are charged to operations as
incurred in accordance with Statement of Position No.
98-5, Accounting for the Cost of Start-up Activities. The
costs associated with closing stores or facilities are
recorded at fair value as such costs are incurred. Store
closing costs charged to the Statements of
Consolidated Income during fiscal years 2002, 2003
and 2004 were not material.

SELF INSURANCE 

The Company is self insured for certain losses
relating to workers’ compensation, general liability,
auto liability, and employee medical benefits for
claims filed and for claims incurred but not reported.
The Company’s l iabi l i ty  is  est imated on an
undiscounted basis using histor ica l  c la ims
experience and industry averages; however, the final
cost of the claims may not be known for over five
years. As of December 31, 2003 and 2004 self
insurance accruals were Euro 18.6 million and Euro
36.1 million, respectively.

INCOME TAXES 

Income taxes are recorded in accordance with SFAS
No. 109, Account ing for Income Taxes ,  which
requires recognition of deferred tax assets and
liabilities for the expected future tax consequences
of events that have been included in the Company’s
consolidated financial statements or tax returns.
Under this method, deferred tax liabilities and assets
are determined based on the difference between the
consolidated financial statement and tax basis of
assets and liabilities using enacted tax rates in effect
for the year in which the differences are expected to
reverse. A valuation al lowance is recorded for
deferred tax assets if it is determined that it is more
likely than not that the asset will not be realized.

LIABILITY FOR TERMINATION INDEMNITIES 

Termination indemnities represent amounts accrued
for employees in Australia, Austria, Greece, Israel, Italy
and Japan, determined in accordance with labour

laws and agreements in each respective country (see
Note 9).

REVENUE RECOGNITION 

Revenues include sales of merchandise (both
wholesale and retail), insurance and administrative
fees associated with the Company’s managed vision
care business, eye exams and related professional
services, and sales of merchandise to franchisees
along with other revenues from franchisees such as
royalties based on sales and initial franchise fee
revenues.
Wholesale division revenues are recorded from sales
of products at the time of shipment, as title and the
risks and rewards of ownership of the goods are
assumed by the customer at such time. The products
are not subject to formal customer acceptance
provisions. In some countries, the customer has the
right to return products for a limited period of time
after the sale. However, such right of return does not
impact the timing of revenue recognition as all
conditions of SFAS No. 48, Revenue Recognition
When Right of Return Exists, are satisfied at the date of
sale. Accordingly, the Company has recorded an
accrual for the estimated amounts to be returned.
This estimate is based on the Company’s right of
return policies and practices along with historical data
and sales trends. There are no other post-shipment
obligations. 
Retail division revenues, including internet and
catalog sales, are recorded upon receipt by the
customer at the retail location, or when goods are
shipped directly to the customer for internet and
catalog sales. In some countries, the Company
allows retail customers to return goods for a period of
time and as such the Company has recorded an
accrual for the estimated amounts to be returned.
This accrual is based on the historical return rate as a
percentage of net sales and the timing of the returns
from the original transaction date. There are no other
post-shipment obligations. Additionally, the retail
division enters into discount programs and similar
relationships with third parties that have terms of
twelve or more months. Revenues under these
arrangements are likewise recognized as transactions
occur in the Company’s retai l  locat ions and
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customers take receipt of products and services.
Also included in retail division revenues are managed
vision care revenues consisting of (i) insurance
revenues which are recognized when earned over the
terms of the respective contractual relationships, and
(i i) administrat ive services revenues which are
recognized when services are provided during the
contract period. Accruals are established for amounts
due under these relationships determined to be
uncollectible.
Cole earns and accrues franchise revenues based on
sales by franchisees which are accrued as earned.
Initial franchise fees are recorded as revenue when all
material services or conditions relating to the sale of

the franchise have been substantially performed or
satisfied by Cole and when the related store begins
operations. Accruals are established for amounts due
under these relat ionships determined to be
uncollectible.
The retai l  division also sel ls separately pr iced
extended warranty contracts with terms of coverage
of 12 to 24 months. Revenues from the sale of these
warranty contracts are deferred and amortized over
the lives of the contracts, while costs to service the
warranty claims are expensed as incurred.
A reconciliation of the changes in deferred revenue
from the sale of warranty contracts and other deferred
items is as follows:

Beginning balance

Translation difference

Cole acquired balances

Warranty contracts sold

Other deferred revenues

Amortization of deferred revenues

Total

Current

Non-current

In thousands of Euro

845

(120)

- 

- 

4,319 

(4,532)

512 

512 

- 

2003

512 

(3,631)

44,161 

10,152 

3,922 

(14,152)

40,964 

31,948 

9,016 

2004
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The wholesale and retail divisions may offer certain
promotions during the year. Free frames given to
customers as part of a promotional offer are recorded
as cost of sales at the time they are delivered to the
customer. Discounts and coupons tendered by
customers are recorded as a reduction of revenue at
the date of sale.

MANAGED VISION CARE UNDERWRITING AND
EXPENSES 

The Company sells vision insurance plans which
generally have a duration of up to two years. Based on
its experience, the Company believes it can predict
utilization and claims experience under these plans,
including claims incurred but not yet reported, with a
high degree of confidence. Claims are recorded as
they are incurred and certain other membership costs
are amortized over the covered period.

ADVERTISING AND DIRECT RESPONSE
MARKETING 

Costs to develop and create newspaper, television,
radio and other media advertising are expensed as
incurred, and the costs to communicate the
advertising are expensed the first time the airtime or
advertising space is used with the exception of
certain direct response advertising programs. Costs
for certain direct response advertising programs are
capitalized if such direct response advertising costs
result in future economic benefit and the primary
purpose of the advert is ing is to el ici t  sales to
customers who could be shown to have responded
specifically to the advertising. Such costs related to
the direct response advertising are amortized over
the period during which the revenues are recognized,
not to exceed 90 days. General ly, other direct
response program costs that do not meet the
capitalization criteria are expensed the first time the
advertising occurs. 

With the acquisition of Cole in October 2004, the
Company receives a reimbursement from its Pearle
franchisees for certain marketing costs. Operating
expenses in the Consolidated Statements of Income
are net of amounts reimbursed by the franchisees
calculated based on a percentage of their sales. The
amount received in f iscal year 2004 for such
reimbursement was Euro 4.2 million.

PERVASIVENESS OF ESTIMATES 

The preparation of financial statements in conformity
with U.S. GAAP requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported
amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the
financial statements and the reported amounts of
revenues and expenses during the reporting period.
Actual results could differ from those estimates. 

EARNINGS PER SHARE 

Luxottica Group calculates basic and diluted earnings
per share in accordance with SFAS No. 128, Earnings
per Share. Net income available to shareholders is the
same for the basic and diluted earnings per share
calculations for the years ended December 31, 2002,
2003 and 2004. Basic earnings per share are based
on the weighted average number of shares of
common stock outstanding during the period. Diluted
earnings per share are based on the weighted
average number of shares of common stock and
common stock equivalents (options and warrants)
outstanding during the period, except when the
common stock equivalents are anti-dilutive. The
following is a reconciliation from basic to diluted
shares outstanding used in the calculation of earnings
per share:
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Weighted average shares outstanding - 
basic

Effect of dilutive stock options

Weighted average shares outstanding - 
dilutive

Options not included in calculation of 
dilutive shares as the exercise price was
greater than the average price during the
respective period

In thousands 

453,174.0

2,179.5

455,353.5

1,974.7

2002

448,664.4

1,537.7

450,202.1

4,046.6

2003

448,275.0

2,085.9

450,360.9

2,169.6

2004

FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

Financial instruments consist primarily of cash and
cash equivalents, marketable securities, trade account
receivables, accounts payable, long-term debt and
derivative financial instruments. Luxottica Group
estimates the fair value of financial instruments based
on interest rates available to the Company and by
comparison to quoted market prices, when available.
At December 31, 2003 and 2004, the fair value of the
Company’s financial instruments approximated the
carrying value. 

STOCK-BASED COMPENSATION 

The Company has elected to follow the accounting
provisions of Accounting Principles Board (“APB”)
Opinion No. 25, Accounting for Stock Issued to
Employees (“APB 25”) for stock-based

compensat ion and to provide the disclosures
required under SFAS No. 123, Accounting for Stock-
Based Compensation, as amended by SFAS No.
148, Accounting for Stock-based Compensation -
Transition and Disclosure (collectively, “SFAS 123”)
(see Note 10).  No stock-based employee
compensation cost is reflected in net income, as all
options granted under the plans have an exercise
price equal to the market value of the underlying
stock on the date of the grant. The Company
changed its method to value options issued after
January 1, 2004 from the Black-Scholes model to a
binomial model as the Company believes a binomial
valuation technique will result in a better estimate of
the fair value of the options. The following table
illustrates the effect on net income and earnings per
share had the compensation costs of the plans been
determined under a fair-value based method as
stated in SFAS 123: 
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The fair value of options granted was estimated on the
date of grant using the Black-Scholes option-pricing
model for options issued prior to January 1, 2004 and

using a binomial model for options issued after such
date with the fol lowing weighted average
assumptions:

Net income as reported

Deduct: stock-based compensation 
expense determined under fair value 
based method for all awards, net of taxes

Proforma (unaudited)

Basic earnings per share (Euro)
As reported
Pro-forma (unaudited)

Diluted earnings per share (Euro)
As reported
Pro-forma (unaudited)

In thousands of Euro
Year ended December 31

372,077

(9,359)

362,718

0.82
0.80

0.82
0.80

2002

267,343

(11,127)

256,216

0.60
0.57

0.59
0.57

2003

286,874

(9,964)

276,910

0.64
0.62

0.64
0.61

2004

Dividend yield

Risk-free interest rate

Expected option life (years)

Expected volatility

Weighted average fair value (Euro)

0.70%

4.48%

5

47.04%

7.37

2002

1.06%

3.65%

5

36.00%

5.45

2003

1.71%

2.92%

5.44

36.56%

5.10

2004
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The Company recognizes forfeitures as they occur for
the years 2002 and 2003 and changing to the
binomial approach in 2004 has assumed a forfeiture
rate of 6% for 2004 grants.

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Derivative financial instruments are accounted for in
accordance with SFAS No. 133, Accounting for
Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, as
amended and interpreted (“SFAS 133”). 
SFAS 133 requires that all derivatives, whether or
not designed in hedging relationships, be recorded
on the balance sheet at fair value regardless of the
purpose or intent for holding them. If a derivative is
designated as a fair-value hedge, changes in the
fair value of the derivative and the related change in
the hedge item are recognized in operations. If a
derivative is designated as a cash-flow hedge,
changes in the fair  value of the derivat ive are
recorded in other comprehensive income (“OCI”) in
the Statements of Consolidated Shareholders’
Equity and are recognized in the Statements of
Consolidated Income when the hedged item affects
operations. The effect of these derivatives in the
Statements of Consolidated Operations depends
on the item hedged (for example, interest rate
hedges are recorded in interest expense). For a
der ivat ive that  does not  qual i fy  as a hedge,
changes in fa i r  va lue are recognized in the
Statements of Consolidated Operations, under the
caption “Other - net”. 
Luxottica Group uses derivative financial instruments,
principal ly interest rate and currency swap
agreements, as part of its risk management policy to
reduce its exposure to market risks from changes in
interest and foreign exchange rates. Although it has
not done so in the past, the Company may enter into
other derivative financial instruments when it assesses
that the risk can be hedged effectively. 

RECENT ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS 

In December 2003, the F inancia l  Account ing
Standards Board (“FASB”) issued FASB
Interpretat ion (“FIN”) No. 46, Consol idat ion of
Variable Interest Entities - an interpretation of ARB No.

51 (“FIN 46-R”) to address certain FIN No. 46
implementation issues. This interpretation clarifies
the application of Accounting Research Bulletin
(“ARB”) No. 51, Consolidated Financial Statements
for companies with interests in entities that are
variable interest entities (“VIEs”) as defined under
FIN No. 46. According to this interpretation, if a
company has an interest in a VIE and is at risk for the
majority of the VIE’s expected losses or receives a
major i ty  of  the VIE’s expected gains i t  shal l
consol idate the VIE .  F IN 46-R a lso requi res
additional disclosures by primary beneficiaries and
other significant variable interest holders. FIN 46-R is
effective no later than the end of the first interim or
report ing period ending after March 15, 2004,
except for those VIEs that are considered to be
special purpose entities for which the effective date
is no later than the end of the first reporting period
ending after December 15, 2003. The Company
adopted FIN 46-R on January 1, 2004 and such
adoption did not have a material effect on the
Company’s consolidated financial statements. 
In December 2003, the FASB issued SFAS No. 132-
R, Employer’s Disclosures about Pensions and Other
Postretirement Benefits, which requires additional
disclosures in the financial statements about assets,
obligations, and cash flows among other items. The
new required disclosures are reflected in Note 9.
In May 2004, the FASB issued FASB Staff Position
No. FAS 106-2, Account ing and Disclosure
Requirements Related to the Medicare Prescription
Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003
(“FSP FAS 106-2”), which supersedes FSP FAS 106-
1. Under the Act of 2003, if a sponsor of retiree
healthcare plans offers drug benefits that are at least
actuarially equivalent to those to be offered under
Medicare Part D, it can be entit led to a federal
subsidy equal to 28% of the prescription drug claims
under the plan. FSP FAS 106-2 requi res plan
sponsors to disclose the effect of the subsidy on the
net per iodic expense and accumulated post
retirement benefit obligation in their interim and
annual financial statements for periods beginning
after June 15, 2004. The effect of this Act on the
Company’s current plans was immaterial and thus
not disclosed separately due to the small number of
eligible plan participants.
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In November 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 151,
Inventory Costs - an amendment of ARB No. 43,
Chapter 4 to clarify that abnormal amounts of idle
facility expense, freight, handling costs, and wasted
material should be recognized as period costs. In
addition, this statement requires that the allocation of
fixed production costs of conversion be based on
the normal capacity of the production facilities. The
adopt ion of  such standard is for  f iscal  years
beginning after June 15, 2005. The Company
believes the adoption will not have a material effect
on the consolidated financial statements.
In December 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 123-R
(revised 2004), Share-Based Payment (“SFAS 123-R”)
which replaces the exist ing SFAS 123 and
supersedes Accounting Principles Board Opinions
(“APB”) No. 25 Accounting for Stock Issued to
Employees. SFAS 123-R requires companies to
measure and record compensation expense for stock
options and other share-based payment methods
based on the instruments’ fair value. SFAS 123-R is
effective for the Company on January 1, 2006. The
Company is currently evaluating the impact of the
adoption of SFAS 123-R.
In December 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 153,
Exchanges of Nonmonetary Assets - an amendment
of APB Opinion No. 29 (“SFAS153”). SFAS 153
amends APB No. 29, Accounting for Nonmonetary
Transact ions ,  to el iminate the except ion for
nonmonetary exchanges of similar productive assets
and replaces i t  wi th a general  except ion for
exchanges of nonmonetary assets that do not have

commercial substance. A nonmonetary exchange
has commercial substance if the future cash flows of
the entity are expected to change significantly as a
result of the exchange. SFAS 153 is effective for
reporting periods beginning after June 15, 2005. The
adoption of SFAS 153 is not expected to have a
material effect on the Company’s consolidated
financial statements.

INFORMATION EXPRESSED IN U.S. DOLLARS 

The Company’s consolidated financial statements
are stated in Euro, the currency of the country in
which the parent company is incorporated and
operates. The translation of Euro amounts into U.S.
Dol lar  amounts is included sole ly for  the
convenience of international readers and has been
made at the rate of Euro 1 to US$ 1.3538. Such rate
was determined by using the noon buying rate of
the Euro to U.S. Dollar as cert i f ied for custom
purposes by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
as of December 31, 2004. Such translations should
not be construed as representations that Euro
amounts could be converted into U.S. Dollar at that
or any other rate.

RECLASSIFICATIONS

The presentation of certain prior year information has
been reclassified to conform to the current year
presentation. 
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2. RELATED PARTY
TRANSACTIONS

FIXED ASSETS 

In January 2002, a subsidiary of Luxottica Group
acquired certain assets for Euro 28.5 million and
assumed a bank loan from “Partimmo S.A.S.”, a
company owned by the Company’s Chairman. The
assets acquired were a bui lding, including al l
improvements thereto, for a total cost of Euro 42.0
million. The Company recorded these assets at their
historic cost. The Company’s headquarters are
located in this building. The bank loan acquired had
an outstanding balance of Euro 20.6 million on such
date. In November 2004, the loan was fully repaid. In
connection with the acquisition of this building the
Company’s subsidiary entered into an agreement with
the Company’s Chairman who leases a portion of this
building for Euro 0.5 million annually. The expiration
date of this lease is 2010.

INVESTMENT

On December 31, 2001, a U.S. subsidiary of the
Company held 1,205,000 of the Company’s ordinary
shares, which had been previously purchased at a
cost of US$ 3.1 million (Euro 2.4 million at historical
exchange rates). These shares were sold during 2002
for proceeds of US$ 8.8 million (Euro 9.3 million). The
after-tax net gain of US$ 6.5 million (Euro 6.9 million)
was recorded as an increase to the Company’s
additional paid-in capital balance. Approximately 63%
of these shares were sold to a related party with an
after-tax net gain of US$ 4.3 million (Euro 4.4 million).

LICENSE AGREEMENT 

The Company has a worldwide exclusive license
agreement to manufacture and d is t r ibute

ophthalmic products under the name of Brooks
Brothers. The Brooks Brothers tradename is owned
by Retail Brand Alliance, Inc., which is controlled by
a Director of the Company. The license agreement
expired on March 31, 2003 and was renewed in
January 2005. For the fiscal year 2004 conditions
were not changed and royalties paid to Retail Brand
Alliance, Inc. for such agreement were Euro 1.4
million, Euro 1.1 million and Euro 0.9 million in the
years ended December 31, 2002, 2003 and 2004,
respectively.
In July 2004, the Company signed a worldwide
exclusive license agreement to manufacture and
distribute ophthalmic products under the name of
Adrienne Vittadini. The Adrienne Vittadini tradename is
owned by Retai l  Brand Al l iance, Inc., which is
controlled by a Director of the Company. The license
agreement expires on December 31, 2007. For the
year ended December 31, 2004, royalties paid to
Retail Brand Alliance, Inc. for such agreement were
Euro 0.1 million. 

STOCK INCENTIVE PLAN 

On September 14, 2004, the Company’s Chairman
and majority shareholder, Mr. Leonardo Del Vecchio,
had allocated shares held through La Leonardo
Finanziaria S.r.l., an Italian holding company of the
Del Vecchio family, representing 2.11% (or 9.6
mi l l ion shares)  of  the Company’s cur rent ly
authorized and issued share capital, to a stock
option plan for top management of the Company.
The stock options to be issued under the stock
option plan vest upon meeting certain economic
objectives. As such, compensation expense will be
recorded for the options issued to management
under this plan based on the market value of the
underlying ordinary shares only when the number of
shares to be vested and issued is known.
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3. INVENTORIES

Inventories consisted of the following:

4. ACQUISITIONS
AND INVESTMENTS

A) SUNGLASS HUT INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

On February 20, 2001, Luxottica Group formed an
indi rect whol ly-owned U.S. subsidiary,  Shade
Acquisition Corp., for the purpose of making a
tender offer for all the outstanding common stock of
Sunglass Hut International, Inc. (“SGHI”), a publicly
traded company on the NASDAQ National Market.
The Tender Offer commenced on March 5, 2001 and
was completed on March 30, 2001. On April 4,
2001, Shade Acquisition Corp. was merged with and
into SGHI and SGHI became an indirect wholly-
owned subsidiary of the Company. As such, the
results of SGHI have been consolidated into the
Company’s consolidated financial statements as of
the acquisition date. The acquisition was accounted
by using the purchase method, and accordingly, the
purchase pr ice of Euro 558 mi l l ion ( including
approximately Euro 33.9 million of direct acquisition-
related expenses) was al located to the assets

acquired and liabilities assumed based on their fair
value at the date of the acquisition. The Company
uses many di f ferent  va luat ion techniques to
determine the fair value of the net assets acquired
including but not limited to discounted cash flow
and present value projections. Intangible assets are
recognized separate from goodwill if they arise from
contractual or other legal rights or if they do not meet
the definition of separable as noted in APB No. 16,
Business Combinations, subsequently superseded
by SFAS No. 141, Business Combinations (“SFAS
141”). As a result of the final valuations, which were
completed in March 2002, the aggregate balance of
goodwill and other intangibles previously recorded
as of  December 31, 2001 increased by
approximately Euro 147 mil l ion during the year
ended December 31, 2002. The excess of purchase
price over net assets acquired (“goodwill”) has been
recorded in the accompanying consol idated
balance sheet. 
The purchase pr ice and expenses have been
al located based upon the valuat ion of the
Company’s acquired assets and liabilities assumed
as follows:

Raw materials and packaging

Work in process

Finished goods

Total

In thousands of Euro
At December 31

62,209

25,363

316,644

404,216

2003

50,656

24,486

358,016

433,158

2004
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B) OPSM GROUP

In May 2003, Luxottica Group formed an indirect
wholly-owned subsidiary in Australia, Luxottica South
Pacific Pty Limited, for the purpose of making a cash
offer for al l  outstanding shares, options and
performance rights of OPSM Group Limited (“OPSM”),
a publicly traded company on the Australian Stock
Exchange. The cash offer commenced on June 16,
2003, received acceptances which increased
Luxottica’s relevant interest in OPSM shares to 50.68%
on August 8, 2003, and was completed on September
3, 2003. At the close of the offer, Luxottica South
Pacific held 82.57% of OPSM’s ordinary shares. As a
consequence of the acquisition, all options and
performance rights were cancelled. As a result of
Luxottica South Pacific Pty Limited acquiring the
majority of OPSM’s shares on August 8, 2003,
OPSM’s financial position and results of operations are
reported in the consolidated financial statements since
August 1, 2003. Results of operations for the seven
day period ended August 7, 2003 were immaterial.
The acquisition was accounted for in accordance with
SFAS 141, and accordingly, the purchase price of Euro
253.7 mil l ion or A$ 442.7 mil l ion ( including

approximately A$ 7.2 million of direct acquisition-
related expenses) was al located to the assets
acquired and liabilities assumed based on their fair
value at the date of the acquisition. The Company
uses many different valuation techniques to determine
the fair value of the net assets acquired including but
not limited to discounted cash flow and present value
projections. Intangible assets are recognized separate
from goodwill if they arise from contractual or other
legal rights or if they do not meet the definition of
separable as noted in SFAS 141. The valuation of
OPSM’s acquired assets and assumed liabilities was
completed in June 2004 without significant changes to
the preliminary valuation. The excess of purchase
price over the net assets acquired (“goodwill”) has
been recorded in the accompanying consolidated
balance sheet. The acquisition of OPSM was made as
a result of the Company’s strategy to expand its retail
business in Asia Pacific area. 
The purchase price (including direct acquisition-
related expenses) has been allocated based upon the
valuation of the Company’s acquired assets and
liabil i t ies, assumed as fol lows (reported at the
exchange rate on the date of acquisition):

Assets purchased
Cash and cash equivalents
Inventories
Property, plant and equipment
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Accounts receivable
Trade name (useful life of 25 years, no residual value)
Other assets including deferred tax assets

Liabilities assumed
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Other current liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities
Long-term debt
Bank overdraft

Fair value of net assets 

Goodwill

Total purchase price 

17,023
90,034

113,212
14,717

2,161
340,858

34,657

(101,020)
(52,200)

(135,340)
(128,691)
(104,155)

91,256

466,790

558,046

In thousands of Euro
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The following unaudited pro forma information for the
years ended December 31, 2002 and 2003,
summarizes the results of operat ions as i f  the
acquisition of OPSM had been completed on January

1, 2002 and includes certain pro forma adjustments
such as additional amortization of the trade name
recorded at the acquisition date.

Net sales

Income from operations

Net income 

No. of shares (thousands) - Basic

No. of shares (thousands) - Diluted

Earnings per share (Euro) - Basic

Earnings per share (Euro) - Diluted

In thousands of Euro, except per share data (Unaudited)

3,449,810

615,764

372,987

453,174

455,353

0.82

0.82

2002

3,018,670

439,676

266,188

448,664

450,202

0.59

0.59

2003

Assets purchased
Cash and cash equivalents
Inventories
Property, plant and equipment
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Accounts receivable
Trade name (useful life of 25 years, no residual value)
Other assets including deferred tax assets

Liabilities assumed
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Other current liabilities 
Deferred tax liabilities
Minority interests
Bank overdraft

Fair value of net assets 

Goodwill

Total purchase price 

5,990
23,623
49,781

7,433
1,064

141,195
12,616

(34,831)
(11,426)
(42,359)
(11,246)
(42,914)

98,926

154,750

253,676

In thousands of Euro
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This pro forma financial information is presented for
information purposes only and is not necessarily
indicative of the results of operations that would have
been achieved had the acquisition taken place on
January 1, 2002.
On November 26, 2004, the Company through its
wholly owned subsidiary, Luxottica South Pacific Pty
Ltd, made an offer for all the unowned remaining
outstanding shares of OPSM Group. 
At the close of the offer on February 7, 2005, the
Company held 98.5% of OPSM Group’s shares, which
is in excess of the compulsory acquisition threshold.
On February 8, 2005, the Company announced the
start of the compulsory acquisition process for all
remaining shares in OPSM Group not already owned
by the Company. 
On February 15, 2005, the Australian Stock Exchange
suspended trading in OPSM Group shares and on
February 21, 2005 it delisted OPSM Group shares
from the Australian Stock Exchange. The compulsory
acquisition process was completed on March 23,
2005 and as of that date the Company held 100.0% of
OPSM Group’s shares.

C) I.C. OPTICS 

On January 13, 2003 the Company announced the
signing of a worldwide license agreement for the
design, production and distribution of Versace,
Versus and Versace Sport  sunglasses and
prescription frames. The initial ten-year agreement is
renewable for an additional ten years. The transaction
was completed through the purchase of I.C. Optics
Group (“I.C. Optics”), an Italian-based group that
produces and distributes eyewear, for an aggregate
amount of Euro 5.4 million. Prior to this transaction,
Gianni Versace S.p.A. and Italocremona S.p.A. held
I.C. Optics through a 50/50 joint venture. The
acquisition was accounted for in accordance with
SFAS 141, and accordingly, the purchase price has
been allocated to the fair market value of the assets
and liabilities of the company acquired including an
intangible asset for the license agreement for an
amount of approximately Euro 28.8 mil l ion and
goodwill for an amount of approximately Euro 10.7
million. Further, an amount of Euro 25 million has
been paid for the option right, which enables the

Company to extend the original license agreement
for an additional ten years. No pro forma financial
information is presented, as the acquisition was not
material to the Company’s consolidated financial
statements.

D) E.I.D. 

On July 23, 2003, the Company announced the
signing of a ten-year worldwide license agreement
for exclusive product ion and dist r ibut ion of
prescription frames and sunglasses with the Prada
and Miu Miu names. The deal was finalized through
Luxottica’s purchase of two of Prada’s fully-owned
companies named E. I .D. I ta l ia and E. I .D.
Luxembourg, that produce and distribute eyewear,
for the amount of Euro 26.5 million. The acquisition
was accounted for in accordance with SFAS 141,
and accordingly, the purchase price has been
allocated to the fair market value of the assets and
liabilities of the companies acquired including an
intangible asset for the license agreement for an
amount of approximately Euro 29.7 million. Goodwill
for an amount of Euro 11.1 million over net assets
acquired has been recorded in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheets. No pro forma financial
information is presented, as the acquisition was not
material to the Company’s consolidated financial
statements. 

E) COLE NATIONAL

On July 23, 2003, the Company formed an indirect
wholly-owned subsidiary, Colorado Acquisit ion
Corp.,  for  the purpose of  acqui r ing a l l  the
outstanding common stock of Cole, a publicly
traded company on the New York Stock Exchange.
On January 23, 2004, as amended as of June 2,
2004 and on July 15, 2004, the Company and Cole
entered into a definitive merger agreement with the
unanimous approval of the Boards of Directors of
both companies. On October 4, 2004 Colorado
Acquisition Corp. consummated its merger with
Cole. As a result of the merger, Cole became an
indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company.
The aggregate consideration paid by the Company
to former shareholders, option holders and holders
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of restricted stock of Cole was approximately Euro
407.9 million (US$ 500.6 million). In connection with
the merger, the Company assumed net outstanding
indebtedness with an approximately aggregate fair
value of Euro 253.2 million (US$ 310.8 million). The
acquisition was accounted by using the purchase
method, and accordingly, the purchase price of Euro
423.7 mi l l ion (US$ 520.1 mi l l ion),  inc luding
approximately Euro 15.8 million (US$ 19.5 million) of
direct acquisition-related expenses, was allocated to
the assets acquired and liabilities assumed based
on their fair value at the date of the acquisition. The
Company used various methods to calculate the fair

value of the assets and liabilities and all valuations
have not yet been completed. As such, the final
allocation of assets may change during 2005. The
excess of purchase price over net assets acquired
(“goodwi l l ” )  has been recorded in the
accompanying consolidated balance sheet. The
acquisition of Cole National was made as result of
the Company’s strategy to continue expansion of its
retail business in North America.
The purchase price (including acquisition-related
expenses) has been allocated based upon the
preliminary valuation of the Company’s acquired
assets and liabilities currently assumed as follows:

Assets purchased
Cash and cash equivalents
Inventories
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Trade names (useful lives of 25 years, no residual value) 
Distributor network (useful life of 23 years, no residual
value)
Customer list and contracts (useful life of 21-23 years, no
residual value)
Other intangibles
Asset held for sale - Pearle Europe
Other assets 

Liabilities assumed
Accounts payable 
Accrued expenses and other current liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities, net
Long-term debt
Bank overdraft
Other non current liabilities

Fair value of net assets

Goodwill

Total purchase price 

60,762
89,631
45,759
12,503

114,385 
72,909

98,321

68,385
37,122

143,617
11,299

(47,782)
(176,571)

(21,550)
(253,284)

(22,668)
(74,933)

157,905

265,835

423,740

In thousands of Euro
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The Company believes that the preliminary allocation
of the purchase price is reasonable, but it is subject
to revision upon completion of the final valuation of
certain assets and liabilities, which is expected to
occur during the third quarter of 2005. As such, the
purchase price al location set forth above may
change during 2005 to reflect the final amounts.
Included under the caption “Asset held for sale -
Pearle Europe” in the above table and on the
consolidated balance sheet at December 31, 2004
is the fair value of the Company’s investment in
Pearle Europe B.V. (“PE”) establ ished through
negotiations with the majority shareholder of PE to
acquire the asset. As part of the acquisition of Cole,
the Company acquired approximately 21% of PE’s
outstanding shares. A change of control provision
included in the Articles of Association of PE required
Cole to make an offer to sell these shares to the
shareholders of PE within 30 days of the change of
control, which deadline was extended by agreement
of the parties. In December 2004, substantially all
the terms of the sale were established at a final cash
sel l ing pr ice of Euro 144.0 mi l l ion, subject to

customary closing conditions. The sale transaction
closed in January 2005 (see Note 15). As the asset
is denominated in Euro, which is not the functional
currency of the subsidiary that held the investment,
the Company has recorded an unrealized foreign
exchange gain of approximately Euro 13.4 million
(US$ 18.2 million) as of December 31, 2004 relating
to the changes in the U.S. Dollar/Euro exchange rate
between October 4,  2004 ( the date of  the
acquisition) and through December 31, 2004.
The following unaudited proforma information for the
years ended December 31, 2003 and 2004
summarizes the results of operations as i f  the
acquisition of Cole had been completed on January
1, 2003 and includes certain pro forma adjustments
such as additional amortization expense attributable
to identifiable intangibles.
This pro forma financial information is presented for
information purposes only and is not necessarily
indicative of the results of operations that would have
been achieved had the acquisition taken place on
January 1, 2003.

On October 17, 2004, Cole caused its subsidiary to
purchase Euro 122.2 million (US$ 150 million) of its
outstanding 8 7/8% Senior Subordinated Notes due
2012 in a tender offer and consent solicitation for Euro
143 mil l ion (US$ 175.5 mil l ion), which amount

represented all of the issued and outstanding notes
of such ser ies. On November 30, 2004, Cole
redeemed al l  of i ts outstanding 8 5/8% Senior
Subordinated Notes due 2007 for Euro 103.0 million
(US$ 126.4 million).

Net sales

Income from operations

Net income 

No. of shares (thousands) - Basic

No. of shares (thousands) - Diluted

Earnings per share (Euro) - Basic

Earnings per share (Euro) - Diluted

In thousands of Euro, except per share data (Unaudited)

3,901,288

417,598

251,605

448,664

450,202

0.56

0.56

2003

4,027,057

488,223

276,212

448,275

450,361

0.62

0.61

2004
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F) OTHER ACQUISITIONS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

During 2002 the Company acquired six retai l
companies for an aggregate amount of Euro 35.0
million (US$ 33.5 million). All tangible assets and
liabilities assumed were insignificant individually and
in the aggregate and, accordingly, substantially the
entire purchase price was allocated to goodwill. No
pro forma financial information is presented, as the
acquisitions were not material to the Company’s
consolidated financial statements. One of these
companies is accounted for under the equi ty
method.
In 2003, Luxottica Holland B.V., a wholly-owned

subsidiary, acquired the remaining interest in Mirari
Japan, a wholesale distributor, for aggregate cash
consideration of Euro 18 million. The subsidiary has
been accounted for as a step acquisition and the
Company has recorded goodwill of approximately
Euro 16.9 million in connection therewith.

5. PROPERTY, PLANT
AND EQUIPMENT - NET

Property, plant and equipment - net consisted of the
following:

Land and buildings, including leasehold improvements

Machinery and equipment

Aircraft

Other equipment

Building, held under capital lease

Less: accumulated depreciation and amortization

Total

In thousands of Euro

416,752

428,644

25,908

268,138

2,332

1,141,774

644,339

497,435

2003

475,605

458,578

25,908

320,077

2,332

1,282,500

683,255

599,245

2004

Depreciation and amortization expense relating to
property, plant and equipment for the years ended
December 31, 2002, 2003 and 2004 was Euro 103.8
million, Euro 92.2 million and Euro 101.1 million,

respectively. Included in “Other equipment” is
approximately Euro 16.5 million and Euro 26.6 million
of construction in progress as of December 31, 2003
and 2004, respectively.
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6. GOODWILL AND INTANGIBLE
ASSETS - NET 

The changes in the carrying amount of goodwill for the
year ended December 31, 2004, are as follows:

Balance as of January 1, 2003

Acquisitions (1)

Change in exchange rates (2)

Balance as of December 31, 2003

Acquisitions (1)

Final purchase price allocation

Change in exchange rates (2)

Balance as of December 31, 2004

In thousands of Euro

987,367

153,838 

(126,953)

1,014,252

265,835 

2,111

(77,173)

1,205,025

Retail segment

257,293

57,467 

(98)

314,662

- 

(18,745)

20 

295,937

Wholesale segment

1,244,660

211,305 

(127,051)

1,328,914 

265,835 

(16,634)

(77,153)

1,500,962

Total

(1) Goodwill acquired in 2003
and 2004 consisted primarily of
the retail acquisitions of OPSM
and Cole National and the
wholesale acquisitions of the
E.I.D. companies and I.C. Optics
Group. (See Note 4)

(2) Certain goodwill balances
are denominated in currencies
other than Euro (the reporting
currency) and as such, balances
may fluctuate due to changes in
exchange rates.
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LensCrafters trade name, net of accumulated amortization
of Euro 60,252 thousand and Euro 62,565 thousand as of
December 31, 2003 and 2004, respectively (1)

Ray-Ban acquired trade names, net of accumulated
amortization of Euro 62,866 thousand and Euro 76,836
thousand as of December 31, 2003 and 2004, respectively (1)

Sunglass Hut trade name, net of accumulated amortization
of Euro 26,371 thousand and Euro 33,461 thousand as of
December 31, 2003 and 2004, respectively (see Note 4) (1)

OPSM trade names, net of accumulated amortization of
Euro 2,444 thousand and Euro 7,998 thousand as of
December 31, 2003 and 2004, respectively (see Note 4) (1)

Various trade names of the Cole National Group, net of
accumulated amortization of Euro 777 thousand as of
December 31, 2004 (see Note 4) (1)

Distributor network, net of accumulated amortization of Euro
969 thousand as of December 31, 2004 (see Note 4) (2)

Customer list and contracts, net of accumulated
amortization of Euro 701 thousand as of December 31,
2004 (see Note 4) (2)

Other intangibles, net of accumulated amortization of Euro
36,888 thousand and Euro 42,294 thousand as of
December 31, 2003 and 2004, respectively (see Note 4) (3)

Total

In thousands of Euro
At December 31

Intangible assets - net consisted of the following:

114,392

216,334

213,368

144,205

-

-

-

76,399

764,698

2003

99,941

202,364

189,614

133,133

68,023

88,173

61,299

129,544

972,091

2004

(1) The LensCrafters, Sunglass
Hut, OPSM and Cole National
trade names are amortized on a
straight-line basis over a period
of 25 years and the Ray-Ban
trade names over a period of 20
years, as the Company believes
these trade names to be finite
lived assets. 

(2) Distributor network, customer
contracts and lists, were
identifiable intangibles recorded
in connection with the
acquisition of Cole in 2004.
These assets have a finite life
and are amortized on a straight
line basis ranging between 20
and 23 years. The weighted
average amortization period is of
22.5 years. 

(3) Other intangibles consist of
numerous items which include
among other items license
agreements, franchise
agreements, and non compete
agreements. The weighted
average amortization period is
13.7 years.



Estimated annual amortization expense relating to
identi f iable assets, including the identi f iable
intangibles attributable to recent acquisitions for
which the purchase price allocation is not final, is
shown below:
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2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

In thousands of Euro 

64,179 
62,125 
57,990 
55,081
55,081 

7. INCOME TAXES

Income before provision for income taxes and the
provision for income taxes consisted of the following:

Income before provision for
income taxes:
- Italian companies
- Foreign companies

Total

Provision for income taxes:
- Current

Italian companies
Foreign companies

- Deferred
Italian companies
Foreign companies

Total

229,527
309,915

539,442

52,616
117,865

170,481

(14,204)
6,419

(7,785)

162,696

2002

146,055
243,738

389,793

17,313
87,150

104,463

14,174
(1,309)

12,865

117,328

2003

149,479
307,674

457,153

23,194
93,057

116,251

9,017
36,397

45,414

161,665

2004In thousands of Euro
Years ended December 31
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The Italian statutory tax rate is the result of two
components: national (“IRES”) and regional (“IRAP”)
tax. IRAP could have a substantially different base for
its computation than IRES.

Reconciliation between the Italian statutory tax rate and
the effective tax rate is as follows:

Italian statutory tax rate

Aggregate effect of different rates in foreign
jurisdictions

Permanent differences, principally losses 
in subsidiary companies funded through
capital contributions, net of non-deductible
goodwill

Effective rate

Years ended December 31

40.3%

(2.3%)

(7.8%)

30.2%

38.3%

(1.9%)

(6.3%)

30.1%

2002 2003

37.3%

0.5%

(2.4%)

35.4%

2004
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Since fiscal year 2004, for income tax purposes, the
Company and its Italian subsidiaries file tax returns on
consolidated basis.

The deferred tax assets and liabilities as of December
31, 2003 and 2004, respectively, were comprised of:

Current portion
Inventory
Insurance and other reserves
Recorded reserves 
Net operating loss carryforwards
Loss on investments 
Dividends
Trade name 
Right of return reserve
Asset held for sale - Pearle Europe
Deferred revenue - extended warranty contracts
Other, net
Valuation allowance 

Net current deferred tax assets

Non-current portion
Difference in basis of fixed assets
Net operating loss carryforwards
Recorded reserves
Occupancy reserves
Depreciation
Employee-related reserves (including minimum pension
liability)
Trade name
Other intangibles
Trade mark accelerated amortization
Other, net
Valuation allowance

Net non-current deferred tax liabilities

In thousands of Euro
At December 31

29,733
13,551
17,340
71,429

5,452
(13,112)

(5,506)
1,456

-
-

14,458
(10,350)

124,451

(53,003)
81,724

5,142
4,040

(3,529)

19,042
(121,108)

(10,734)
(68,255)

11,658 
(26,079)

(161,102)

2003
Deferred tax 

Asset/(Liability)

47,424
27,212
10,248
47,101

3,930
(6,092)
(5,179)
10,572

(55,448)
10,508
14,232

-

104,508

(126,324)
70,071
14,305
15,558
(2,843)

28,503
(108,833)

(19,917)
(74,341)

10,767
(22,837)

(215,891)

2004
Deferred tax

Asset/(Liability)
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In 2004, the Italian statutory tax rate was reduced to
37.25%. As a consequence, deferred tax assets and
liabilities have been recomputed in line with the new
tax rate. The immaterial result of the change in the
Italian tax rate has been included in deferred tax
expense.
Italian companies taxes are subject to review pursuant
to Italian law. As of December 31, 2004, tax years
from 1998 through the most recent year were open
for such review. Certain Luxottica Group companies
are subject to tax reviews for previous years.
Management believes no significant unaccrued
liabilities will arise from the related tax reviews. 
As of December 31, 2004, the taxes that would be
due on the distribution of retained earnings to the
related parent company, including net earnings for the
year, of subsidiaries for 2004 and prior years would
approximate Euro 19.1 million. Luxottica Group has not
provided an accrual for taxes on such distributions,
nor has i t  provided an accrual for taxes on i ts
investments in such subsidiaries, as the likelihood of
distr ibution is remote and such earnings and
investments are deemed to be permanently
reinvested. In connection with the 2004 earnings of
certain subsidiaries, the Company has provided for an
accrual for Italian income taxes related to declared
dividends of earnings. 
In connection with various capital contributions,
certain Italian subsidiaries, which file tax returns on a
separate company basis, have incurred net

operating losses, which expire in five years from the
period in which the tax loss was incurred. Since it is
management’s belief that such net operating losses
are not more likely than not to be realized in the future
period, valuation allowances have been recorded in
the Company’s consolidated financial statements.
Management continues to evaluate the likelihood of
realizing such deferred tax assets and reverses the
related valuation allowance when the realization of
the deferred tax assets becomes more likely than
not.
At December 31, 2004, a U.S. subsidiary had
restr icted U.S. Federal net operat ing loss
carryforwards of approximately Euro 84.9 million (US$
115.0 mil l ion), which begin expir ing in 2019.
Addit ional ly, with the acquisi t ion of Cole, the
Company acquired approximately Euro 27.1 million
(US$ 36.7 million) of restricted U.S. Federal net
operat ing loss carryforwards. These loss
carryforwards are l imited due to the change in
ownership or previous limitations placed thereon.
Parts of the Cole net operating loss carryforwards will
expire each year going forward. 
As of December 31, 2003 and 2004, the Company
has recorded an aggregate valuation allowance of
Euro 36.4 million and Euro 22.8 million, respectively,
against deferred tax assets recorded in connection
with net operating loss carryforwards because it is
more likely than not that the above deferred income
tax assets will not be fully utilized in future periods. 
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8. LONG-TERM DEBT

Long-term debt consisted of the following:

Credit agreement with various Italian financial 
institutions (a)

UniCredito Italiano credit facility (b)

Senior unsecured guaranteed notes (c)

Credit agreement with various financial institutions (d)

Capital lease obligations, payable in installments 
through 2005

Other loans with banks and other third parties, interest at
various rates (from 2.47 to 4.11% per annum), payable in
installments through 2017. Certain subsidiaries’ fixed
assets are pledged as collateral for such loans (e)

Total

Less: current maturities

Long-term debt

In thousands of Euro
At December 31

875,000

115,107

238,152

-

745

24,423

1,253,427

390,935

862,492

2003

450,000

125,572

221,598

851,890

4,107

29,697

1,682,864

405,369

1,277,495

2004
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Notes:
(a) In December 2002, the Company entered into a new unsecured credit facility with Banca Intesa S.p.A. The new unsecured credit facility provides borrowing

availability of up to Euro 650 million. This facility includes a term portion of Euro 500 million which required a balloon payment of Euro 200 million in June 2004
and equal quarterly installments of principal of Euro 50 million subsequent to that date. Interest accrues on the term portion based on EURIBOR as defined in the
agreement plus 0.45% (2.628% on December 31, 2004). The revolving portion provides borrowing availability of up to Euro 150 million. Amounts borrowed under
the revolving loan can be borrowed and repaid until final maturity. At December 31, 2004, Euro 75 million had been drawn under the revolving loan. Interest
accrues on the revolving loan at EURIBOR as defined in the agreement plus 0.45% (2.623% on December 31, 2004). The final maturity of all outstanding
principal amounts and interest is December 27, 2005. The Company has the option to choose interest periods of one, two or three months. The credit facility
contains certain financial and operating covenants. The Company was in compliance with these covenants as of December 31, 2004.
In December 2002, the Company entered into two interest rate swap transactions (the “Intesa Swaps”) beginning with an aggregate maximum notional amount
of Euro 250 million, which decreased by Euro 100 million on June 27, 2004 and by Euro 25 million in each subsequent three-month period. The Intesa Swaps will
expire on December 27, 2005. The Intesa Swaps were entered into as a cash flow hedge on a portion of the Banca Intesa Euro 650 million unsecured credit
facility discussed above. As such changes in the fair value of the Intesa Swaps are included in OCI until they are realized in the financial statements. The Intesa
Swaps exchange the floating rate based of EURIBOR for a fixed rate of 2.985% per annum. 
As disclosed in Note 4(b), in September 2003, the Company acquired its ownership interest of OPSM and more than 90% of performance rights and options of
OPSM for an aggregate of A$ 442.7 million (Euro 253.7 million), including acquisition expenses. The purchase price was paid for with the proceeds of a new
credit facility with Banca Intesa S.p.A. of Euro 200 million, in addition to other short-term lines available. The new credit facility includes a Euro 150 million term
loan, which will require repayments of equal semi-annual installments of principal repayments of Euro 30 million starting September 30, 2006 until the final
maturity date. Interest accrues on the term loan at EURIBOR (as defined in the agreement) plus 0.55% (2.729% on December 31, 2004). The revolving loan
provides borrowing availability of up to Euro 50 million; amounts borrowed under the revolving portion can be borrowed and repaid until final maturity. At
December 31, 2004, Euro 25 million had been drawn from the revolving portion. Interest accrues on the revolving loan at EURIBOR (as defined in the agreement)
plus 0.55% (2.697% on December 31, 2004). The final maturity of the credit facility is September 30, 2008. The Company can select interest periods of one, two
or three months. The credit facility contains certain financial and operating covenants. The Company was in compliance with those covenants as of December
31, 2004. 

In May 2003, the Company entered into an unsecured credit facility with Credito Emiliano (“Credem”) for a borrowing of Euro 25 million. This line of credit was
repaid in full when it expired on November 2004. 

(b) In June 2002, a Luxottica U.S. Holdings Corp. (“U.S. Holdings”), a U.S. subsidiary entered into a US$ 350 million credit facility with a group of four Italian banks led by
UniCredito Italiano S.p.A. The credit facility is guaranteed by Luxottica Group and matures in June 2005. The term loan portion of the credit facility provided US$ 200
million of borrowing and requires equal quarterly principal installments beginning March 2003. The revolving loan portion of the credit facility allows for a maximum
borrowing of US$ 150 million. Interest accrues at LIBOR as defined in the agreement plus 0.5% (2.92% for the term loan portion and 2.917% for the revolving portion
on December 31, 2004) and the credit facility allows the Company to select interest periods of one, two or three months. The credit facility contains certain financial
and operating covenants. The Company is in compliance with those covenants as of December 31, 2004. Under this credit facility, Euro 125.6 million (US$ 170.0
million) was outstanding as of December 31, 2004.

The U.S. subsidiary entered into a Convertible Swap Step-Up (“Swap 2002”) with an initial notional amount of US$ 275 million which decreases by US$ 20 million
quarterly starting March 17, 2003. The Swap 2002 expiration date is June 17, 2005. The Swap 2002 was entered into to convert the UniCredito floating rate credit
agreement referred to the preceeding paragraph to a mixed position rate agreement by allowing U.S. Holdings to pay a fixed rate of interest if LIBOR remains
under certain defined thresholds and to receive an interest payment at the three months LIBOR rate (as defined in the agreement). These amounts are settled
net every three months until the final expiration of the Swap 2002 on June 17, 2005. The Swap 2002 does not qualify for hedge accounting under SFAS 133 and
as such is marked to market with the gains or losses from the change in value reflected in current operations. Losses of Euro 2.6 million and gains of Euro 0.6
million and Euro 1.5 million are included in current operations in the years ended December 31, 2002, 2003 and 2004, respectively.

(c) On September 3, 2003, U.S. Holdings closed a private placement of US$ 300 million (Euro 238 million) of senior unsecured guaranteed notes (the “Notes”),
issued in three series (Series A, Series B and Series C). Interest on the Series A Notes accrues at 3.94% per annum and interest on Series B and Series C Notes
accrues at 4.45% per annum. The Series A and Series B Notes mature on September 3, 2008 and the Series C Notes mature on September 3, 2010. The Series
A and Series C Notes require annual prepayments beginning on September 3, 2006 through the applicable Notes date of maturity. The Notes are guaranteed on
a senior unsecured basis by the Company and Luxottica S.r.l., a wholly-owned subsidiary. The Notes can be prepaid at U.S. Holdings option under certain
circumstances. The proceeds from the Notes were used for the repayment of outstanding debt and for other working capital needs. The notes contain certain
financial and operating covenants. The Company was in compliance with those covenants as of December 31, 2004.

In connection with the issuance of the Notes, U.S. Holdings entered into three interest rate swap agreements with Deutsche Bank AG (the “DB Swap”). The three
separate agreements, notional amounts, and interest payment dates coincide with the Notes. The DB Swap exchanges the fixed rate of the Notes to a floating
rate of the six-month LIBOR rate plus 0.6575% for the Series A Notes and the six-month LIBOR rate plus 0.73% for the Series B and Series C Notes. These swaps
are treated as fair value hedges of the related debt and qualify for the shortcut method of hedge accounting (assuming no ineffectiveness in a hedge in an
interest rate swap). Thus the interest income/expense on the swaps is recorded as an adjustment to the interest expense on the debt effectively changing the
debt from a fixed rate of interest to the swap rate.

(d) On June 3, 2004, the Company and U.S. Holdings entered into a new credit facility with a group of banks providing for loans in the aggregate principal amount of
Euro 740 million and US$ 325 million. The five-year facility consists of three Tranches (Tranche A, Tranche B, Tranche C). Tranche A is a Euro 405 million
amortizing term loan requiring repayment of nine equal quarterly installments of principal of Euro 45 million beginning in June 2007, which is to be used for
general corporate purposes, including the refinancing of existing Luxottica Group S.p.A. debt as it matures. Tranche B is a term loan of US$ 325 million which
was drawn upon on October 1, 2004 by U.S. Holdings to finance the purchase price of the acquisition of Cole. Amounts borrowed under Tranche B will mature in
June 2009. Tranche C is a Revolving Credit Facility of Euro 335 million-equivalent multi-currency (Euro/US$). Amounts borrowed under Tranche C may be repaid
and reborrowed with all outstanding balances maturing in June 2009. The Company can select interest periods of one, two, three or six months with interest
accruing on Euro-denominated loans based on the corresponding EURIBOR rate and U.S. Dollar denominated loans based on the corresponding LIBOR rate,
both plus a margin between 0.40% and 0.60% based on the “Net Debt/EBITDA” ratio, as defined in the agreement. The interest rate on December 31, 2004 was
2.628% for Tranche A, 2.456% for Tranche B, and 2.889% for Tranche C. The new credit facility contains certain financial and operating covenants. The Company
was in compliance with those covenants as of December 31, 2004. Under this credit facility, Euro 852 million was outstanding as of December 31, 2004.

(e) Other loans consist of numerous small credit agreements and a promissory note the most significant of which is OPSM’s renegotiated multicurrency loan facility
with Westpac Banking Corporation. This credit facility has a maximum available line of Euro 57.5 million (A$ 100 million). The base rate for the interest charged
varies depending on the currency borrowed; for borrowings denominated in Australian Dollars the interest accrues on the basis of BBR (Bank Bill Rate) and for
borrowings denominated in Hong Kong Dollars the rate is based on HIBOR (HK Interbank Rate) plus an overall 0.40% margin (at December 31 2004, the BBR
and HIBOR were 5.85% and 0.59%, respectively). At December 31, 2004, the facility was utilized for an amount of Euro 11.9 million (A$ 20.69 million). The final
maturity of all outstanding principal amounts and interest is August 31, 2006. OPSM has the option to choose weekly or monthly interest periods. The credit
facility contains certain financial and operating covenants. OPSM was in compliance with these covenants as of December 31, 2004.



Excluding current maturities, long-term debt matures in
the years subsequent to December 31, 2005 as
follows:

9. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

LIABILITY FOR TERMINATION INDEMNITIES 

The liability for termination indemnities represents
amounts accrued for employees in Australia, Austria,
Greece, Israel, I taly and Japan, determined in
accordance with labour laws and labour agreements
in each respective country. Each year, the Company
adjusts its accrual based upon headcount, changes in
compensation level and inflation. This liability is not
funded. Therefore, the accrued liability represents the
amount that would be paid if all employees were to
resign or be terminated as of the balance sheet date.
This treatment is in accordance with SFAS No. 112,
Employers’ Accounting for Post Employment Benefits,
which requires employers to expense the cost of
benefits paid before retirement (i.e. severance) over
the service lives of employees. The charge to earnings

during the years ended December 31, 2002, 2003
and 2004 aggregated Euro 5.7 million, Euro 12.5
million and Euro 10.4 million, respectively.

QUALIFIED PENSION PLAN

During fiscal years 2003 and 2004, U.S. Holdings
sponsors a qualified noncontributory defined benefit
pension plan which provides for the payment of
benefits to eligible past and present employees of
U.S. Holdings upon retirement. Pension benefits are
accrued based on length of service and annual
compensation under a cash balance formula. As of
December 31, 2004, associates that work for the
acquired Cole businesses and legal entities were not
eligible to participate in the above mentioned pension
plan.
As of the effective date of the Cole acquisition, U.S.
Holdings, through its newly acquired subsidiary
sponsors the Cole National Group, Inc. Retirement
Plan. This is a qualified noncontributory defined benefit
pension plan that covers Cole employees who have
met eligibil ity service requirements and are not
members of certain collective bargaining units. The
pension plan provides for benefits to be paid to
eligible employees at retirement based primarily upon
years of service and the employees’ compensation
levels near retirement. In January 2002, this plan was
frozen for all participants. The average pay for all
participants was frozen as of March 31, 2002 and
covered compensation was frozen on December 31,
2001. Benefit service was also frozen as of March 31,
2002 except for those individuals who were at least
age 50 with at least ten years of benefit service as of
that date, whose service will continue to increase as
long as they remain employed by U.S. Holdings or
one of its subsidiaries.
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2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
Thereafter

Total

104,777
260,427
357,003
546,263

8,568
457

1,277,495

In thousands of Euro
Years ended December 31
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NONQUALIFIED PENSION PLAN

U.S. Holdings also maintains a nonqual i f ied,
unfunded supplemental executive retirement plan
(“SERP”) for participants in its qualified pension plan
to provide benefits in excess of amounts permitted
under the provisions of prevai l ing tax law. The
pension liability and expense associated with this
plan are accrued using the same actuarial methods
and assumptions as those used for the qualified
pension plan.
As of the Cole acquisit ion date, U.S. Holdings
through its newly acquired subsidiary, sponsors the
Cole National Group, Inc. Supplemental Pension

Plan. This plan is a nonqualified unfunded SERP for
certain participants of the Cole pension plan who
were designated by the Board of Directors of Cole at
the recommendation of Cole’s Chief Executive
Officer at such time. This plan provides benefits in
excess of amounts permitted under the provisions of
the prevail ing tax law. The pension liabil ity and
expense associated with this plan are accrued using
the same actuarial methods and assumptions as
those used for the qualified pension plan.
The following tables provide key information pertaining
to U.S. Holdings’ pension plans and SERP. U.S.
Holdings uses a September 30 measurement date for
these plans. 
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Change in plan assets

Fair value of plan assets at beginning
of period
Translation differences
Actual return (loss) on plan assets
Plan assets acquired
Employer contribution
Benefits paid
Fair value of plan assets at end of
period

Funded status
Unrecognized net actuarial loss
Unrecognized prior service cost
Other adjustments

Accrued pension cost

In thousands of Euro

123,044 
(11,748)

10,486
23,913
11,634
(7,685)

149,644

(75,384)
43,520

1,623
464

(29,777) 

2004

132,614
(23,777)

18,650

2,655
(7,096)

123,046

(68,742)
51,125 

2,302 
-  

(15,314) 

2003

-

- 

(4,667) 
1,251

61
-

(3,355) 

2003

-

329
(329)

-  

(4,814)
965 

47 
40

(3,762) 

2004

Change in benefit obligations

Benefit obligation at beginning of period
Translation differences
Service cost
Interest cost
Actuarial loss (gain)
Acquisition
Benefits paid

Benefit obligation at end of period

In thousands of Euro

191,787 
(17,558)

11,584
11,012
(5,648)
41,536
(7,685)

225,028 

2004

201,668
(36,699)

11,816
12,035
10,061

-
(7,096)

191,786 

2003

Pension plans

OBLIGATIONS AND FUNDED STATUS

SERP

Pension plans SERP

5,061
(904)

221
287

2
-  
-

4,667 

2003

4,667 
(366)

199
248

(169)
564 

(329) 

4,814

2004
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Pension plans SERP

Liabilities
Accrued pension cost
Additional minimum liability

Total accrued pension liability

Assets
Intangible asset

Other comprehensive income
Accumulated other comprehensive income

In thousands of Euro

Amounts recognized in the Consolidated Balance Sheets consist of the following:

29,777 
31,689

61,466

1,623

30,066

2004

15,314
35,152

50,467

2,302

32,849

2003

3,355
779

4,134

61

718 

2003

3,762
745

4,507

47

698

2004

In thousands of Euro

The accumulated benefit obligations for the pension plans as of September 30 were as follows:

204,184

2002

193,473

2003

230,990

2004

Components of net periodic benefit cost
Service cost
Interest cost
Expected return on plan assets
Amortization of actuarial loss
Amortization of prior service cost

Net periodic pension expense

Additional information
(Decrease)/Increase in minimum liability
included in other comprehensive income

In thousands of Euro

11,732
13,572

(16,366)
-

749

9,687

38,126

2002

11,816
12,035

(13,333)
294
624 

11,436

(546)

2003

11,584
11,012

(12,263)
564
568

11,465 

1,045

2004
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Components of net periodic benefit cost

Service cost
Interest cost
Expected return on plan assets
Amortization of actuarial loss
Amortization of prior service cost

Net periodic pension expense

Additional information
(Decrease)/Increase in minimum liability
included in other comprehensive income

In thousands of Euro

372
362 

-  
149

14

897

94

2002

221
287

-
115

12 

635

640

2003

199
248 

-
48
10

506

30

2004

In thousands of Euro

The accumulated benefit obligations for SERP as of September 30 were as follows:

3,937

2002

4,610

2003

4,965

2004

Weighted-average assumptions used
to determine benefit obligations at
September 30
Discount rate
Rate of compensation increase

Weighted-average assumptions used
to determine net periodic benefit cost
for years ended December 31, 2003
and 2004
Discount rate 
Expected long-term return on plan
assets
Rate of compensation increase

5.75 %
4.25 %

6.00 %

8.50 %
4.75 %

2004

6.00 %
4.75 %

6.50 %

8.75 %
4.75 %

2003

6.00 %
4.75 %

6.50 %

n.a.
4.75 %

2003

5.75 %
4.25 %

6.00 %

n.a.
4.75 %

2004

Pension plans

Assumptions:

SERP
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U.S. Holdings used 8.50% as the expected rate of
return on plan assets for fiscal year 2004. This
assumption was developed using the building
block method. Under  th is  approach,  the
assumption was arrived at by applying historical
average total returns by asset class over various
time horizons to the plan’s current and target asset
al location. The result ing assumption was also
benchmarked against the assumptions used by
other U.S. corporations and the pension trust’s

actual investment performance over ten and 20 year
periods.

PLAN ASSETS 

The weighted-average target asset allocations and
weighted average actual asset allocations by asset
category as of September 30, 2003 and 2004 are
as follows:

The actual percentages at any given time may vary
from these targeted amounts.
The defined pension plans’ investment policies
provide the framework within which investment
decisions are made, and establish standards to
measure investment manager performance, outline
roles and responsibilities and describe the ongoing
review process. The plans’ investment strategies
include established allocation targets and ranges to
maximize investment return within reasonable and
prudent levels of risk so as to minimize contributions

needed over time to reach a full funding level and
maintain sufficient liquidity to meet monthly benefit
payments.

BENEFIT PAYMENTS 

The following estimated future benefit payments,
which reflect expected future service, are expected to
be paid in the years indicated for both the Luxottica
and Cole plans (translated for convenience at the
December 31, 2004 noon buying rate):

Equity securities 
Debt securities
Other

Total

Asset category

64%
35%

1%

100%

2004

65%
35%

0%

100%

62%
35%

3%

100%

2003

65%
33%

2%

100%

2004

Luxottica pension 
plan assets  

Asset allocation
target

Cole pension
plan assets 

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010 - 2014

In thousands of Euro

8,644
8,647
9,419

10,392
11,366
78,619

Pension plans

263
153
204
864
323

3,339

Supplemental plans
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CONTRIBUTIONS

U.S. Holdings expects to contribute US$ 27.8 million
(Euro 20.5 million at the December 31, 2004 noon
buying rate) to its pension plan in 2005.

OTHER BENEFITS

U.S. Holdings provides certain post-employment
medical, disability and life insurance benefits. As of
December 31, 2003 and 2004, the accrued liability
related to this obligation was immaterial.
U.S. Holdings sponsors a tax incentive savings plan
covering all full-time employees. U.S. Holdings makes
quarterly contributions in cash to the plan based on a
percentage of employees’ contributions. Additionally,
U.S. Holdings may make an annual discretionary
contribution to the plan which may be made in
Luxott ica Group S.p.A.’s American Depositary
Receipts (“ADRs”) or cash.
Aggregate contributions made to the tax incentive
savings plan by U.S. Holdings were US$ 6.7 million
(Euro 6 million) and US$ 8.3 million (Euro 6.7 million)
for fiscal years 2003 and 2004, respectively.
With the acquisition of Cole, U.S. Holdings through
one of its wholly-owned subsidiaries, now sponsors
the following additional other benefit plans which cover
certain present and past employees of the Cole
companies acquired:
- Cole provides post-employment benefits under

individual agreements for continuation of health
care benefits and life insurance coverage to former
employees after employment but before retirement.
As of December 31, 2004, the accrued liability
related to this benefit was US$ 1.6 million (Euro 1.2
million) and is included in the accrued employee
benefits on the consolidated balance sheet.

- Cole has defined contribution plans covering all

full-time employees in the U.S. and Puerto Rico.
Eligible employees may contribute a percentage of
their compensation to the plan. In the United
States, Cole provides for a mandatory company
match in cash of 25% of the first 4% of employee
contributions. Additionally, the Company may make
an annual discretionary contribution to the plan in
cash. In Puerto Rico, the plan provides for a
mandatory match of 50% of the f i rst  6% of
employee contributions. Contributions to both
plans are required to be made once a year. U.S.
Holdings’ matching contributions, net of forfeitures,
of Euro 0.9 million were made in early 2005 and
accrued for as of December 31, 2004.

- Cole established and maintains the Cole National
Group, Inc. Supplemental Retirement Benefit Plan,
which provides supplemental retirement benefits
for certain highly compensated and management
employees who were previously designated by the
former Board of Directors of Cole as participants.
This is an unfunded non-contributory defined
contribution plan. Each participant’s account is
credited with a percentage of the participant’s
base salary and interest earned on the average
balance during the year. The plan liability of Euro
1.5 million at December 31, 2004 is included in
accrued employee benefits on the consolidated
balance sheet.

- Cole maintained a deferred compensation plan for
executives and other senior management which
al lowed for the deferral  of a port ion of their
compensation. A total of US$ 3.2 million (Euro 2.3
million) was paid to the participants in the fourth
quarter of 2004 in accordance with the change in
control  provis ions of th is plan. There is no
remaining liability for this plan on the consolidated
balance sheet at December 31, 2004.
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DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLAN 

U.S. Holdings sponsors a non-contributory profit-
sharing plan for employees of its former women’s
apparel business. Contributions to this plan were
discontinued for plan years subsequent to January 28,
1995. 

HEALTH BENEFIT PLANS

U.S. Holdings partially subsidizes health care benefits
for eligible retirees. Employees generally become
eligible for retiree health care benefits when they retire
from active service between the ages of 55 and 65.

Health care benefi ts are discontinued when a
participant retiree attains the age of 65.
As of the Cole acquisit ion date, U.S. Holdings
through its wholly-owned subsidiary has a liability for
a post retirement benefit plan maintained by Cole in
connection with its acquisition of Pearle in 1996. This
plan was closed to new participants at the time of
Cole’s acquisition of Pearle. Under this plan, the
eligible former employees are provided life insurance
and certain health care benefits which are partially
subsidized by Cole.
Net periodic cost of these benefits for fiscal years
2004 and 2003 included the following components:

Service cost
Interest cost
Amortization of unrecognized net (gain)
Amortization of prior service cost

Net periodic pension cost

In thousands of Euro

166
75
(7)

(15)

219

2003

126
72
(3)

(23)

172

2004



BENEFIT PAYMENTS 

The following estimated future benefit payments,
which reflect expected future service, are estimated to
be paid in the years indicated for both the Luxottica
and Cole plans (amounts in thousands of Euro
translated for convenience at the noon buying rate at
December 31, 2004):

For 2005, a 10.0% (10.5% for 2004) increase in the
cost of covered health care benefits was assumed.
This rate was assumed to decrease gradually to 5%
for 2015 and remain at that level thereafter. The health
care cost trend rate assumption has a significant
effect on the amounts reported. A 1.0% increase or
decrease in the health care trend rate would have an
immaterial impact on the consolidated financial
statements. The weighted average discount rate used
in determining the accumulated post-retirement
benefit obligation was 5.75% at September 30, 2004
and 6.00% at September 30, 2003.
The weighted average discount rate used in
determining the net periodic benefit cost for 2004 and
2003 was 6.0% and 6.5%, respectively.
Certain of the Company’s non-Italian and non-U.S.
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Change in benefit obligation
Benefit obligation - beginning of year
Translation differences
Service cost
Interest cost
Plan participants’ contributions
Amendments
Actuarial gain
Acquisition
Benefits paid

Benefits obligation - end of year

Changes in plan assets
Fair value of plan assets - beginning of year
Translation differences
Company contribution
Plan participants’ contributions
Benefits paid

Fair value of plan assets - end of year

Funded status
Unrecognized net gain and prior service costs

Prepaid (accrued) post-retirement benefit cost

In thousands of Euro

The following table sets forth the funded status of the post-retirement benefit plan:

1,256
(244) 

166 
75 
18 

110 

(51) 

1,330

-

33 
18 

(51)

-

(1,330) 
(160)

(1,490) 

2003

1,330
(298) 

126 
72 
23 

(94) 
(2) 

2,359 
(48)

3,468

-

25 
23 

(48)

-

(3,468) 
(213)

(3,681) 

2004

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010-2014

165
150
185
196
224

1,532
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subsidiaries provide limited non-pension benefits to
ret i rees in addit ion to government sponsored
programs. The cost of these programs is not
significant to the Company. 

10. STOCK OPTION
AND INCENTIVE PLANS

STOCK OPTION PLAN 

Beginning in April 1998, certain officers and other key
employees of the Company and its subsidiaries were

granted stock options of Luxottica Group S.p.A. under
the Company’s stock option plan. The stock options
were granted at a price equal to the market value of
the shares at the date of grant. These options become
exercisable in three equal annual installments from the
date of grant and expire on or before January 31,
2012.
As Luxottica Group has elected to apply APB 25, no
compensation expense was recognized because the
option exercise price was equal to the quoted market
value on the date of grant. 
The following table summarizes information about
stock options for each year:

Outstanding as of January 1, 2002
Granted
Forfeitures
Exercised
Outstanding as of December 31, 2002
Granted
Forfeitures
Exercised
Outstanding as of December 31, 2003
Granted
Forfeitures
Exercised
Outstanding as of December 31, 2004

7,407,783 
2,348,400 
(248,367) 

(1,397,783) 
8,110,033 
2,397,300 
(176,600) 
(213,433) 

10,117,300 
2,035,500 

(70,300) 
(728,440) 

11,354,060 

Number of options 
outstanding

9.67 
16.98 
14.54 

6.67 
11.51 
10.51 
11.77 

6.97 
10.29 
13.79 

9.73 
8.07 

10.74 

Weighted average exercise price
(in Euro) (1)

(1) For convenience all amounts
are translated at the noon
buying rate in effect at the end of
each year.

(2) Certain options were granted
in U.S. Dollars and have been
converted using a December 31,
2004 conversion rate of Euro
1.00 to US$ 1.3538.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Grant

807,250
1,161,960
1,292,700
1,669,850
2,150,700
2,236,100
2,035,500

Number outstanding

7.38
4.38
9.52

11.23
13.15
10.51
13.79

Exercise price 
(in Euro) (2)

807,250
1,161,960
1,292,700
1,669,850
1,429,000

689,100
0

Number exercisable

2.1
3.1
4.1
5.1
6.1
7.1
8.1

Remaining life (years)

Stock option grants outstanding at December 31, 2004 are summarized as follows:

Included as an addition to the Company’s paid-in capital
account in fiscal years 2003 and 2004 is Euro 0.3 million
and Euro 0.8 million, respectively, of tax benefits the

Company received from employees exercising these
stock options. 
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STOCK INCENTIVE PLANS 

Luxottica Group granted stock options to certain
employees under an incentive plan. These options
vest and became exercisable only if certain financial
performance measures were met over a three-year
period ending December 2004. As of December 31,
2003 and 2004, there were 970,000 opt ions
outstanding at an exercise price of Euro 11.86 (US$
16.06) per share. Compensation expense will be
recognized for the options issued under the incentive
plan based on the market value of the underlying
ordinary shares when the number of shares to be
issued is known. Subsequent to December 31, 2004,
these options were cancelled as the calculation for
the f inancial performance measurements were
finalized and the measures were not met.
Options granted in October 2004 under a Company
Incentive Plan (1,000,000 ordinary shares) vest and
become exercisable from January 31, 2007 only if
certain financial performance measures are met over
the period ending December 2006 and at such point
would become exercisable after January 31, 2007.
On September 14, 2004, the Company’s Chairman
and majority shareholder, Mr. Leonardo Del Vecchio,
al located shares held through La Leonardo
Finanziaria S.r.l., an Italian holding company of the
Del Vecchio family, representing 2.11% (or 9.6 million
shares) of the Company’s currently authorized and
issued share capital, to a stock option plan for top
management of the Company. The stock options to
be issued under the stock option plan vest upon
meeting certain economic objectives. As such,
compensation expense will be recorded for the
options issued to management under this plan
based on the market value of the underlying ordinary
shares only when the number of shares to be vested
and issued is known.

11. SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
In June 2003 and 2004, the Company’s Annual
Shareholders Meetings approved cash dividends of
Euro 95.4 million and Euro 94.1 million, respectively.
These amounts became payable in July 2003 and
2004, respectively. Italian law requires that 5% of net
income be retained, as a legal reserve until this
reserve is equal to one-fifth of the issued share capital.
As such, this legal reserve is not avai lable for
dividends to the shareholders. Legal reserves of the
Ital ian entit ies included in retained earnings at
December 31, 2003 and 2004 aggregated Euro 8.3
million and Euro 8.4 million, respectively. In addition,
there is an amount of Euro 3.0 mil l ion, which
represents other legal reserves of foreign entities, that
is not available for dividends to the shareholders.
In accordance with SFAS No. 87, Employer’s
Accounting for Pensions, Luxott ica Group has
recorded a minimum pension liability for underfunded
plan of Euro 35.2 million and Euro 31.7 million as of
December 31, 2003 and 2004, respectively,
representing the excess of unfunded accumulated
benefit obligations over previously recorded pension
cost liabilities. A corresponding amount is recognized
as an intangible asset except to the extent that these
additional liabilities exceed related unrecognized prior
service cost and net obligation, in which case the
increase in l iabi l i t ies is charged directly to
shareholders’ equity. The principal cause of the
deterioration of the funded status in the pension
liability in previous years was caused by negative
returns from investments held in the worldwide equity
market in those years. As of December 31, 2003 and
2004, a decrease of Euro 1.2 million and an increase
of Euro 0.2 mil l ion, respectively, in the excess
minimum liability, net of income taxes, resulted in a
charge to equity.
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U.S. Holdings held at December 31, 2001, 1,205,000
of Luxottica Group S.p.A.’s ordinary shares, which had
been previously purchased at a cost of US$ 3.1 million
(Euro 2.9 million at the December 31, 2002 noon
buying rate). These shares were sold during 2002 for
proceeds of US$ 8.8 million (Euro 9.3 million). The
after-tax net gain of US$ 6.5 million (Euro 6.9 million)
was recorded as an increase to the Company’s
additional paid-in capital balance (Note 2).
In September 2002 the Board of Directors authorized
U.S. Holdings to repurchase through the open market
up to 11,500,000 ADRs of Luxottica Group S.p.A.,
representing 2.5% of the authorized and issue share
capital, during an 18-month period start ing in
September 2002. In March 2003, the Company
announced that U.S. Holdings had resolved to
purchase up to an additional 10,000,000 ADRs of
Luxottica Group S.p.A., representing 2.2% of the
authorized and issued share capital of the Company,
over the 18-month period commencing on that date.
As of December 31, 2004, both repurchase programs
expired and U.S. Holdings has purchased 6,434,786
(1,911,700 in 2002 and 4,523,786 in 2003) ADRs at an
aggregate purchase price of Euro 70.0 million (US$
88.1 million). In connection with the repurchase, an
amount of Euro 70.0 million is classified as treasury
shares in the Company’s consolidated financial
statements. 

12. SEGMENTS AND RELATED  
INFORMATION

The Company adopted SFAS No. 131, Disclosures
About Segments of an Enterprise and Related
Information, in 1998. The Company operates in two
industry segments: (1) manufacturing and wholesale
distribution and (2) retail distribution. Through its
manufacturing and wholesale distribution operations,
the Company is engaged in the design, manufacture,
wholesale distribution and marketing of house brand
and designer l ines of mid- to premium-priced
prescription frames and sunglasses. The Company
operates in the retail segment through its retail division,
consisting of LensCrafters, Sunglass Hut, since April
2001, OPSM, since August 2003, and Cole National,
since October 2004.
The following tables summarize the segmental and
geographic information deemed essential by the
Company’s management for the purpose of
evaluating the Company’s performance and for
making decisions about future al locations of
resources.
The “Inter-segment transactions and corporate
adjustments” column includes the elimination of inter-
segment activities which consist primarily of sales of
product from the manufacturing and wholesale
segment to the retail segment and corporate related
expenses not allocated to reportable segments. This
has the effect of increasing reportable operating profit
for the manufacturing and wholesale and retai l
segments. Identifiable assets are those tangible and
intangible assets used in operations in each segment.
Corporate identifiable assets are principally cash,
goodwill and trade names.
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2004
Net sales
Income from operations
Capital expenditures
Depreciation and amortization 
Identifiable assets 

2003
Net sales
Income from operations
Capital expenditures
Depreciation and amortization 
Identifiable assets 

2002
Net sales
Income from operations
Capital expenditures 
Depreciation and amortization
Identifiable assets 

In thousands of Euro

2,346,683 
310,340 

86,053 
79,563 

1,211,781

2,028,237 
269,851 

57,708 
68,606 

876,661

2,227,702 
319,425 

91,679 
77,217 

882,113 

Retail

1,094,802 
233,129 

31,367 
47,656 

1,566,086

996,694 
191,116 

23,580 
45,208 

1,528,074

1,128,901 
287,627 

81,651 
46,298 

1,431,317 

Manufacturing and
wholesale

(186,185) (1)

(50,655) (2)

25,532 (3)

1,778,191 (4)

(172,737) (1)

(29,180) (2)

-
21,026 (3)

1,507,941 (4)

(154,815) (1)

(5,544) (2)

-
22,465 (3)

1,272,902 (4)

Inter-segment transactions
and corporate adjustments

3,255,300 
492,814 
117,420 
152,751 

4,556,058

2,852,194 
431,787 

81,288 
134,840 

3,912,676 

3,201,788 
601,508 
173,330 
145,980 

3,586,332 

ConsolidatedYears ended December 31

(1) Inter-segment elimination of
net revenues relates to
intercompany sales from the
manufacturing and wholesale
segment to the retail segment.

(2) Inter-segment elimination of
operating income mainly relates
to depreciation and amortization
of corporate identifiable assets
and profit-in-stock elimination for
frames manufactured by the
wholesale business and
included in the retail segment
inventory.

(3) Inter-segment depreciation
and amortization relates to
depreciation and amortization of
corporate identifiable assets.

(4) Inter-segment identifiable
assets includes mainly the net
value of goodwill and trade
names of acquired retail
businesses.

The geographic segments include Italy, the main
manufacturing and distribution base, North America
(which includes the United States of America, Canada
and Caribbean islands), Asia Pacific (which includes
Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand,
China, Hong Kong, Japan and Taiwan) and Other, which

includes all other geographic locations including Europe
(excluding Italy), South America and the Middle East.
Sales are attributed to geographic segments based on
the legal entity domicile where the sale is originated.
Intercompany sales included in inter-segment elimination
are accounted for on a cost plus mark-up basis.

2004
Net sales (5)

Income from operations
Identifiable assets

2003
Net sales (5)

Income from operations
Identifiable assets

2002
Net sales (5)

Income from operations
Identifiable assets 

In thousands of Euro

832,813 
189,944 

1,086,274

743,327 
106,808 

1,095,350

792,370 
207,250 
974,412 

Italy
(6)

2,083,560 
257,897 

2,736,868

1,949,692 
222,733 

2,075,904

2,345,834 
323,038 

2,405,462 

North America
(6)

464,905 
40,717 

549,096

276,626 
20,541 

572,691

185,956 
19,826 

153,779 

Asia Pacific
(6)

486,630 
44,690 

239,965

445,459 
41,555 

217,458

491,045 
62,362 

221,154 

Other
(6)

(612,608)
(40,434)
(56,145)

(562,910)
40,150

(48,727)

(613,417)
(10,968)

(168,475)

Adjustments
and eliminations

3,255,300 
492,814 

4,556,058

2,852,194 
431,787 

3,912,676 

3,201,788 
601,508 

3,586,332 

ConsolidatedYears ended December 31

(5) No single customer
represents 5% or more of sales
in any year presented.

(6) Sales, income from
operations and identifiable
assets are the result of
combination of legal entities
located in the same geographic
area. Certain amounts for the years 2002 and 2003 have been reclassified to conform to the 2004 presentation.
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13. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

CONCENTRATION OF CREDIT RISK 

Concentrations of credit risk with respect to trade
accounts receivable are limited due to the large
number of customers comprising the Company’s
customer base. Ongoing credit evaluations of
customers’ financial condition are performed.

CONCENTRATION OF SALES UNDER LICENSE
AGREEMENT 

In 1999, the Company signed a license agreement for
the design, production and distribution of frames under
the Chanel trade name. Since 1999, Chanel sales have
been increasing, representing approximately 4.4% of
total sales in 2004. In February 2004, the Company
announced the renewal of this license agreement. This
renewed license agreement expires in 2008.

CONCENTRATION OF SUPPLIER RISK 

Oakley Inc. is one of the Company’s largest suppliers
of products to its retail division. For the 2002, 2003
and 2004 f iscal years, Oakley accounted for
approximately 11.8%, 8.7% and 6.8% of the total
merchandise purchases from suppliers, respectively.
In December 2004, the Company signed a new one
year purchase contract with Oakley. Management
believes that the loss of this vendor would not cause a
significant impact on the future operations of the
Company as it could replace this vendor quickly with
other products manufactured by the Company and
other third party suppliers.
As a result of the OPSM and Cole acquisitions, Essilor
S.A. has become one of the Company’s largest
suppliers to its retail division. For the 2004 fiscal year,
Essilor S.A. accounted for approximately 9.9% of the
Company’s total merchandise purchases. The
Company has not signed any specific purchase
contract with Essilor. Management believes that the
loss of this vendor would not cause a significant
impact on the future operations of the Company as it
could replace this vendor quickly with other third party
suppliers.

14. COMMITMENTS 
AND CONTINGENCIES

ROYALTY AGREEMENTS 

The Company is obligated under non-cancellable
license agreements with designers, which expire at
various dates through 2013. In accordance with the
provisions of such agreements, the Company is
required to pay royalties and advertising fees based
on a percentage of sales (as defined) with, in certain
agreements, minimum guaranteed payments in each
year of the agreements. In the first half of 2003, the
Company terminated its license agreement for the
production and distribution of the Giorgio Armani and
Emporio Armani eyewear collections and has signed a
ten-year worldwide l icense agreement for the
production and distribution of eyewear of Versace,
Versus and Versace Sport frames. The agreement is
renewable at the Company’s discret ion for an
additional ten years. In the second part of 2003, a
license agreement was signed for the production and
distribution of products with the Prada and Miu Miu
trade names. The Prada license agreement expiration
date is in 2013. In June 2004, the Company signed a
new licensing agreement for the design, production
and worldwide distribution of Donna Karan and DKNY
prescription frames and sunglasses. The initial term of
the agreement is five years, which began on January
1, 2005 and is renewable for an additional five years.
In October 2004, the Company signed a new
licensing agreement for the design, production and
worldwide distribution of Dolce & Gabbana and D&G
Dolce & Gabbana prescript ion frames and
sunglasses. The initial term of the agreement is five
years, which will begin on January 1, 2006, with an
automatically renewable extension for an additional five
years upon meeting certain targets. On December 27,
2004 the Company and the current licensee agreed to
advance the initial term of the license to October 1,
2005.
Minimum payments required in each of the years
subsequent to December 31, 2004 are detailed as
follows:
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Total royalties and advertising expenses for the years
ended December 31, 2002, 2003 and 2004
aggregated Euro 88.7 million, Euro 64.3 million and
Euro 83.0 million, respectively.
Total payments for royalties and advertising expenses
for the years ended December 31, 2002, 2003 and
2004 aggregated Euro 70.3 million, Euro 124.2 million
and Euro 68.5 million, respectively.

LEASES AND LICENSES 

The Company leases through i ts wor ldwide
subsidiaries various retail store, plant, warehouse
and office facilities, as well as certain of its data
processing and automot ive equipment under
operating lease arrangements expiring between
2005 and 2025, with options to renew at varying

terms. The lease and license arrangements for the
Company’s U.S. retai l  locat ions often include
escalation clauses and provisions requiring the
payment of incremental rentals, in addition to any
establ ished minimums cont ingent upon the
achievement of specified levels of sales volume. In
addition with the acquisition of Cole, the Company
operates departments in various host stores paying
occupancy costs solely as a percentage of sales.
Certain agreements, which provide for the operations
of departments in a major retail chain in the United
States contain short-term cancellation clauses.
Future minimum annual rental commitments for
operating leases are as follows:

Total rent expense under operating leases for each
year ending December 31 is as follows:

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
Thereafter

Total

31,217 
43,757 
42,308 
33,203 
27,952 

150,771

329,208 

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
Thereafter

Total

204,436 
175,686 
140,584 
109,174 

79,866 
168,307

878,053

Minimum rent
Contingent rent
Sublease income

188,889 
5,216 

(27,546)

166,559

2002

204,406 
4,883 

(44,739)

164,550

2003

208,134 
15,051 

(49,247) 

173,938

2004

In thousands of Euro
Years ending December 31

In thousands of Euro
Years ending December 31

In thousands of Euro
Years ending December 31
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GUARANTEES

The United States Shoe Corporation, a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Company, remains contingently liable
on seven store leases in the United Kingdom. These
leases were previously transferred to third parties. The
third parties have assumed all future obligations of the
leases from the date each agreement was signed.
However, under the common law of the United
Kingdom, the lessor still has the right to seek payment
of certain amounts from the Company if unpaid by the
new obligor. If the Company is required to pay under
these guarantees, it has the right to recover amounts
from the new obligor. These leases will expire during
various years until December 31, 2015. At December
31, 2004, the maximum amount for which the
Company’s subsidiary is contingently liable is Euro
11.6 million.
Cole has guaranteed future minimum lease payments
for certain store locations leased directly by
franchisees. These guarantees aggregated
approximately Euro 8.2 million at December 31, 2004.
Performance under a guarantee by the Company is
triggered by default of a franchisee in its lease
commitment. Generally, these guarantees also extend
to payments of taxes and other expenses payable
under the leases, the amounts of which are not readily
quantifiable. The term of these guarantees ranges
from one to ten years. Many are limited to periods less
than the full term of the lease involved. Under the
terms of the guarantees, Cole has the right to assume
the primary obligation and begin operating the store.
In addition, as part of the franchise agreements, Cole
may recover any amounts paid under the guarantee
from the defaulting franchisee. The Company has
accrued an immaterial liability at December 31, 2004,
relating to these guarantees based on the estimated
fair value, using an expected present value calculation.

CREDIT FACILITIES 

As of December 31, 2003 and 2004 Luxottica Group
had unused short-term lines of credit of approximately
Euro 271.8 million and Euro 365.8 million, respectively.
These lines of credit are renewed annually and are
guaranteed by the Company. At December 31, 2004,
there were Euro 5.2 million of borrowings outstanding
and Euro 29.0 million in aggregate face amount of
standby letters of credit outstanding under these lines
of credit (see below). 
The blended average interest rate on these lines of
credit is approximately LIBOR plus 0.25%. 

OUTSTANDING STANDBY LETTERS OF CREDIT 

A U.S. subsidiary has obtained various standby letters
of credit from banks that aggregate Euro 21.2 million
and Euro 35.6 million as of December 31, 2003 and
2004, respectively. Most of these letters of credit are
used for security in risk management contracts or as
security on store leases. Most contain evergreen
clauses under which the letter is automatical ly
renewed unless the bank is notified not to renew.

LITIGATION 

In May 2001, certain former shareholders of Sunglass
Hut International, Inc. commenced an action in the
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York
against the Company, its acquisition subsidiary
formed to acquire SGHI and certa in other
defendants, on behalf of a purported class of former
SGHI stockholders, alleging in the original and in the
amended complaint filed later, among other claims,
that the defendants violated certain provisions of U.S.
secur i t ies laws and the rules thereunder,  in
connection with the acquisition of SGHI in a Tender
Offer and second-step merger, by reason of entering
into a consul t ing, non-disclosure and non-
competition agreement prior to the commencement
of the Tender Offer, with the former chairman of SGHI,
which purportedly involved paying consideration to
such person for his SGHI shares and his support of
the Tender Offer that was higher than that paid to
SGHI’s stockholders in the Tender Offer. The plaintiffs
are seeking, among other remedies, the payment of
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such higher considerat ion to al l  tender ing
shareholders, other than Luxottica Group S.p.A. and
its affiliates. 
The Company and the other defendants fi led a
motion to dismiss the complaint in its entirety which,
on November 26, 2003, the Court granted in part
and denied in par t .  The Court  granted the
Company’s motion to dismiss plaintiffs’ claim under
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
and Rule 10b-5 thereunder,  but  denied the
Company’s motion to dismiss the claims under Rule
14d-10 relating to the consulting, non-disclosure
and non-competition agreement with Mr. Hauslein,
the former Chairman of SGHI, and aiding and
abett ing a l leged breaches by SGHI’s former
directors of their fiduciary duties, noting that it was
obligated, for the purpose of rendering its decision
on the motion to dismiss, to treat all of the plaintiffs’
allegations in the complaint as true. On June 8,
2004, the consol idated complaint was further
amended to add Mr. Leonardo Del Vecchio, the
Company’s Chairman, as a defendant in respect of
the two remaining claims. 
The Company continues to believe that the claims that
were not dismissed are without merit and that its
defenses are meritorious, and will continue to defend
against such claims vigorously. However, the
Company can provide no assurance as to the
outcome of the case.
In March 2002, an individual commenced an action
in the California Superior Court for the County of San
Francisco against Luxottica Group S.p.A. and certain
of our subsidiaries, including LensCrafters, Inc., and
EYEXAM of California, Inc. The plaintiff, along with a
second plaintiff named in an amended complaint,
seeks to certify this case as a class action. The
claims have been partially dismissed. The remaining
claims, against LensCrafters, EYEXAM and EyeMed
Vision Care, LLC, allege various statutory violations
relating to the operation of LensCrafters’ stores in
California, including violations of California laws
governing relationships among opticians, optical
retailers, manufacturers of frames and lenses and
optometrists, false advertising and other unlawful or
unfa i r  business pract ices. The act ion seeks
unspecified damages, disgorgement and restitution
of a l legedly unjust ly  obta ined sums, puni t ive

damages and injunctive relief, including an injunction
that would prohibit defendants from providing eye
examinat ions or  other optometr ic serv ices at
LensCrafters stores in California. In May 2004, the
tr ia l  court  stayed al l  proceedings in the case
pending the California Supreme Court’s decision in
a case against Cole and its subsidiaries expected to
address certain legal questions related to the issues
presented in this case. The Supreme Court has not
yet  scheduled ora l  argument on that  appeal .
Although we believe that our operational practices
and advertising in California comply with California
law, an adverse decision in this action or by the
Supreme Court in the suit against Cole might cause
LensCrafters, EYEXAM and EyeMed to modify or
c lose thei r  act iv i t ies in Cal i forn ia.  Fur ther,
LensCraf ters,  EYEXAM and EyeMed might be
required to pay damages and/or restitution, the
amount of which might have a material adverse
effect on our operating results, financial condition
and cash flow.
In February 2002, the State of California commenced
an action in the California Superior Court for the
County of San Diego against Cole and certain of its
subsidiaries, including Pearle Vision, Inc., and Pearle
Vision Care, Inc. The claims allege various statutory
violations related to the operation of Pearle Vision
Centers in California including violations of California
laws governing relationships among opticians,
optical retailers, manufacturers of frames and lenses
and optometr ists,  fa lse advert is ing and other
unlawful or unfair business practices. The action
seeks unspecified damages, disgorgement and
restitution of allegedly unjustly obtained sums, civil
penalties and injunctive relief, including an injunction
that would prohibit defendants from providing eye
examinations or other optometric services at Pearle
Vision Centers in California. In July 2002, the trial
court entered a preliminary injunction to enjoin
defendants from certain business and advertising
practices. Both Cole and the State of California
appealed that decision. On November 26, 2003, the
appellate court issued an opinion in which it stated
that because California law prohibited defendants
f rom provid ing eye examinat ions and other
optometric services at Pearle Vision Centers, the trial
cour t  should have enjo ined defendants f rom
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advertising the availability of eye examinations at
Pearle Vision Centers. The appellate court also ruled
in Cole’s favour with respect to charging dilation
fees, which ruling partially l ifted the preliminary
injunction with respect to these fees that had been
imposed in July 2002. On March 3, 2004, the
California Supreme Court granted Cole’s petition for
rev iew of  the port ion of  the appel late court ’s
decision stat ing that Cal i fornia law prohibi ted
defendants from providing eye examinations and
other optometric services at Pearle Vision Centers.
The appellate court’s decision directing the trial
court to enjoin defendants from advertising these
activities was stayed pending the Supreme Court’s
resolution of the issue. The Supreme Court has not
yet  scheduled ora l  argument on that  appeal .
A l though we bel ieve that  Cole’s operat ional
practices and advertising in California comply with
California law, the appellate ruling may, if unmodified
by the Supreme Court ,  compel Cole and i ts
subsidiaries to modify or close their activities in
California. Further, Cole and its subsidiaries might be
required to pay civil penalties, damages and/or
rest i tut ion, the amount of which might have a
material adverse effect on our operating results,
financial condition and cash flow.
Following Cole’s announcement in November 2002
of the restatement of Cole’s financial statements, the
Securit ies and Exchange Commission (“SEC”)
began an invest igat ion into Cole’s previous
account ing. The SEC subpoenaed var ious
documents from Cole and deposed numerous
former officers, directors and employees of Cole. The
course of this investigation or other litigation or
investigations arising out of the restatement of Cole’s
financial statements cannot be predicted. In addition,
under certain circumstances Cole would be obliged
to indemnify the individual current and former
directors and officers who are named as defendants
in litigation or who are or become involved in an
investigation. Cole is honouring its obligations to
advance reasonable attorneys’ fees incurred by
current and former officers and directors who are
involved in the SEC invest igat ion subject to
undertakings provided by such individuals. Cole has
insurance available with respect to a portion of these
indemnification obligations. If the investigation

develops into litigation and Cole is not successful in
defending against that litigation, or is obligated to
indemnify indiv iduals who do not succeed in
defending against such litigation, there may be a
material adverse effect on Cole’s financial condition,
cash flow, and results of operations.
In December 2002 the Company was informed that
the Attorney General of the State of New York had
begun an investigation into the Company’s pricing
and distribution practices relating to sunglasses
under applicable state and federal antitrust laws. The
office of the Attorney General recently advised the
Company that it has closed its investigation without
taking any action whatsoever against the Company.
On April 22, 2003, the Company entered into a
settlement agreement with Oakley, Inc. (“Oakley”),
under which two previously reported patent and
intellectual property lawsuits brought by Oakley in
1998 (originally against Bausch & Lomb Incorporated
and certain of its subsidiaries and assumed by the
Company in connection with its acquisition from
Bausch & Lomb in 1999 of the Ray Ban business)
and in 2001 against the Company and certain of its
subsidiaries, each in the U.S. District Court for the
Central District of California, were settled. As part of
the sett lement,  nei ther party admit ted to any
wrongdoing in either case, and al l  claims and
counterclaims were released and discharged.
Further, the preliminary injunction that Oakley had
obtained in the second case against certa in
subsidiaries of the Company was dissolved.
On August 29, 2003, the Securities Appellate Tribunal
(SAT) in India upheld the decision to require a
subsidiary of the Company to make a public offering
to acquire up to an additional 20% of the outstanding
shares of RayBan Sun Optics India Ltd. On October
30, 2003, the Company announced that it intended
to comply with the SAT’s decision and that the
Company, through its subsidiary, Ray Ban Indian
Holdings Inc.,  would launch a publ ic of fer to
purchase an additional 20% of the outstanding
shares of RayBan Sun Opt ics India Ltd. In
accordance with applicable Indian regulation, the
Company placed in escrow with the Manager of the
Offer Rs 226 million (Euro 4.2 million). On November
17, 2003, the Supreme Court of India stayed the
SAT’s order and directed that the matter be further
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reviewed at the end of January 2004, provided that
the Company issue a letter of credit in favour of the
Indian secur i t ies regulatory agency within the
following four week period of Rs 630.6 million (Euro
11.9 million). The Company has complied with such
requirement and the appeal is waiting to be heard
before the Supreme Court of India. If the Company is
ultimately required to make the public offer, it expects
the aggregate cost of the offer to be approximately
Euro 16 mi l l ion, including st ipulated interest
increments. 
On July 14, 2004, a shareholder of Cole filed a
shareholders’ class action complaint against Cole,
its directors, and the Company in the Delaware
Chancery Court, known as Pfeiffer v. Cole National
Corp., et al., Civil Action No. 569-N. The complaint
alleges, among other things, that the individual
defendants breached their f iduciary dut ies as
directors and/or officers to Cole by causing Cole to
enter into an agreement to be acquired by the
Company for $22.50 per share “without having
exposed the company to the marketplace through
fair and open negotiations with all potential bidders
and/or an active market check or open auction for
sale of  the company.” The complaint  seeks
preliminary and permanent injunctive relief against
the merger,  resciss ion of  the merger i f  i t  is
consummated, and/or damages and other
associated relief. The Company believes that the
action is without merit.
The Company is defendant in various other lawsuits
arising in the ordinary course of business. It is the
opinion of the management of the Company that it has

meritorious defences against all outstanding claims,
which the Company will vigorously pursue, and that
the outcome will not have a material adverse effect on
either the Company’s consolidated financial position
or results of operations.

15. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

On January 4, 2005, Cole, a wholly owned subsidiary
of the Company, completed the sale of all its shares in
PE, representing approximately 21% of that company’s
outstanding shares, to HAL Investments B.V., a
subsidiary of HAL Holding N.V., for a cash purchase
price of Euro 144 million (or approximately US$ 191
million calculated at the January 4, 2005 noon buying
rate). 
On February 7, 2005, the offer for all the unowned
remaining outstanding shares of OPSM Group was
closed and the Company held 98.5% of OPSM
Group’s shares, which is in excess of the compulsory
acquisition threshold. On February 8, 2005, the
Company announced the start of the compulsory
acquisition process for all remaining shares in OPSM
Group not already owned by the Company.
On February 15, 2005, the Austra l ian Stock
Exchange suspended trading in OPSM Group
shares and on February 21, 2005 it delisted OPSM
Group shares from the Australian Stock Exchange.
The compulsory acquisition process was completed
on March 23, 2005 and as of that date the Company
held 100.0% of OPSM Group’s shares.
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KEY CONTACTS AND ADDRESSES

REGISTERED OFFICE 
OF THE COMPANY

Via C. Cantù 2
20123 Milano - Italy
Phone +39 02 86334.1
Fiscal code 00891030272
Vat number 10182640150

INVESTOR RELATIONS & MEDIA RELATIONS

Investor & Media Relations Department
Via C. Cantù, 2
20123 Milano - Italy
Phone +39 02 8633-4062, Fax +39 02 8699-6550
E-mail: investorrelations@luxottica.com

CORPORATE WEBSITES

www.luxottica.com
www.lenscrafters.com
www.pearlevision.com
www.sunglasshut.com
www.eyemedvisioncare.com
www.opsmgroup.com
www.laubman.com.au
www.opsm.com
www.budgeteyewear.com.au
www.sunglasshut.com.au
www.sunglasshut-europe.com 

CUSTODIAN BANK

UNICREDITO ITALIANO
UniCredit Produzioni Accentrate
Via Volta, 1
20093 Cologno Monzese (MI) - Italy

Vittorio Marangione
Phone +39 02 2673 4140 or 4072
E-mail: vittorio.marangione@upa.unicredit.it

Fabio Trifirò 
Matteo Draghetti
Phone +39 02 2673 4403 or 4702
E-mail: fabio.trifiro@upa.unicredit.it 
E-mail: matteo.draghetti@upa.unicredit.it 

DEPOSITARY BANK - UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

THE BANK OF NEW YORK
P. O. Box 11258 - Church Street Station
New York, NY 10286-1258 - USA
Phone +1 (610) 312 5315
E-mail: shareowner-svcs@bankofny.com
Website: www.adrbny.com 

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 

DELOITTE & TOUCHE S.p.A. 
Piazza San Vito, 37 
31100 Treviso - Italy 
Phone +39 0422 5875 
Partner: Fausto Zanon
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LUXOTTICA S.r.l.
KILLERLOOP EYEWEAR S.p.A.
Stabilimento di Agordo
Via Valcozzena, 10
32021 Agordo (BL) - Italy
Tel. +39 0437 644.1

LUXOTTICA BELGIUM N.V.
Airport Business Center
Luchthavenlei 7/A
2100 Deurne - Belgium
Tel. + 32 3 2868000

LUXOTTICA FASHION BRILLEN VERTRIEBS GmbH
Hans Pinsel Str. 9A
85540 Haar - Germany
Tel. +49 89 4569150

OY LUXOTTICA FINLAND AB
Sinikalliontie 12
02630 Espoo - Finland
Tel. +358 9 4391050

LUXOTTICA FRANCE S.à r.l.
Les Espaces de Sophia
Bâtiment B - 80
Route des Lucioles
06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex - France
Tel. +33 4 92966600

LUXOTTICA GOZLUK TICARET A.S.
Sehitler Caddesi 1519, Sokak n. 5 
Umurbey Izmir - Turkey
Tel. +90 232 4648740

LUXOTTICA HELLAS A.E.
Anthousas Ave, 3
153 51 Pallini - Greece
Tel. + 30 210 6669300

LUXOTTICA IBERICA S.A.
C/Silici, 79-81 
08940 Cornellà de Llobregat 
Barcelona - Spain
Tel. +34 93 474 1989

LUXOTTICA NEDERLAND B.V.
Van de Eijndekade, 2 - Postbus 506
2100 Am Heemstede - The Netherland
Tel. +31 23 5232800

LUXOTTICA NORGE A.S.
Storgt., 23
3611 Kongsberg - Norway
Tel. +47 32 763100

LUXOTTICA OPTICS Ltd
32 Maskit St. Herzelia-Pituah
P.O.B. 2038
Herzelia 46120 - Israel
Tel. +972 9 9585740

LUXOTTICA POLAND Sp.Z.o.o
Ul. Zachodnia 5/73 
30-350 Krakow - Poland
Tel. +48 12 2695000
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LUXOTTICA PORTUGAL S.A.
R. João De Freitas Branco, 32-C
1500 - 359 Lisboa - Portugal
Tel. +351 21 7221300

LUXOTTICA SWEDEN A.B.
Trälåsvägen, 14 - Box 7084
Västra Frölunda, Göteborg - Sweden
Tel. +46 31 697100

LUXOTTICA (SWITZERLAND) AG
Grubenstrasse 109
3322 Urtenen-Schönbühl - Switzerland
Tel. +41 31 8585800

LUXOTTICA UK Ltd
Iron Bridge Close
Great Central Way
London NW 10 0NW - United Kingdom
Tel. +44 208 9550 770

LUXOTTICA VERTRIEBSGESELLSCHAFT mbH
Inkustrasse, 1-7/3
A - 3400 Klosterneuburg - Austria
Tel. + 43 2243 30888

SUNGLASS HUT EUROPE
Iron Bridge Close
Great Central Way
London NW 10 0NW - United Kingdom
Tel. +44 208 9550 770

AVANT GARDE OPTICS Inc.
44 Harbor Park Drive - Port Washington
New York 11050 - USA
Tel. +1 484 3800

LUXOTTICA CANADA Inc.
947 Verbena Road 
Mississauga, Toronto
Ontario L5T 1T5 - Canada
Tel. +1 905 5642400

LUXOTTICA SUN CORPORATION
7300 N.W. 19 St. Suite 305
33126 Miami - Florida - USA
Tel. + 1 305 4770070

LUXOTTICA RETAIL
LENSCRAFTERS Inc.
4000 Luxottica Place
Mason, Ohio 45040 - USA
Tel. +1 513 7656000

LUXOTTICA MEXICO S.A de C.V.
Monte Elbruz 132 - Piso 3
Col. Lomas de Chapultepec
1100 Mexico D.F. - México
Tel. + 52 55 52807244

LUXOTTICA ARGENTINA S.r.l. 
Av. Alicia Moreau de Justo, 550
Of. 20 Y 23 - Piso 1
1107 AAL Buenos Aires - Argentina
Tel. + 54 11 43153522

LUXOTTICA DO BRASIL Ltda
Avenida Tambore, 1180 - Modulo B03
Cep 06460-000 Barueri
São Paulo - Brazil
Tel. + 55 11 41918240

AMERICAS
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LUXOTTICA AUSTRALIA Pty Ltd
75 Talavera Road, Macquarie Park, 
North Ryde - NSW 2113 - Australia 
Tel. +61 2 98152000

SUNGLASS HUT AUSTRALASIA Pty Ltd
75 Talavera Road, Macquarie Park, 
North Ryde - NSW 2113 - Australia 
Tel. +61 2 98152000

LUXOTTICA GULF LLC
Al Attar Business Tower
Sheik Zayed Road
P.O. Box 62504 - Dubai - U.A.E.
Tel. + 971 4 3322487

MIRARI JAPAN Co. Ltd
3-10-9 Aobadai Meguro-Ku
Tokyo 153-0042 - Japan
Tel. +81 3 37806781

MIRARIAN MARKETING Pte Ltd
315 Outram Road # 13-04 Tan Boon Liat Building
Singapore 0316
Tel. +65 62215777

MIDDLE EAST AND FAR EAST

LUXOTTICA SOUTH AFRICA Pty Ltd
30, Impala Road
Chislehurston, Sandton 
2196 Johannesburg - South Africa
Tel +27 11 7841501

AFRICA

RAYBAN SUN OPTICS INDIA Ltd
Plot No. SP 810-811, Road No. 20
RIICO Industrial Area
Phase II, 301 019 Bhiwadi Rajasthan - India
Tel. +91 1493 221 012

INDIA
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